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Private Citizen of Canton, Ohio, Becomes Chief Executive of a Great
Nation and Republican Party Resumes Reins of Government.

Terrible

at Bos-

Explosion

ton Subway.

SIX PERSONS KILLED AND
MANY INJURED.

Been
_

Falsified—-The Town Shocked.

[BFECIAI.

Llmington,

TO THE

MaroJi

FBE88.1

4.—The

Leaking Gas Ignited by
Spark.

singular

and somewhat embarrassing spectacle ot
a town treasurer and ex-treasurer sitting
at a desk and huoting for discrepancies
the latter’s official aconuuts, upon
in
which is basad the greatest sensation

Llmington has known for years, was
witnessed today by a correspondent of
the PRESS.
An hour before this interesting session
ex-Treasurer Leonard J. Slrout, one of
In

il.„

1 n on

nUlvAnl

F

an

OCCUPANTS

AND

ELECTRIC CAR

Electric

LIFTED HIGH IN AIR.

ft.

member, justioe of the
the
of
truitea
Limington academy,
peace,
and for a long time a holder of municipal offices, was at work in his wood lot,
leading churob

Affair Occured at Corner of Bolyston and
Tremont

unoonacions of the caustic critioism that
was being hurled against him by people
cf the town who had heard the details of

liceman

March 4. —An explosion oot
In the subway exoavation at the
corner of Tremont and Boylston streets
about 12 o’olock today which caused the
at least six persons and the
death -of
Injury of 50 more, meny of whom will
Boston,

with surprise. “I
said.
know nothing about this,” be
‘‘The town officers have said nothing to
If errors in my acoonnts
me about it.
have been discovered, it seems strange
that 1, the most interested party in the

die.
The
explosion wreoked three eleetria
oars that were passing at the time, one
of them being burned up.
Several buildings la the vloinity were

Then,
case, have not been consulted.”
re-read the clipping, he remarked
as he
that some
political eDemy must have
started the story,to repay him for casting
his first Kepublioan vote last fall.
‘‘My nearest neighbor, Jesse Q Har-

less damaged.
Tlmexploslon was caused by escaping

more or

gas.

Among the buildings damaged era the
Pelham, the Knickerbocker and
Head buildings and the Masonlo Temple.
Window glass In buildings within 209

member of the board of selectWith
men; let’s go over and see him.
Mr. Strout unyoked the steers,
this,
leaving the load in the middle of the
a

Hotel

feet

them to the barn,
wood lot road, drove/
to the
and he and the reporter went

of the scene

of

the

explosion

were

shat tered.
The whole width of Tremont street was
thrown up at the junoture of Boylston
and several boles in the pavement wore
mads several hundred feet away.
The explosion occurred just as threo
in the centre of the
oars
were almost

neighbor’s house.
Selectman Harmon was at home. He
out into the barn and the two
neighbors dispassionately dfsoussed the
came

subject of the newspaper clipping.
“Yes, there is something In the report,
Seventh

la

curred

peared overwhelmed

on

Leaking

Injured.

A newspaper dipping was snown
It related to the discovery of a
in bis aocounts as treasurer
shortage
He apfrom five to eight years ago.
him.

Continued

Accident—Pm

of

Noticed

Bad

Vicinity All Forenoon—The Dead and

wood.

is

Bleached Forth Beneath

Them—Explanation

his alleged defalcation.
The reporter found Mr. Strout driving
a yoke of steers home with a load of cord

mon,

Streets—Three Cars Stood by

When Flames

spaoe at the oorner. One oar was precisethe centre when the explosion
in
ly
The whole of the wooden work
came.

Page.

was
with a
lifted
into the air, carrying the
first named car with it and taking along
The other
two horses of the second car.
vehicles were lifted straight Into the air,
but came down on the traoks.
Instantly the air was filled with flying
debris, and above tbe shouts of terrorstricken pedestrians and citizens oonld
be heard the groans and cries of the
wounded. The first electric car, the one
in which most of the dead were riding,
reached the tracks than it
no sooner
broke in halves, and the whole portion
almost immediately burst into flames.
Some one sounded a fire alarm. This
brought a large rescue party to tbe scene,
and almost immediately culls were being
sent out hurriedly for tbe ambulanoes.
People who were not injured In the
street were inoapable
cars on Boylston
at first and personsjlu the
of action
buildings and stores surrounding did not
know what had ocourred. But it did uot
take long for them to recover their s»ns>
almost immediately there wbs
es and
a rush up to the assistance of the wounded. It is said that there was not a person on the threa oars referred to who was
not dead or wounded, and all the wounds
received were very severe, most of the
uersons being rendered unoonsoious.
Immediately stores and oflioes were
converted into temporary hospitals until ambulanoes could arrive.
Policeman Whalen of this beat, who
hRd a wonderful escape from death, tbe
explosion taking place almost undei his
feet, says that he had smelt the odor of
gas all the morning. About 10 minutes
of 11 he telephoned to the Gas compauy
that there was a strong odor of gas evidently from a leak In tbe gas at the corner of Tremont and Boylston streets.
he received was, coming
The answer
from a female voice, “We know all about

hole at this point

frightful

WORLD FAMOUS.
Vice President Garrett A. Hobart.

President William McKinley.
crisp breeze that bad ohaogeu from north-
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Inauguration Day
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ATTENTION!
If the head of your
barrel is j ust like this

Washington, March 4.—With the excepof Major MoKiniey, the happitst
man in Washington t>day is Chief Moore
a steady
jf the weather bureau. While
lown
pour of rain was dampening the
spirits cf the MoKiniey enthusiasts yesterday, be took bis profession reputation
in his hands and staked it on a prediction that “Inauguration day will surely
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Committee on
fairs

Legal

mg Water Company.

p0yNT0N>
Secretary Legal Affairs Committee.
marStd

The Committee

on

Towns

Will give a public hearing on the petition asking that the town of South Portland be incorporated as the City of Willard, Weduesday,
March 10, at 2 p. nr, In the laud agent’s room
at the State House at Augusta.
M. A. AUSTIN, Secretary.

marSdtd_
Committee

Inland

Most

Torturing, Disfiguring,
Humiliating

Of itching, burning, bleeding, scaly skin
and scalp humors is instantly relieved
by a warm bath with Cuticura Soap,
a single application of Cuticura (oint-

ment), the great skm cure, and a full dose
of Ccticora Resolvent, greatest of blood
purifiers and humor aures.

Fisheries

The Commtltee on Judiciary
rooms at th.
Will give a public hearing in Its
State House in Augusta.
that the
1897. at 2 o’clock p. m., on an order
of legiscommittee inquire into the expediency
of
conduct
political
the
lation providing for
caucuses and primaries.
on
interest
money.
the
On an act to regulate
An an act to amend the charter of the Cas._

tine Water Company.
..
An act to am-nd sec. 12, of chap. 100. of the
Public Laws of 1891 relating to protection of
forests.
An act in relation to the sale of property in
warehouses on which charges have not

public
been

paid.

W. J. KNOWLTON, Secretary
marotd

Sea and Shore Fisheries.
Petition of Nelson Woodward and 85 others
“Fishermen” asking for an
of Jonesport,
amendment to laws relating to the lobster
Washington
in
County will have a hearfishery
ing at their rooms Tuesday March 9th, at
m.
o’clock p.
E. A. WYMAN, Chairman.
F. 8. 8TEVENS, Secretary.

all doubts

o’oloik he

to the President’s
in all the outdoor
programme, and before 0
as

take part

inauguration
was

busily engaged in passing

strated the affection in which Airs.Cleveland is held by those who know her most
A great number of ilornl
intimately.
offerings arrived at the White House this
morning from all parts of the country
being addressed to Airs. Cleveland and
Airs. MoKiniey in about equal proportions.

to

At 8 o’clock Major McKinley sat down
breakfast with a better appetite than

at any time since bis recent
Mrs.
McKinley, who is still intook breakfast In ber aparidisposed,
At
iiient.
10 o’clook Senator Sherman
and
Senator
Mltohell, the committee
from the Senate the of United
Status,
appointed to escort tne President-elect
from the hotel to the White House, was
ushered iuto
Major McKinley’s reception room.
At 10 minutes fnst 11 Senator Sherman
said:
‘‘1 think it is time to start, if
you are ready, Mr. President.”
Senator Sherman and Major McKinley
set out.
They were followed by Senator
Mltohell, Abner McKinley, Secretary
Porter and Uapt. Helsland. Major McKinley entered his cairiage amid cheers.
beside him anil
Senator
Sherman sat
Senator Mitchell and Mr. Dougherty opposite him. Thus thev were driven to the
White House.
A obeer from the crowd
gathered
around the east entrance to
the White House grounds gave notice to
those in the big masion tuat the President-elect waa approaching.
On arriving at the steps leading to the
looking
main door, Major McKinley,
jumped
line, vigorous and well dressed,
Senator
Sherby
out briskly, followed
Major Mcman and Senator Mltohell.
portloo and
Kinley walked across the future
home
through the entranoe to his
swing.
with an easy, dignified
The tall form of the Secretary of State
towered above him at bis aide, while Senator Mltohell brought up in the rear.
be has bail

illness.

and Game
Will give a public hearing Tuesday, March
9th 1897, at 2 o’clook p. m. in its room at the
State House, Augusta, on an Act to amend
Chapters 30. and TO, of the Pubiio Laws relating to Inland Fisheries and Game.
C. E. CUSHMAN, Bec’y.
mar5dtd

dispelled
ability to

and] all the cabinet ladles had gathered
to bid good-bye to Airs. Cleveland. These
leave takings were emphasized by evidences of the deepest regret und demon-

___

on

for the night
whs
not disturbed until
nearly 8 o’oiook this morning, when he
breakfasted w ith a good appetite. The
clear atmosphere and generous sunlight

upon the belated aots of Congress, in an
be clear.”
effort to have his calendar oleared before
By 8 o’cluck every vestige cf mist and
the arrival of the President-elect at 11.
fieeov cloud had cleared away before the
Py 10 o’oiook all of the members of
the cabinet were with the President carefully soanning the appropriation bills,

Af-

Will give a public hearing In Its room in the
State House in Augusta as follows:
On Wednesday, March 10,1897, at 2 o clock
of Deerp. m.. on an act to lncorpoiate the City

was notably imSoon
proved in health this morning.
after midnight
he caught up with the
accumulation of legislation,and retiring

speedily, permanently, and
economically cure, when all else fails.

Remedies

Potteb Dbdo akd Chew. Cobp.. Sole Props., Boston.
ay“ How to Cure Every Skin and Blood Humor,” free.

FACES’ ^"cUTl'cUBA^SOAB

PIMPLY

SPECIAL
LADIES’

oa

NOTICES.

OENTLEMEIT’S

MADE-UP GARMENTS
that

are

Slightly soiled

or

Wrinkled,

can

be

STEAM SPONGED

And repressed to hare the appearance of new,
fa sure cure for moths); this class of work is
done every day, at

FOSTER’S

Forest

City

DYE

HOUSE,

13 Preble St. opp. Preble
Kid Glove, Clean«ed every day.

House.

Curtain, Cleanied.
telephone Connection.
Lace

The White House employes formed In
for them. Finally all was ready and Mr.
line across the public lobby, and bowed
Hobart, vice-president eleet, took the
as the Major passed them.
oath of offioe,administered by Vice-PresiThe big eluss doors separating the nub- dent Stevenson.
Thereupon Mr. Hobart
lio from the private part of the White look
Mr. Stevenson dethe ohair and
House were
swung wide
uDd
open
livered his farewell speech.
through these Major HnKinley walked,
taking off his hat as he orossed the threshold. It was then 10.20. When the maSenators: The hour has arrived which
entered the oval shaped blue room niaiks the close of the lift7-fourth Conjor
nobody was there to reoeive him. Presi- gress and terminates my official relation
dent
Before
Cleveland was busily engaged up to this body.
laying down the
1 may be parstairs putting his signature to bills and gavel for the
last time,
doned for detaining you for a moment in
joint resolutions.
Meanwhile
members of the onbinet the attempt
to give expression to my
walked in to greet the incoming
gratitude for the uniform courtesy extor the
and
a
t
there was
many kindesses
warm exchange of tended
me,
tive,
courtesies. But the wait was muoh long- ; shown me during the time it has Deen
cr than anybody expected.
fortune to preside over your
It was exact-i my good
of the
iy half an hour after the President-elect* deliberations. My appreciation
entered the blue room before Mr. OJevo- j resolution of the fc-enate personal to myland camo down
stairs to greet him. self can find no adequate expiession in
Intentionally I have at no time
They spent a minute only in conversa- words.
I carry from this
offense and
tionalities and then
word was given to given
Major Hall of tbe army, aid to the grand presence no shadow of feeling of unkindmarshal, that they were ready to start ness to any Senator, no memory of a
for the Capitol.
grievance.
Chief among the favors political forAs the President aud President-elect
stepped out into the bracing atmosphere tune has bestowed upon me I count that
Mr. Cleveland looked of have been the associate and of having
of the morning,
toward the skv and remarked in a loud, know something of the friendship of the
beaity voice, like a man who felt well: meu with whom I have so long held offi“This pleasanter than It was this time cial relations in this chamber.
I am
persuaded that no occupant of
yesterday.
1
Major McKinley smiled and stepped this chair during the 108 years of our
back to allow Mr.Uleveland'to enter the constitutional history over entered upon
Mr. Cleveland the discharge of the dut-'es pertaining to
open door of the Viotoria.
a
was President
still, so by virtue of his this office more deep!) impressed with
or
ofliofi be took the right band side of the sense of the responsibility imposed
the
characi
of
Mr. McKinley sat hy his side with a higher appreciation
rear set.
Senator Mitchell with Senator ter and dignity of this great legislative
facing
anerman
During the term just closoccupying tne fourth place. lipsembly.
few
saw the
ing* questions of deep importance to the

Very

people

departure

the portino.
HOBART
Simple

dent’s

TAKES OATH.
Attending Tice PreslInauguration.

The gallery doors of the Senate were
until 10 o’clock, and then
not oponed
tho crowds who had been waiting with
(iokets of admission Bowed in, and soon
every sent was occupied except la the
sections reserved
for
the diplomatic
corps and to the families of Senators.
“the ambassadors
At 11.45
of foreign countries,” were announced in the
Senate and they took their seats with
The foreign minisbecoming dignity.
ters entered the chamber next, fallowed
by the justices of the Supreme Court
of the United States. The ambassadors
and ministers were resplendent In their
uniforms, sashes and decorations. The
justices wore LUck silk robes.
At 12 o’clock the Speaker and members
of the House of Representatives arrivod.
anil galleries of the Senate
The
floor
chamber were completely filled.
At 12.23 the President and Presidentelect were

announced

and

semblage stcod ns the
gentlemen were eeoorted

the vast

as-

distlnguired

two
to seats

1

from

Ceremonies

reserved

and to cna counu-j un»o wuuu
people
earnest and a times paasionated discussion. This chamber has ludead been the
The record of the
arena of great debate.
struggles, of masterful debates.of importanil passes now
closed
ant legislation is
to the domain of history.
I think I can truly say, in the words
of a distinguished predecessor, that in
1
the discharge of my official duties
have known
no
cause, no party, no
friend.” It has been my earnest endeavor justly to interpret and faithfully to
At
execute the rules of the Senate
times the temptation maybe strong to
for
compass partisan ends by a disregard
Yet 1 think it
a perversion of the rules.
safe to say the result however salutary
will be dearly purchased by a departure
from the methods prescribed by the SenA single Inate for its own guidance.
stance as indicated might provo the fore’-twill be rerunner of untold
evils.
corded for a precedent and many an error
by the,same example, will rush into the
state.” It must net be forgotten that the
rules governing this body were founded
deep in hum an experience, that they are
the result of centuries of tireless efforts
In legislative halls to conserve, to render stable aud secure the rights and liberties which have been achieved by conflict.
By its rules the Senate wisely
Of
lixes the limits of its own power.
those who clamor against the Senate and
its methods of
it may be truly ]

procedure,

conserve the time honored precedents and
established traditions which have contributed to make this tribunal the most
distinguished of legislative bodies of the
world.
the
duties of
In entering upon the
office to which I have been chosen I feel
a peculiar delicacy, for 1 am aware that
will
1
your body with whom for a time
be associated has had but n small voice
ia the selection of its presiding officer
conduct
and that I am called upon to
not perhaps
your deliberations while
or
merit
either
of
in
point
your choice
htness. It will be mv constant effort to
aid you so far as I am able in a reasonabusiness of the
ble expedition of the
to exSenate and I may be permitted
History was prnss the belief that such expedition is
publican government.
All the interstrewn with the wrecks of unsuccessful the hope of the country.
and the addemocracies. Sometimes the usurpation ests of good government
and better
ficka
the
toward
higher
vancement
of legislative power, sometimes
leness aud unridled license of the people, condition of things call for prompt und
had brought
popular governments to positive legislation at your bauds. To
To guaid against these obstruct the regular course of wise and
destruction.
chief hope in prudent legislative action alter the fulldangers they placed their
*
*
*
*
The est and freest discussion is neither conthe Senate.
Senate which was organized in 1789 at sistent with, true senatorial courtesy, conthe government ducive to the welfare of the people nor in
the Inauguration of
abides aud will continue to abide, one compliance with their just expectations.
While assisting in the settlement of the
and the sama body until the government
itr-elf shall be overthrown or time shall grave questions which devolve upon the
will be
Tweutv-four Senators who Senate of the United (States, it
ie no more.
deliberations it.”
have occupied seats in this chamber dur- my endeavor to guide its
It was an Inward bound Huron avenue
ing my term of office are no longer mem- that its wisdom may he made fruitful in car that was over the oentre of the
spot
Five of that number works while at the same time exercising
ners of this bodv.
—Stanford. Colquitt, Vance, Stockbridge such fairness and impartiality within the
deserve
at
should
the
eontenSenate
with
of
the
fas
rules
and Wilson —“shattered
iona of this great hall,” full of jears and least your good opinion of the sincerity
from t earthly of my efforts.
have passed
of honors
The fall of the gavel will conscenes.
Unfamiliar with your rules and mnnterms of
honorable
and
clude the long
npr of nronedure.
I can onlv nromisa that
service
of other Senators who will he
I will bring nil the ability I possoss to
borne in kind remembrance by their \asof every duty that
I would do vio- the faithful discharge
sociates who remain.
devolve on me.
lence to my feelinus if I failed to express may
lor
I
icly always on your suggestions,
my thanks to the officers of this body
with which they have dis- you advice aud
the tidelity
your cooperation nod I
and
for
unties
would feel unequal to the task did ] not
charged their important
tue timely assistance and unfailing cour- trustfully anticipate that indulgent aid
tesy of which I have been the recelpiout. and consideration on which yon have at
to my predessore, and
the gentleman who succeeds me,
all times given
For
I earnestly invoke the same cooperation without wbioh I could not hope to acquit
acor with
have
so
satisfaction
to
ony
ana courtesy
generously
your
you
myself
corded me. Senators, my parting words degree of personal credit.
have been
spoken aim I now discharge
It shall be my highest aim to justify
rav
last official duty, that of declaring the offioe that the people have reposed
the Senate adjourned without date.
in me by discharging my duties in suoh
as
to lighten your labors,
At the conclusion of Mr. Stevenson’s a manner
offered
the
was
chapby
secure
your appreciation of my honest
address,prayer
lain and then Mr. Hobart made his open- effort to administer ynur rules with an
eye single to the public good and proing address.
mote the pleasant and efficient transaction of public business I trust that our
official and personal relations may he
Senators—To have been elected to
we
side over the Senate of tbe United States alike agreeable, that the friendship
may form here may be genuine and lastis a distinction which auy citizen would
ing and that the work of the Senate may
prize and the maifestation of confidence redound to the peace and honor of the
I country and the proapeiity and happiness
which it implies is au honor which
of all the people.
sincerely appreciate. My gratitude aDd
President
UleveJand’s
proclamation
loyalty to the people of the country to convening the
session for
Senate in
to
was adwhom 1 owe this honor and my duty
March 4, was read and the oath
Celebrated
for
its
great li averting
an
such
me
Hobart to
of
Vice-President
ministered by
you i\a well,
require
Assures the
strength and healthfulness.
construccame
The
conscientious
the
now
Senators.
and
ceremony
equitable
food against alum and all forms of adultion and enforcement of your rules as to a close at 12.55 when the order of exit
teration c ommon to the cheap brands.
shall protect the well being and
prosroyal baking powder co
new yore.
Continued ou Second Page.
perity cf the people and at the same time

In
said they know not what they do.
■tills eh am her alone are preserved, without
wise
of
essentials
legislarestraint, two
tion and of good government, the right
of amendment and of debate. Great evils
in
often result from hasty legislation.
my humble judgment, the historic Senate, preserving the unrestricted right of
amenment aud of debate, maintaining
Intact the time honored methods which
unfailingly secure action after deliberation, possesses in our scheme of government a value whloh cannot bo measThe Senate is a perpetured by words.
In the words of an eminent
ual body.
framed
who
men
“the
Senator
studied
had
constitution
tho
thoroughly all former attempts at re-

execu-[

roar

pre-1

POWDER
Absolutely
Pure.

of the
explosion and received the full
force of the shock. A huge flame came
forco of
Up under the car as soon as the
the
explosion was spent and it was
quickly enveloped in flames.
There
were eeven or eight persons in
the oar at the time. All of them were
severely injured and burned so that they
The motorman was
will probably die.
blown off the car and maimed for life.
Jfist in front of the spot where the explosion had its greatest force was a Back
a
Bay oar on the inbound track andThe
tbo outbound.
car on
Brookline
were
severely
these cars
passengers in
shaken up and fhe old people had to be
assisted from tbo oar.
The correct theory of the explosion is
given by the engineers of the subway after a careful inspection offitbe disaster.
The scene was wnere the fourth section
intersects the section coming down the
The fourth secBoylston street mall.
tion is umlei contract to the Metropolitan Construction company and there remained only the restoration of the street
at the comer and the Back filliDg of a
portion of the walls on the westerly side.
This work was to have been completed
by the close of the present week and the
entire section turned over to the transit
commissioners.
The method followed in buildiDg the
make what are known as
suhwav is to
cut and cover openings about 111 feet in
street surface is
the
where
width, and
opened to set up heavy braces of steel
and lay a plank ioadway.
distance between the planking
The
and the top of the arch of the tunnel at
this point was about four feet. This was
by the conlast opening made
the
In recalking the joints it Is
tracts.
a
number of
that
to
reasonable
suppose
remained, but owing .to the
defeota
strong flooring and the close joining of
the planks whatever gasiescapes was conspace and therefined in the four feet
Thus charged a
by escaped detection.
spark from the wells of the eleetrio car,
undoubtedly ignited tho fluid and oauaed
the shooking disaster that followed.
At the corner where the accident occurred there is probably more travel than
at any like section of the city.
were shattered in buildings
WindowB
on Tremont street from below the Tremont theatre to Lagrange street, and on
Boylston street from .Washington street
nlrnnst; to Park sauare.
A list of the'dead follows:
He». W. A. Start, pastor of

Tufts col-

19 Arlington street.
le|Tis8 Matilda Bates,
Salem., private

secreWm. K. VIHhI,
tary to Thomas W. Dawson, S3 State
street, Boston.
Ben:. Downing, hack driver, 3 Temple street, died on way to hospital.
D. H. Sibley, carriage driver, burned
beyond recognition.
Among the injured are:
Electric car conductor, thigh fractured;
Sam Morton, on actor at Keath’s theatre, dangerous internal injuries; Mary
E. Stone, 32 Floyd street, Waltham, badly shaken up,“but may not be seriously
injured; Alexander Devois, 698 Sbawmut
arm
avenue, a West End conductor,
fraotured; 8. D. Nickerson, Cambridge,
Masanio
the
in
order,
grand secretary
cut in the bead and face by glass; J. J.
Vanes,26 Lovell street, out in head; Tony
Byagarry, 6 Blagden stteet, head cut:
Henry J. Kelley of engine oompany 26,
bad a spike enter his left foot; Mrs.
Charles S. Bates, 11 Arlington street,
while riding in 8 oar; Wm.
was injured
■Maybow, a waiter at the Thorndike,
of the skull; H. Woodcock,
a fracture
34 years old, 23 Dexter street-, South Boston, a machinist, slight wound on right
Ballard, 41 years old of 5
hand; H.
Barstow street, Alston, gas fitter, abrasions of head and nose; Nancy O’Neil,
SO years of age, was badly hurt; Patrick
85 years of age, 26 Broad
II. Graney,
street, Woburn, truok driver, severe contusion of hip and knee; E. C. Worcester,
28*ilagnolia street, Roxbury stteet,injury
to Bead'; Lillian Rose,22 yeais, 111 Boach
street, South Boston, clerk, contusion
of the right leg; John J.Burns, 44 years,
3 Lovis street. South Boston, a musician
at the Park thentre; Patrick Delauey,
35 years, 23 East 6th street, South Boston,
had five stitohes in head; Charles Newell,
draughtsman at City ball, had one stitch
taken in bis scalp; John Gill, aged 11,
East Boston, left shoulder broken; Mary
E. Stone, 82 Floyd street, Waltham, mufracture of left thigh and
sic teacher,
scalp wound: Thomasi. Brown, 33 years
laborer, fraotura
old, 6 Church street,
A. Hipwell, 695 Tremont
foit; Mary
to
spine; A. R. Sargent,
street, injuries
motorman, 1913 Washington street, badseverely out about face and
ly injured,
head; Miss Sadie E. Fleming, 199 Marlon limbs and forebruises
boro street,
head, struck on back by a beam; Annie
Frank, 334 Marlboro street, badly shaken
up; James R.Roardon, 963 Massachusetts
avenue, cut head and; other minor injuries; John J. O’CoDnor of Halifax, N.
S., injured knee; Fred W.Deeley, 18 Har-

rison avenue, contusions and lacerated
Vvounds on loft eye; Mrs. S. A. Peek, 223
Everett street. Allston, injury to back;
Mrs. J. R. Wilson, 17 St. Charles street,
injury between shoulders; Nellie Jackson, housekeeper at 315 Marlboro street,
injuries to left arm and back; Sadie M.
Brown, injuries to head; Charlotte L.
1'oin

fantnroH

thtrvlt-

A

Tt

(’onninr..

ham, motorman, injury to his leg, probably a fracture; A. L. Sherburne, 191

Commonwealth

avenue, cut Id the head
by flying glass; John Hoss, 157 Longwood avenue,
Brookline, faoe out by
glass; Wol Kepler, 39 Newman street,

deep gash ic'rlgut band;Adolph Lundin,
proprietor of the Turkish baths under
the Tremont theatre, out
slightly by
glass; Mrs. Hoiatio Bigelow, 9 Fairfield
street,'baok severely injured; Miss Alice
KioharJson, a friend of Mrs. Bigelow
thigh fractured; J. Hennessy, Roxbury,
slightly injured; Augusta L. Wilson,

38
St. Charles street,
yeais, 17
lacerated wounds of head and injury to
Anna
baok;
Harding, ear out; Mrs. L.
A. Beck, 233 Everett street, Allison, back
Charlie Lenair, 32 years, Jainjured;
mnicajPlaln, fractured thigh and a bad
scaln wound; Phillip Woof, barber, head
badly out and rendered unconscious, being blowD across the shop; Frank Tobey,
aged 27, 120 Malden street, left foot badly cut; Thomas' F. Ford, 968 Tiomont
strreet, contusions; Lucy Dolan, 83 West
Brookline
back and
street,
injured
shoulder; Fred Deeley, 19S Harrison avedub, multiple
injuries, will die; Paul
Hackett conductor, 64 Albany street,
age

leg.broken, scalp woupd.

The fire department promptly responded
the alarm of lire and
extinsoon
the flames in cars and timbers.
A
squad of 150 police was insufficient
to keep back the thousands of
people
In from all
who rushed
sides and it
was only by
a
of a
false
alarm
giving
second explosion that they were nble to
drive Lack the crowds and rope off the
The crowd rapidly increased un! 'r::ot.
fit Feveral thousand persons were in the
vicinity.
Firemen, police and laborers
conveyed the dead to the morgue and the
to
the hospitals.
One car bad
injured
to

guished

How's

This

Hundred Dollars Reward
that cannot be cured
by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
f\ J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We the undersigned,
have known F. J
We offer

for any

One

case

of Catarrh

Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transac-

financially able to carry out any
obligations made by their firm.
WEST & TRUAX, Wholesale Druggists, Toletions and

do. O.

WADDING,

KINNAN

*

MARVIN,

Whole-

sale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken
Internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucuous
surfaces of the system. Price, 76'. per bottle.
Sold by aU Druggists. Testlmor ials free.

out and the top
the sides.
Trolley wires were blown off in a dozen
and
manholes
on
were
sido
places
every
without covers. From a near by jeweler’s
said to be
precious stones
window,
worth 512,000, were scattered about tbe
street
and store.
Tho foundations of
Hotel
Pelham are
said to be badly
shaken, while every window display In
the neighborhood was injured.
The loss by broken glass cannot be estimated. Tbe immediate cause of the exTbe
plosion is not, positively known.
most gefteraily accepted theory is that
it was oaused by a spark from an electric
motor of the llrst electric which was a
Mount Auburn oar.
Since December
28 complaints have been made of gas esfrom
main
the old
caping
along the south
sido of Boylston street. This morning
the leak became much worse.
At 10
o’clock Librarian Roberts of
Masonic Tomple telephoned the gas company that the building was so full of gas
tuat the occupants could hardly breathe.
It is evident that for some distance up
Tremono and Boylston streets a great
quantity of gas was leaking up through
the place io the middle of the crossing
of tbe streets whore the subway had teen
over
and not permamerely planked
nently roofed. The gas was not in the
subway between the temporary roof and
surface of the street,
The subway was
net seriously damaged.
The officials of
the gas company refuse to talk, except
to deny that any formal oomplaint of the
leak had been made to them.
Mayor Quincy expressed a determination to institute a rigid iuvestigatinu.
Of tbe
injured only ten remain at the
The others were sent home
hospitals.
Conductor Sargeant will die.
Mayor Quincy tonight made a statement in which'he says: “The accident
dees not givo the slightest cause for apprehension ms to tbe safety of the subway
itself.
Had the permanent covering of
the
stre9t teen in place the uocident
could
not
hRva happened, for where
would have beon
no chamber in which
Tbe reoordsoftie
gos could collect.
gas company show that it reoelved telenotice
at 11.07, of a leak in
phonic
Masonic hoilding, but as r11 the inspecto
tors were out,
an order
investigate
was not
given nn inspector until 11.40,
all the windows
was
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McKinley is president.
Continued from

First

Paq;e.

procession to the inaugural
was put in execution.
the
After
Inaugural ceremonies had
been concluded the Senate beaded by the
returned to the
President,
new Vice
Senate ohambebr and resumed Its session.
Mr.
was
of
Cockrell, it
On motiou
the hour of meeting hereafter
ordered
be at 13 noou. The Semite at 3.10 p. m.
and

the

platform

adjourned until

tomorrow noon.

THE EVENTS OF THE DAY.
Story of the Inauguration Ceremonies
Detail.

Washington,

Maroh

in

4.—While the in-

augural ceremonies were progressing in
the Senate chamber, the vast throngs on
the plaza of the' Capitol resorted to various devices to pass the time waiting for
the appearance of the Presidential party.
At
13.30 roiuo one started the familiar
strains of “Nearer My God to Thee.”
roar.
soon
swelled into a mighty
The people were massed at every point
of vantage and view, covering almost
every exposed part of the Capitol
facade,
not less than 10,000 finding room on the
front. Photographers in abundance were
At 13.45 the first occuin attendance.
pants of the stand marched out of the
Capital doors and took their teats. They

They

were
representatives of the press. Five
min ales inter the iirst
of the Presidential party stated down the steps from
the bronze doors. Mrs. McKinley in the
lead, esoorted by C. J. Bell, chairman

of the inaugural committee.and J.Addison Porter, President McKinley’s secretary. Fallowing they came Mr.and Mrs.
Barber and Abner McKinley with his
venerable mother and the other members

explosion must have ooonrred through of the party
which aoooiupanied the
on extraordinary comtiuation of olroumPresident from Canton, and Wm. M. Os-

stances.”
'lhe mayor says that in his opinion no
blame can te
attached to the transit
but all possible facts
commissioners,
will be brought out by investigation.
In
the Senate this afternoon was
offered an or ler for the appointment of
a
committee of three Senators to act
with a committee from the House to investigate today’s subway explosion in
this city.

borue of Boston, secretary of the nationul
Republican
committee, with friends.

They ocoupied seats directly in the rear
of the platform Decupled by the President’s party.
The ladies of the Supreme Court, headed by Mrs. Fuller, and a number of the
wives of Senators, were in the
party.
Mrs, McKinley walked slowly and as sho
of
the
aisle
oame down
the long
platALL FOR LOVE.
form, the crowd cheered wildly.
The party was headed by Capt. Charles
King, U. S.A. (retired), the well-known
Clyde Marco of Newburg Attempts Suicide novelist, and First Lieut. Shipton of tho
First
Artillery, who had charge, under
iu Bangor.
direction

of the

Senate oommittee

arrangements, of seating the people

Bangor, Marob 4.—Clyde Marco, aged
20, of Newburg was picked up by the
police on the streets today and taken to
the station, mildly inebriated as it was
Here be said be bad taken
stout
dose of castor oil
A
brought liim around all right. He says
thBt he is in love with a married woman, with whom he has been living for
several weeks, and who a
day or two
of ber way and resaw the error
ago

supposed.
poison.

nf

on

this party was
the stand. As soon
seated the musically iaolined portion of
the orowd sang a verse of “America.”
of some minutes folAn intermission
lowed, in the oourse of which scores of
the crowd jumped over tho fence, separating the space in front of the stand
from the rest of the plaza.
as

At 1.10 a ringing shout announced the
approach from the Senate of the official
was headed by
Presidential party. It
Marshal Wright of the Supreme Court of

States and Marshal Wilton
the United
of the District of Columbia.
Following them were the members of
the Supreme Court of the United States
Emmett’s Birthday.
Fuller with
headed by Chief Justice
canying the Bible.
The celobration of the anniversary of Clerk MoKenney,
Then the committee of
arrangements,
Bobert Emmett’s birthday was celebrat- Senators
Sherman, Jilkins and Mitobeli
ed by the Ancient Order of Hiberniuns, of Wisconsin, next President Cleveland
Board of Erin, at their rooms on Free and President-elect McKinley. The forwore his hat, a concession to the neevening in a very Hiding mer
street, last
cessity which compelled him to protect
LewiBton guests to the number himself
manner.
against the rhenmatlsra. They
Folof 60, were present, and were received took their seats on the platform.
consisting of Capt. M. lowing these the other ocoupants of the
by a committee
Senate obamber, headed by Vioe-PreiE. Conley, Messrs. Martin Meehan nnd dont
Stevenson, reached the platform and
P. J. Conley. The meeting was called to were seated.
While tills was being done the crowd
order by State Delegate P. J. Feury,
themselves by singing “Ameriand remarks were made by Capt. M. E. eDjoyed
ca,” and cheering for McKinley, CleveConley, Dr. .1. W. Connellan, President land and Shermnn. The first feature of
Melkbam, E. A. Mnlhern, John Casey, the ceremonial was the administration
F. D. Meiaugh, and P. J. Walsh of Lew- of the oath of office. The Bible upon
the oath of
which the President took
iston. The society’s celebration of Ireoffice was
radically different, from any
was
a
success
in that had previously been used on similar
land’s
great patriot
Heretofore the boob has been
every way and will long bo remembered occasions.
of tna style known as “pooket Bibles,
by those present.
and was easily held in the hand of the
Chief Justice in administering the oath.
fHE WEATHER.
Today a large family Bible weighing
one of
fully 20 pounds, was used. In
the lids was inserted a silver plate, iuBoston, Mar. 4.— soiibed “Wm. McKinley, President of
inauguratea March
Local
forecast for the United States,
4, 1897.”
Tho Bible was prepared for the bishops
Friday: Fair.followed
Methodist
tcpisoopal
by increasing cloudi- of the African
j
church. It Is the intention of the bishops
and probably
ness
the
Bible
to Presito
formally present
light rains late at dent McKinley.
The tumult was so great that the cerenight and Saturday
mony was a mere pantomime, the voices
warmer of
morning;
the Chief Justice and the President
■
I winds
becoming being wholly inaudible to those within a
When President Mcfew feet of them.
V/ARMER, I
Kinley arose to read his inaugural the
Fri4.—Forecast
auu
vuuiuiv
March
ui||nLi
Washington,
|
crowd wne so greet that it was still
day for New England; Generally fair, ing
impossible to hear a word. The orowd
northwesterly winds, surged around the stand nnd many lawarmer,
high
dles were almost orushed.
diminishing and becoming southerly.
Cries of “Police" were the only cries
that oould be recognized in the confuLocal "IVeatlier Report.
of the crowd were comsion. Many
to climb the fence, surrounding
The
local pelled
4.
March
Portland,
the platform, in order to esoape serious
weather bureau office records as to the bodily harm.
weather are the following :
8 u.nr.—Barometer, 29.915; thermomeIn the midst of all the confusion Presiter, 26.0; dew point, 14; humidity, 57; dent MoKinley read his address,standing
with hared head, while his predecessor
wind, NW; velocity, 27; weather, clear.
eat at bis
hearing a tile on his
right,
8 p. ni.—Barometer, S0.313; thermome- bead, and
gave his attention, not so
was
to
whHt
uch
dew
12;
being
said, as to the
humidity,
63;
25.0;
point.
ter,
noise and tumult about him. The sltuawind, NW; velocity, 9; weather, dear.
tiou was somewhat relieved by the peoMean dally thermometer,28.0;maximum
ple on the edge of the crowd moving
thermomeier, 25; minimum thermome- away and giving more room to those
ter, 25; maximum velocity of wind, 31 near the speaker.
The platform from whiob Mr. MoKinN W; total precipitation, 0.
ley delivered bis inaugural address extended along the east front of the Capitol from the northeast eud of the Senate
Weather Observation.
wirg,to the centre of the building. Near
The agricultural department weather its extreme right was a raised dias inbureau for
yesterday, March 4, taken closed with a railing covered with red,
blue hunting.
at 8 p. m., meridian time, the observa- and
It was here that Mr. MoKinley adtion for each station being given in this dressed his audience. The outsr surface
order: Tempernture, direction of wind, of the platform was bidden under a pronational
fusion of
flags artistically
state of weather:
Directly in front of the PresiBoston, 32 degrees, NW. dear: New draped.
dential stand was a mammoth national
32 degrees, N, dear; Philadel- shield. For
York,
considerable
distance in
NW, dear; Wash- Mr. McKinley’s, near the open space,
degrees,
phia, 48
reserved
for diswas reserved foi chairs,
ington, 40 degrees, SE, clear; Albany, 28
Here
wore Mark
tinguished guests.
degrees, W, clear; Buffalo, 28 degrees, Hanna, the Vice-President, Chief Jus28 degrees.
Detroit,
K, tice Fuller, a group of men distinguished
dear;
E,
and judicial world,
cloudy; Chicago, 82 degrees, SE, rain; in the political
St. Paul. 26 degrees. SE. Hnow: Huron, members of the diplomatic oarps, their
Dak., 32 degrees, SE. oloudy; Bismarck. senretaiies and attaches, and the wamclear; Jacksonville, 64 on of their families, governors of several
10 degrees, N,
degrees, NE, dear.
sovereign states, prominent among the
number being Grout of Vermont, Bnshnell of Ohio, Cbeney of New Hampshire,
Assured.
War Seems
Lowndes of Maryland and Griggs of New
4.—Warlike
March
preparaAthens,
Jersey. The military branch of the Gov'The ernment was represented in
the majortions continue without abatement.
reserves of 1890, 1889 and 1888 have been general commanding the army, and the
colors
and
are
retbo
summoned to join
admiral of the navy, each
senior rear
All seem surrounded by a brilliant staff. All the
sponding to with alacrity.
imbued with a desire tor open hostilities members of the new cabinet were present
against the Turks. A great meeting was excepting Mr. Long of Massachusetts.
held here today to protest against the acConspicuous among the social lights
tion of the Powers and express approval of New York city, who were on the platof the policy of King George.^
form was Mrs. S. V. R. Cruger, known

turned to her husband in Exeter.

_

right hand, towering 650 feet upward t(
the olouds.
On all the little parkings and govern
mont reservations formed by the different
angles of the intersecting streets and tbi
deoorated
radiating avenues,
gayly
stands had been erected, capable of seatTHE INAUGURAL BALL.
were
leas
these
and
at
30,000
people,
ing
with! spectators, one ruw
Last Evening's Outshone All Others in densely packed
other like the towers in a
above the
Country's History.
Grecian trireme.
The beautiful stars and stripes were
The inaugural ball has become a noteverywhere seen, with other appropriate
able feature of the festivities
connected banners and emblems
In addition to these festive demonstrawith the installation of the President of
States
tions 50,000 miniature United
the United States but no such elabora(logs had been gratuously distributed
was
tion
ever before attempted as marked
by the comnittee of arrangements. These
the grand function tonight.
That no were exhibited at all avalnble points and
waved with enthusiasm as the two
were
more admirable place could have boen
Presidents and other well known public
selected for the affair than the pension meu rode by.
building was proved this evening. The
LAST OF FIFTY-FOURTH.
spacious interior was somewhat crowded
with
well dressed humanity, but no
Hours of the Itecent Congresslarger place was obtainable. Just before Closing
Failure to Pass the General Deficiency
8, the current governing the electric
lights whs turned on and the broad and
Rill.
bigb interior was transformed into a
Washington, March 4.—The House adfairyland. For three weeks tiie decorating and lighting foroe had been hard at journed
sine die at 11. The members
work
More than a hundred thousand
bad previously refused to coucur In the
yards of cloth has been used in drapery,
six thousand incandescent and fifty arc Senate amendments to the general delights had been wired and established in ficiency bill to pay the bowman and oththe proper plaoes, 40,000 roses, yards
was
The amount involved
er claims.
upon yards of simlax and other folinge
about
*3,000,000.
manartistic
most
in
plants, arranged
At 11.45 Mr. Payne (Speaker pro tern)
ner.
The Interior of the pension office build- called Mr. Dookery, Democrat of Maryot
end
the chair and liis appearance
ing is a great oourt. At the east
land, to
the |court was a triumph of the decora- there was greeted with applause by the
The floor was
tors art. It was a representation in gold- Republican members.
at the filled with Representatives and for the
en rhallie doth of the golden gate
was voluntary
there
hand
week,
this
World’s fair. Here Viotor Herert’s
first time
held forth during the evening, playing quiet as Mr. McMillin, Democrat of Tenpromennde music between the dances. nessee, rose and offered the following resThe golden gale was constructed high olution:
That the thanks of the
above the heads of the participants, on a
Resolved,
platform extending from the first gallery House of Representatives are presented
fifty feet out Into the court. Thousands to the Hon. Thomas B. Reed, Speaker,
a
for the ablo, impartial and
dignified
of yards of cloth had been shirred in
dozen or more concentric ourves forming manner in which he has presided over the
and tapered deliberations of Cite House and performed
as many connecting arches
was
Bloch archway
the arduous and important duties of the
off into the rear.
studded with inoandescent globes, while chair during the present term of Conbelow
and
above the gateway around it
gress.”
On motion of Mr. Livingston, Demoit, a mvriad more of the little sparklers wno-f
of rjunroin
Hid nnpatinn TO HR dpimlwl
Golden
enhancad the
general effeot.
the ontlre body of
risingj vote,
horns and wreaths were distributed over by a
Representatives rising with much enthuof the vote was anthe
result
The
siasm.
all
the
With
lights aglow,
sparkling
fountain, the brilliaut crowd of pleas- nounced by Speaker (pro tem) Dookery,
on the floor, tbe
ure seekers
profusion amid the applause on all sides.
of palms, singing of hundreds of canaSpeaker Resd was summoned from bis
the scone was as bril- room. As he came In the door the memries in gilt cages,
liant ns could te imagined. The only bers rose to their feet, applRUdlng as they
only place wine was served in the pen- did so. He remained on the steps a mosion building was at tbo reception given ment while Mr. Dockery announced the
in a
lnrge room at the east end of the action of the Home to him. The Speakbuilding adjoining tbe general supper er’s rusually impassive face betrayed
of the emotion he felt. His
room, where Oarl Esner, oaterer of the something
ball, personally entertained the Presi- voice was firm as he returned his thanks
and
cabinet
of
tbe
members
the
for
dent’s party,
expression of good will contained
in the resolution.
diplomatio corps.
Speaker Reed said: “Gentlemen of tbe
House ot
Representatives—Two years
It was 9.30 when President and Mrs.
ago you were summoned to your share of
MoKInly,a-oompanied by the President’s a legislative work which could not be
J. Aduison Porter,
private secretary,
otherwise than disagreeablo. disappointand Charles
Bell, chairman of the in- ing and unsatisfactory, for it involved a
augural committee, arrived. They were dismal struggle to adapt a narrowing inmet at the west ontranoe by a commitcome to tbe
growing wants of * great
tee and were escorted to the reception
You
to be still greater.
floor. A number of nation, growing
room on the second
were, most of yon, untried In your new
distinguished people were presented to vocation.
How we have performed our
the President and his wife.
share of the task it is not for us to say.
A little later Mr, and Mrs.Mark Hanna
But it is pruper for me to say that your
arrived.
(share of the divided duty has been perVice President Hobart’s arrival fol-1
formed with no rauoh readiness and good
lowed that ef President MoKinley. He
that even amoug the asperities of
wns accompanied
by Mrs. Hobart. Af- sense,
heated campaign there was no room
a
ter a brief recer'loi at tbe apartments
attack upon the House of RepreHobart for any
be and
Mrs.
assigned him,
1 am sincerely grateful for
sentatives.
joined tbe Presidential narty and assist- the kind expression of your oonflrtence
ed in receiving the guests. The President
and esteem, but 1 am still more grateful
and Vice
accompanied by for tbe
President,
dally kindness and good will on
thelrjwives, ; walked out to the balcony the
of every member on both sides
part
refloor.
were
the
They
overlooking
of the House. To all of you, then, gentlepeatedly cheered by the 5000 ladies and
all parties, X offer the sincere exgentlemen who orowdod the open space men,’of
of the highest personal regard.”
The
beneath.
qnartette bowed their pression
It was just 11.65 as Speaker Roed conacknowledgement, tbe band played an in- cluded his
valediotnry and doulared “the
spiring air and the boll was fairly opened. present
House of Representatives adAt ten minutes before eleven the march
without day.”
down stairs began, the President, Vloe- journed
The members of the House immediatePresideot and their wives being escortin line and proceeded to the
formed
ly
ed by General Miles, Mr. Hanna and a
chamber to take part in the inauwith Senate
number of gentlemen oenneoted
oeremonles.
th e reception;committee.
Following in guration
their train oome an array of brilliantly
women and their escorts. The
dressed
IN THE SENATE.
Presidential party passed to the supper
from the
room
gallery along the north
The final conference report on the sunside’of the
hall, marching in an aisle
civil bill was presented and agreed
formed by two lines of donsely massed dry
to.
spectators.
As the oaity proceeded across the hall,
At 8.80 a. m. the Senate went Into secwas marued by continued
its progress
ret
legislative session.
cheering. Supper was serve,! to the parAt 5 a. m. a recess was taken until 8
ty in a private room. Tbe table was a
In the centre was an o’clock.
beautiful sight.
beauty JAt 9.50 Mr. Hale presented the conferimmense bunch of Americans
roses, the blooms rising five feet in the ence reporton the general defloiencyj bill.
air. This was flanked at either end fay It merely
the J amendments by
gave
kind. number on which an agreement had been
a small bunch cf roses of the same
menu card was presented
A souvenir
reaohed, and of those on wbiob the conAt ference committee
each of these guests of Mr. Esner.
had been unable to
11.3o the President and Mrs. McKinley agree. The latter were more numerous
were
driven
to
the
and
loft the building
than the former. The report was agreed
White House.
to, but the usual request for a further
Tbe remainder of the party returned to conference
was not made.
the ball room and participated in the
The usual vote of thanks was extended
until
were
which
festivities
protraoted
Vioe President Stevenson and President
Presihour in Tthe morning.
an early
(pro tem) Frye.
dent, and Mrs. MoKinley on returning to
Four Bills Failed.
the White House rotired at onoe to their
were

rear.

was a

typical American crowd, good

American crowds usually
os
It waited patiently in
the fresh,
ninping air of the morning for a sight
of the President.
Major McKinley read his speech from
manuscript. Toward the close of the
reading of the address the oommotiou in
the crowd
was stilled and Mr. McKinley’s clear, ringing voice penetrated to
lroni
a great distance
where he stood.
His
declaration that the institutions
of the country must be preserved and the
law of the lmid recognUod nnd obeyed,
evoked loud cheers.
The colored people in the orotvd tumultuously
npplauded the sentiment that
lynobing must coare; thnt courts, not
mobs, must enforce the extreme penalty
of the law.
The sentiment that civil service reform
must go on, evoked loud applause. A
most enthusiastic reoeption was given to
the assertion that in our foreign
policy
of the utmost rights of
the ieoognition
would he insisted
American citizens
upon. Equal almost was the pleasure
expressed at the announcement that he
in special seswould convene Congress
sion on the 15th of Murch.
(President McKinley’s speech will be
found on page 4.)
At the close of the address President
McKinley was congratulated by ex-Vice
President
Stevenson, Hon. Galusha A.
Grow, the venerable ex-Speaker of the
House, and ethers.
The new President and ex-President
then left the stand and were conducted
committee
to the room of the Sonata
was
affair* where a lunoheon
on naval
atand
their
them
immediate
for
spread
lendants.
Accompanying the distinguished guests were the general In command of the army, the ranking admiral
of the navy and aides, Gen. Porter and
Bus*ell D. Harrison, his uide, and the
committee of arrangements. This lunah
took
up half an hour, after which the
party entereil carriages and the proces-

humored,

are.

biui]

Hiarieu

up

ireuuajivuujn

iivuuuu.

The new President came from the committee room arm in arm with the exFresident, Mr. McKinley and Senator
Sherman each smoking a cigar.
The President and Mr. Cleveland took
the seats assigned and the procession began to move up the avenue.
The grand stand erected on the nvunue
in
front of the White House hnd been
tilling all the morning witn peiple who
held tickets of admission.
Nearly every
one of the 1200 seats for invited
guesta
was ocoupied when 'President
McKinley
made
bis appearance a segment of the
stand to the rear of the gloss balcony
ocoupied by President and Vice President, was reserved for the relatives and
friends of the new president and they
tilled it ootnpletely. On the right of the
central
sect ion were members of the
diplomatic corps and other persons entitled to speoial favor
through offloial
The pavement of the entire
positions.
square over whioh the reviewing stand
stretched was] kept oieor by the police.
On
other side of Pennsylvania
tie
avenue, a great mass of humanity was
assembled. Thousands stood packed half
a
dozen deep along the sidewalk, while
a
behind
them on
gigantic stand,
stretohing the entire distance between
the
Madison place to Jackson place,
length of Lafayette square thousands
more reviewed the show from comfortable seats. This big stand was handsomeIt was filled from front
ly deoorated.
row to rear.
Many of those who had witnessed the
exercises at the capitol hurried to the restand to secure good seats.
viewing
There were many prominent persons on
Mark A. Hanna was not
this stand.
in attendance.
As Abner McKinley entered the stand
with the members of tbn party that ac-

companied Major MoKinto? to Washingthe
ton he was applauded by those on
stand.
There was more hand clapping

when the venerable mother of the President was escorted down the neutral aisle
to the glass vestibule. When she appeared
before the great gathering on the outside
a hearty oheer went up.
and painfully, oarried in the
Slowly
Charles Bell, chairman of the
arms of
inaugural oomnilttee, and John Addison
Porter, the invalid wife of the new President made her way to the vestibule. A
hearty shout greeted her
appearance.
Mrs. MoKinley was seated’ in one of the
chairs
in
the
glass encloupholstered
sure, while Mother MoKinley ocoupied
another. At 3.20 President McKinley ascended the steps leading to the reviewAs he appeared at the rear
ing stand.
of the central door,the friends and guests
on
the platform gave him round after
rounsd of hand clapping. Bowing to the
right and left with smiling countenance,
hand to the sheltered
he walk d hat in
niche selected for him. He was cheered,
Vice-President
as
was
Hobart, as he
stepped forward, followed by Mrs. Hobait.

private apartments.
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appearance of the President was
the signal tor the halted procession to reThe governors of states
sume progress.
as they
marched post with staffs, were
The

Cnana

By the Capital.
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Lewiston, March 4.—Lewiston defeated
tonight in an uninteresting

Portland

Both
game.
The line up:

teams

playad

locsa

polo.

LEWISTON,PORTLAND,
tlrst rush
second rush
half back

Tenant
Walton

Furbusb

Fitzgerald

Gay
Whipple

Jordan

Hadley

centre

Pickett
goal
Scanlon
«.
12; Portland,
Score—Lewiston,
Rushes—'Torrant, 18; Gay, 6; Whipple,
Steps—Scanlon, 18;
1; pitzgorald, 1.
2.
Pouls—Purbusli,
p'ickett, 28.

Referee—Leighton.

Attendance—800.

Augusta 10, Bath 4.

WATER BONOS.

TOWN OF MACHIAS, MAINE.,

intermediate
and Western,,
offices and connections via Boston & Maine
railroad (Eastern division). Arrive at 12.30,
б, and ll.oo p. m.; close 8 a. m., 12 m., 6.0C
and 9.00 p. m.;
Sunday, arrive 1.00 p. m.;
close 3.30 and 9.00 p.

m.

Boston, Southern

and Western, and Interoffices and connections, via Boston ana
Maine railroad (Western division)—Arrive at
12.30, 6.30 and 8.30 ^m.a close 6 and 8.00
a. m.. and 2.30 p. m.
Eastern, via Maine Centra! Railroad—Arrive
1 and 4 a. m. and l.OOa.OOp. m. ; close 12.00
mediate

m. and 9.00 p.

OUR TOPSY TURVY fUAVY.
of
Account of a Voyage From the Diary
Lieutenant Horatio Nelson Tubbs.
Feb. 3, 1807.—This is undoubtedly destined to be an eventful day in the lives of
the men who compose the crew of the battleship Sockdologef. It is now 9 a. m. We
have just received sealed orders to sail, and
The sailors are
all is hustle and bustle.
excited, the officers seem to be laboring

m.

and 6 p. m.; close at 6.00 a. m. ana 12.30 p. m.
Skouhcgan, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at
l. 00 p.

m.:

close at 12.30 p.

m.

Island Pond, Ft., Intermediate offices and
connections, via Grand Trunk Railway—Ar
rive at 12.00 m.: Sundays 12.00 ra.; clow at
12.30 p. m.
Sundays 6.00 p. m.
Gorham, N. H„ Intermediate offices and connections. via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive a.
8.40a.m. and 12.00 m.; Sundays 12.00 m.
closest 7.30 a. m 12.30 and 6.00 p. m. Sundays at 7.00 a. m. and 6.00 p. m.
Montreal—Arrive at 12.00 m. and 600 p. m
close at 7.30 a. m. 6.00 p. m.
Sundays 5.00
m.

^~

Tin aer ixiwjubo

relatives have gathered around the drydoek
to bid us farewell.
9:36 A. M.—The engineer has given
orders to start the fires, and they have been
The
executed without a single mishap.
excitement is becoming greater.
10 A. M._The engineer announces that
The comhe has 30 pounds of steam.
mander has just fallen over a marline spike
anct skinned his nose. Every momber of
the crew is on the alert, but umess some
unforeseen circumstance arises to confound
dock beus, we are likoly to get out of the
fore nightfall.
11:15 A. M.—The wives and children of
our gallant crew are weeping and wailing.
People are flocking from all directions to
take a last fnrewell look at our noble ship.
She cost 16,000,090, and is almost as good
I have decided to inclose these
os new.
pages in a bottle when the word is given
to start the machinery and intrust them to
the waves.
12 M.—Luncheon has been ordered. The
strain is becoming almost overpowering.
Our beautiful silver service is to be used
perhaps (who knows?) for the last time.
1:30 P. M.—We are feeling more cheerful, although we have only 20 cases of
champagne left to last us on our perilous

journey.

Swanton, Ft., intermediate offices and connections. via Mountain Division M. C. R. R.—
Arrive at 8.45 p. m.; close at8.00 a. m.
Bartlett, A H.. Intermediate omces and connections via Mountain Division M. C. B. B.—
Arrive at 9.C0 a. m. and 8.45 d. m.; close at
8.00 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.

Rochester, X. H.. Intermediate offices and con.
noctions, via Portland AEochester railroad—Arrive at 1.45 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and
11.30 a. m.
Cumberland Mills Gorham and Westbrook

(Saccarappa)—Arrive

at 8.45

6.00 p.m.; close 6.30 and 11.30

a. m.
a. m.

1.46 and
and 5.80

m.

p.

Willard—Arrive at
South Portland and
7.30, 11.00 a. m.. 8.00 p. m.j close 6.30 a. m„
1.00 and 6.00 p. m.
Pleasanldale and Cash Comer—Arrive 7.30
a. m. and 4.30 p. in.; close 7.80 a. m. and 1.00
m.

p.

(Additional)—Arrive at 11.15

Pleasanldale

a. m.. close at 6.00 p.

m.

STAGE MAILS.
Beach—Arrive at 5.30

p. m.; close at
Bowery
2.00 p. m.
Cape Elisabeth and KuightviUe—Arrive at
7.80 a. m. and 6.30 p. m.; close at 6.00 a. m.
and 2.00 p. m.
Puck Pond,

Prlde’e Comer, Windham, Xo.
Windham, Raymond and South Casco—Arrive
10.30 a. m.; close at 2.00 p. m.

at

ISLAND MAILS.

Peak's Island—Arrive at 10.00 a. m. and
close 1.30 p. m.
Long and Chebeaque Island—Arrive at 9.00

2:16 P. M.—The engineer reports a
a. m.; close at 1.30 p. m.
full head of steam.
Everything is now in
Cousin’s Island—Arrive at 9.30 a. m.; close
readiness for the start.
People are begin- 2.30 p. in.
of
for
the
out
in
boats
to
purpose
put
ning
Eastport via Steamer—Arrive Fridays
rescuing us. Adieu, adieu, my native close at 4.15 p. m., Mondays.
land!
2:30 P. M.—Alas, our worst fears have
We have run upon a hitchbeen realized.
PRESS
THE DAILY
ing post, and may not be able to get ofl
until the spring thaws set in. Nobody
knows who is to blame. It is terrible. The
captain is weeping, and nearly everybody
Can always be found at the periodica
else is drunk with excitement 'and other
things. Our noble ship is ruined, and I tores of:
am going home to mother.—Cleveland

Leader.
Aoheuier BuscbJBrewing Ass’n.
recommends the use of the greatest of
all tonics, “Malt-Nutrino,” and guarantees the merit claimed for it. For sale

by

all

109 Congress street.
247
405
W. F. Goold.
N. G. Fessenden, 526
604
\V. II. Jewett.
660
I. A. Libby.
F. A. Jeliison, 936 Congres street
Chas Ashton.|947y2 Congress street
J. P. Harmon. 135 Congress street.
J. J. Beardworth. 87 India street
P. H. Krskine. 43 Middle street
J. W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street
S. P. Dennis, 419 Commercial street
C. S. Cole, Cor. Boyd and Oxford street
J. W. Peterson, 177 Middle street
W. L. Crane, 76 Exchange street
Westman & West, 93 and 95 Commercial
W. A. Glllis, 146 Commercial street.
Frank Freeman. 190 Brackett street.
John H. Allen, 88iyi Congress street
Dennet&Co. the Florist, 646 Congress street
G. J. Hodgson, 96V4 Portland street
X. M. Giendening, Long Island.
F. L. Brackett. Peaks Island.
E. L. Littlefield, 189 Congress street
J. E. Harmon, 1116 Congress street
L. H. Beai, & Co. 422 Congress street
H. M. Butler, 68 Pine street.
J. H. Vickery, 221 Spring street.
Mrs. A. McKenzie, cor. Spring and Clark
Capt. Long. 48 Portland Pier.
G. W. Hunt. 8 Custom House Whart
John Cox. 23 Monument square.
Dennett the Florist. 663 Congress street
E. W. Eoberts,
A. B. Merrill,

druggists.

Best Gottee in the World.

SPURR’S REVERE!
STAKT CARD

Thims. Forest Avenue.
Also at the news stands in the Falmouth,
Preble, Congress Square and United States hotels, and Grand Trunk and Union Depots. It
can also be obtained ot Chisholm Bros., Agents
on ali trains of the Maine Central, Grand Trunk
and Portland & Rochester railroads and of
agents on any of the Boston Trains.
The Pbkss can also befound at the foliowfn
plan esout side the eity.
Auburn—J v. HaskelL
Augusta—J. F. Pierce,
Bath—John O. Shaw.
Berlin Falls, N. H.—0. S. Clark.
Biddeford—A. M. Burnham.
W. T. Bardstey.
Bridgton—A. W. Ingalls.
Brunswick—F. P. Shaw.
Cape Elizabeth—Dyer & Jose.
Cumberland Mills—H. G. Stare,
Camden—Fred Lewis.
J. H- Gould.
Cornish—E LBrown.
Dee.tng—N. J. Scanlon.
Dee ling Center—A. A. McCone.
Damariscotta—E. W. Dunbar.
Fairfield—E. H. Evans.
Farmington—H. P. White A Cot
Freeport—A. W. Mitoheu.
Fryeburg—A. C. Frye.
Fryeburg—J. T. Whitmore.
Peter

COFFEE.
Sold always in pink paper bags bearing
the above Trade Mark.

FOR SALE
Portland

in

the

by

following

gro-

cers:

Verrlll.
Hoss.
V. E. Lovell.
E. A. Whitney,
Hunt <&

Morrill &

Libby

&

T. L.

Callan,

Cliipman,

W. Coffey,
A. F. Littlefield & Son,
C. A. Rounds,
J. C. Preston,
W. L. Blossom & Son,
John W. Deering,
F.

F. W.

McConky,

F. H. Chase,
Jas. l)eWolfe & Co.,
Clias. E. Kelley,
John Fitts & Son,
S. W. McLaughlin,
J. M. Edwards & Son,
C. W. T. Coding.
ALSO

Gardiner—Russell Bros.
Green's Landing—8. W. Fifleld.
Gorham—L. J. Lermond.

N. H.—S. M. Leavitt & Son.
Itennebunk—J. H. Otis.
Kennebunkport—C. E. Mlder.
Livermore Falls-C- Newman.
Lewiston—Chandler & Wins hip.
Long 1 slan—Hughey Bros.
•'

Limerick—dS.

Norway—F.

A.

Old
BY

Knapp Bros, Pleasantdale,
S. G. Willard, Willard,
Cole Bros., South Portland,
G. W. Cole, South Portland.
Wed&Sat'Jt
feb24

MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING
Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Work

Typewriting.
CENTENNIAL BLOCK. 8J EXCHANGE ST
jailtedf

P. Stone.

O. Noyes Co.

Orchard—Fogg&iboy.

Ricnmond—A.

Miilett

RumfordFalls-H.UEIUotA
Rockland—DurmSCarr.
Sanford-F. H. Wingate.
Skowhegan—BUby * Buc—
Portland—J. F. Merriman.

South
6

^outh
South
South
South

and

A. Grant.

Mechanic Falls—Merrill & Denning.
No. Deering—A. C. Noyes.
North Btratfora. N. H.—J. C. Huolitlaj.

w

J

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.

Boston, Southern

4.—Augusta comAugusta, intermediate offices and connections
Augusln, March
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
Bath tonight at 9.00
outclassed
pletely
a. m. 1.00 and 6.00 p.m.: close at 6.00
every stage of the game Bath oommenced a. m.. 12.30 p. m„ 4.16 and 9.00 p. m.
intermediate offices and connecwas
Farmington,
J"
especially
Mooney
struggling*
tions. via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive at
dirty and got the worst of that. Bath’s 1.00 m. and 6.00 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. m..
Scoie— and 12.30 p. m.
greatest weakness was at goal.
Rockland, intermediate offices and connections
Augusta, 10; Bath, 4.
via Ki.ox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive 1.00

tbe

Washington, Maroh 4.—The decorations of the city were exceedingly effecloudly cheered,especially Governor Bushtive, with but one notable exception.
nell of Ohio.
wav tbe treasury department, tbe
That
Stevenson
oame
Ex-Vice President
upoutlines of which were dison the reviewing stand while the parade majestic
was in progress and prooneded to a seat iigured in violation of all rules of taste.
unobserved. He watched the inarobing
Each of the graceful fluted columns of
bntallions for awhile, then quietly made
eastern facade on 15th streetlwas
the
his exit through one of the rear doors.
Geu.
Horace Porter, grand mnrshal of partially swaddled in striped pantalett s,
A dispatch from Constantinople say.
the parade, rceived the first obeet from falling short of. the pediments, exactly the Porte’s reply to the identical note o
the throng and the first bow from Presi- after the fashion of Unole Sam’s trousers the
wns drafted Wednesday
Powors
dent MoKinley nnd Vice President Hois acquiescent.
as depicted in the comlo papers, and over The tenor of the reply
rode
four
him
bart. Behiud
young men,
at each .end, and also
United States Distriot Attorney Hoar
salutations from the re- tbe entablatures
who received
the
main eastern entrance, the Thursday mailed
President McKinley
over
viewing stand and the people there *roke shield aud
eagle of the United States his resignation.
when they were recoginto applause
were daubed
upon a hideous yellow
Weyler returned yesterday to Havana
nized. The young men were Ulysses S.
background, the whole forming a tawdry
Grant, Webb C. Hayes, Harry A. Gar- combination which a third-rate oircus and was very coldly received.
field and Russsll Harrison, sons of the
hnve scorned to display.
four Republican Presidents of the United would
“If taken into tbe head by tbe nostrils
Everywhere
however, the scenio
States.
They acted as speolal aides to effect was fine,else,
and even the had taste two or three times a week, Thomas’
Gen. Porter. Many organizations were
in the treasury drapings was Eolectrio Oil will positively relieve the
in the line and were heartily cheered. It displayed
offensive case rf catarrh," eays
obliterated by the animated con- most
took the parade two hours and 30 min- in part
of employes and their families and Bev. E. E. Crane. Dunkirk, N. Y.
utes to pass the_revlewing stand.
When course
who
the
occupied
temporary seats,
the last organization had gone by, the guests
Vice-President and their which, piled tier above tier, reached half
President and
the side of the building
and
up
way
White
House. Mrs.
friends retired to the
entirely covered the garden af the south
MoKinley had gone there some time be- end, looking down Pennsylvania
avenue.
fore, overoome by fatigue. Before going
The
pavilion in front of the White
upon the reviewing stand, Mrs. MoKin- House'fiom which President
McKinley
ley and party went to the Whit9 House
the returning procession, was
where they were cordially welcomed by reviewed
of
n
thing
architectural
creabeauty—an
Mrs. Cleveland. Mrs. Cleveland said a
tion of white and gold, stiongly resempleasant word to each of the party and
in this apparently substantial pilthen hade Mrs. McKinley an affectionate bling
lars and its general outlines the portico
fflrflWfll 1B
historic
Arlington, and oonveying no
with tears in her eyes she en- of
ThBn
that it was simply a flimsy
tered Secretary Lament's carriage and impressionof
wood erected for a day.
was driven rapidly to the his house where structure
jlo grander theatre for such a pagent
$30,000 5 per cent 20 years
oabinet Indies were awaitthe retiring
well
he found.
could
Pennsylvania
FIRST MORTGAGE GOLD BONDS,
ing her at lunch. She was compelled to
1H5 feet from ourb to curb, aloug
hasten her departure and was oil again avenue,
Denomination #500 Each, Due May 1,1916.
which tlib procession passed from the
to the station with Secretary Tburber.
House
to the oapitol, presents an
At 3.17 the very moment Mr. Cleveland White
Tbe issue Is limited to $60,000.
Mortgage
White House, his wife uninterrupted vista of over a mile, com- covers all property owned or acquired by the
was Raving the
with
the
massive
Grecian
facaite
mencing
left Washington for her
company.
in a speoial car
the treasury department, and termiCompany has a twenty years’ contract with
future borne at Princeton. Mrs. Cleve- of
in the beautiful dorae-orowned the town which nearly pays the Interest on all
land did not have a chance to hid her nating
bonds Issued.
the
at
other
with
the
end,
capitol
Price on
husband good bye.
This is a particularly choioe bond.
shaft of the Washington monA tew minutes after 3, the President needle-like
application.
on
seutinel
tbe
ument
standing
guard
with ills predeoessor, enterded the White
House. Mr. Cleveland shook banus with
HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,
McKinley, and passing directly (Beware of imitations. Take no “just
Mr.
Investment Securities
through the mansion, entered the carri- as good.’’ See that you get the genu51 l.»
age in whioh sat Robert Evans and Com- ine Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup, tha peerless
Exchange Street Portland. Me.
Xh&STtt
mander Robinson awaiting him. There pacific.
ju8

to 2.00 p. m.
Carriers' Deliveries, (Sundays excepted)—In
business section of the city' between High and lndiastreets at 7.00 and 9.15 a. in. 1.00, 1.45
in other sections at 8.00
and 5.15 p. m.;
in.
а. m.,
1.30
Sunday delivery at
p.
Office window. 9.00 to 10.00 a. m., 1.00 to
street
boxes at
2.00 p m. Collections from
11.00 a. m.. 4.00 and 8.00 p. m. From Atlantic to Grove on Congress, 6. a. in. Sunday, 6.00 p. m. only.

1.00

—

sundry, civil, Indian and
agricultural bills reached the White
House so late that Mr. Cleveland was
unable to give them close sorotiny.
refused to sign them.
Ho therefore
Ibis is a reoord breaker in the history of
refnsal of tbe
The
the government.
President to approve the bills compels a
more
thorough organization of tbe
than was iutended by Speaker
House
Heed. That tbe action of tbe retiring
President will rrolong the extra session
of Congress no one donbts.
approve

HOURS.

OFFICE

Cashier’s Ojfflce, (Sundays excepted), 7.30 a
m. to 7.00 p. in.: Money order department, 9 a
m.
Registry department, 9.00
m to 6.00 p.
a. m. to 6.00 p. m,
General Deliverg, (Sundays excepted) 7.30
Sunday 9.00 to 10.00 a. m.
a. m. to 7.00 p. m.

Washington, Maroh 4.—Four of annual
appropriation bills failed to beoorae laws

THE DECORATIONS.

„„

ut

no

ing.

When Major McKinley arose to speak
he faced an audience
that filled the
broad osplanade from B stieet on the
street
B
on the north ami
to
south
eastward
like a human torstretched
rent until it broko
against the white
walls of the Congressional library in the
It

PORTLAND POST OFFICE

formalities about his leave takHe whs carried away at once to the
whioh will
light house tender Malep,
take him to (Jurrietucfe sound. Mr. Mcthen
the
went
to
Kinley
reviewing stand.

world os “Julian Gorto the literary
U
don,’’ Mrs. Bradley Martin W.
Sloane, who with her family 'is here as
the guest of Cornelius Vanderbilt,Elisha
Dyer and Lispeuard Steward.

H.

Ricker & Son.

Windham—J. W.

Read.

Paris—A. D. Sturtevau;
Paris—F. A. Shurtlefl.
Waterboro—G. C. Downs.
Saco—H. B. Kendricks Ss Co.
E. L. Preble.
South Bristol—N. W. Gamaga.
Thomaston—E. Walsh.
Vinai Haver.—A. B. Vinai.
Waldoboro—Geo. Bliss.
Watervllle—W. D. Spalding.
Westbrook—W. B. Boothby.

Woodlords—Chapman & Wyman.
YarmouthviUe—G. Howard Humphrey,

MISCELLANEOUS.

SCHOOL

To the Editor of the Press:

COMMITTEE.

The Guide’s License Lus.

PENNSYLVANIA

license
the opposers o£ the guide's
rather
law seem to be misunderstood or
understood by many to be in sympathy
with
of both fish and game, I
As

RAILROAD COMPANY

poachers
wish to explain my grounds for not believing in the license bill.

PERSONALLY-CONDUCTED TOURS.

Abont

CALIFORNIA.

was

years ago my princiguiding and I well

remember a ilttls incident that happened
when I was stilll young in tne business
would
and a hundred pound weight
down me on the scales. I had been sent
the then
for one spring
morning by
prinoe of landlords, Kben Gregg of An-

SPECIAL train of State Room, Drawing
Room, Sleeping, Dining and Observation Cai 8.
TOUR to San Francisco will leave Boston
Omaha.
MARCH 26, stopping at Chicago,
Denver. Colorado Springs, Manitou, Glenwood
to
Tickets
good
Lake
City.
Springs and Salt
return on regular trains by any route within
8155.
Round
One
way,
Rate:
nine months.

trip,

twenty-five

pal occupation

#220.

had

a

Special Meeting of the Bo ard Held Yestei
day Afternoon.

A special meeting of the sohool com
advantages.
The condition of the School for the Dea f
mittee was held yesterday afternoon am I
steadily
improves each year. The systen
Dr. Vose was elooted ohairinan pro tem.
of instruction is admirably arranged; th
There were present, upon assembling
sobool is well graded, and each year’
Messrs. Brownsmi,
Hall, Al experience adds to the efficiency of tbi
able
corps of teaobers. The financial con
Vose.
lan,
dition of the sobool is also very satlsfao
Leave of absenoe was granted to Misi
tory. and the expenses have been kep
Braokett for six months.
well within the
appropriation. Then
Mr. Allan announced the resignation are at present sixty-seven pupils, am
of Miss Ellen Baker as teacher of elocu- these with the teaobers and help maki
a total of about seventy-five persons oon
tion and English in the High sohool am neoted with the institution. The verj

MoGi&vsn,

to come to his house us he
Miss Bowers was elected In her plaoe.
A young man living with Mr. Edwart
job for me. 1 was soon there and found
the yard full of sportsmen, and some of H. Sargent—Mr. Eitz Edward SargentFLORIDA
the oldest and best guides of the towu,all was allowed to attend the High school.
A
tour will leave Boston getting ready for a start to the lakes
Mayor Baxter came in and took tin
Last Jacksonville
Kate covering Pullman accommoda- tine
March 8.
was just ooming
chair.
looking
gentleman
tions and meals on going trip *65 trom Boston,
Mr. Hall presented the annual report
Tickets good to return from the house aud Air. Gregg presented
•50 trom New York.
on regular trains prior to May 81.
and it was aocepted as the report of tin
me as his guide aud 1 well remember the
look of disgus: on his pleasant face as he committee for the vear. It is as follows
WASHINGTON.
The Statutes of the State require thal
turned to Mr. Gregg and said “What,
the Superintending
Sohool Cornmittei
Seven-dav tours leave Boston MARCH 13.
don’t pretend to say you are going^to
shall ‘‘make a written report of the non
Rate, including ALL EXPENSES DURING you
THE ENTIRE TIME ABSENT, with 4 3-4 send me into the woods with that shaver uitiuns of the schools for the past yoar,
DAYS’ board In Washington. 833.
Additional to look after me do you? You don’t the proficiency made by the pupils, anc
toars April 6 (six days) and May 12.
the suoeess attending the modes of In
pretend to tell nit that he is an experistruotion and government thereof.”
Itinerarle. of D. N. BF.LL, Tourist Agent,
a
Mr.
do
gave
Gregg
you)"’
In conforming with said Statute th«
206 Washington St,.. Boston, or GEO. W. enced guide
on
him
BOYD, A. G. P. A., Philadelphia. feb27W&Stf good natured obuckle, slapped
following report of the Sohool Committee
the back and said, “Don’t you have any is respectfully submitted to the oitizene
of this city. About one-eighth of the
fears of your safety in the woods or on
annual cost of our municipality is ex
1s
The
the lake with that chap.
guide
pended on the schools, and it is right
for a generous
all there if he doesn’t look it and you can that the citizens should be fully informed

dover,

Proportionate Rates to Intermediate Points.

CATARRH

Druggist

each year as to their condition, should
know how this large'appropriafion of public funds is expended, and what are the
results of such "expenditures.
Ail citizens generally and parents in
ELY S CREAM BALM
particular are interested in our schools
no
contains
cocoaine,
my friends had him and they told me he and are desirous that our
youth shall
mercury nor any other
was A I\'o. 1.’’
So whether the gentle- have all advantages of modern methods
injurious drug.
man wanted me or not he took me,
nnd and advanced ideas. It is the desire of
It is quickly Absorbed.
Gives Relief at once.
in the eleven mile row ooross the lake to the Committee to provide everytning that
It opens »nd cleanses the
the Upper Dam Landing
which
ended is really advantageous, so far as the availNasal Passages.
at,*
the
day’s work we did uot bring up in able funds will allow, but the publio
Heals and Protects
Allavs Inflammation.
ulnthconn
RdaturAti t.hft Senses of Taste
the rear, notwithstanding the gentleman must be again reminded that the City
and Smell. Full size 50c.; Trial Size 10c at preached to me about over exertion and Government makes the appropriations for
nssuted me ho was in no nurrys and had the maintenance of the sobools, and also
Drueclst or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren St., New York.
expends quite a portion of said appropriaWhen tbe ten days’ trip was ended tbe tion without reference to the Eohool Comgentleman paid me mure than my wages mittee.
for school
came to and left,
The amount appropriated
thanking me for tbe
_l.
at_a
good time be bad had, and with my name uuipuocn IB UWI
offered
and address in hie pocket and my
the
of
by other
advantages
prom- many
ise to guide him tbe following year and cities, although they are demanded by a
in the meantime he said lie would take portion at least of our citizens. A rigid
DEALERS IN
pleasure lu recommending me to Ills eoouomv has to be exercised to keep
within the appropriations and not allow
friends who came this way.
and
Stationery
Now what mote desirable badge could the sobools to sufler, or fall below tbo
wbiob
what. other standard
they have already
Office Supplies,
a guide have than that and
should he work forf
Reputation is the attained.
Engraving
who are interested
citizens
our
of
Those
be
a
should
known by
only badge guide
but
Lithographing,
and be needs no till plate to advertise not oniy in the financial condition,
made
by the pupils
the poor also In the proflclenoy
him. It will do very well for
Printing,
of
the
modes
success
attending
to exhibit around railroad stations and the
Binding, guide
and hotels. The recording business of his instruction and government” of the Pubnot be content with any
own and other parties' doings will do for lio Sohools. will
Dl II III/
DflflVO of every description on the guide troubled with the big head aud report, but should visit the schools and
Dt.nlll\ OUlllXO liaudor made to order.
own
opinions from personal
giv6 him a good opportunity to ventilate form their
his importance but what sensible,modest observation.
The total amount of the appropriations
who realises lie is the servant of
4.
SPECIALTY. guide,
was
SUB, 150. This
his employer and who is blest with that for sohool purposes
include the new school-house
priceless gift of minding his own does not shall refer to later, nor
we
repairs,
business, wants itf I will
wager a big whloh
fuel etc; as the approapple that there is nnt one of this stamp janitor’s salaries, these Items, included all
in the State of Maine; and does the read- nration covering
and not merely school
er believe there is a
sportsman ia any public buildings
This was exDenaed bv the Comstate but wbat would look with disgnst houses.
on Public Buildings and amounts
on siioh a law, and when
talking over mittee
decSeodtf
TELEPHONE 536-3.
to $30,000.
his prospective fishing or hunting trip in approximately
The
following is a statement of the apNew York or other cities would
say,
and
expenditures by the
“What, go to a state where, after hiring propriations
Board.
a guide, payiug him $2 60 or $3.00 a
day Sohool
t= ^
the state says a part of his work shall he
enpj
o o
<
to make a record of his doiDgBi”
o **
a
No rontter how fair and honorable a
O
« p
look
man may be will not this naturally
sc
a «q
*i
e
and
be
an
outrage
like
very likely
tojhim
•a 2
5*
®
another direction?
to turn his steps in
■0&
o
The railroad switch is a small, simplo
rt o
so
--thing bur. there is no limit to the result
§•s
of its work.
o
'That the guide’s license will in
any
"B
way remedy the evil of the illegal kill5*
ing of game 1 think a mistake for the
n
CL
will
bn a
poacher without the badge
Would the
toacher with the
badge.
make
badge of a policeman or a thief
heart? When
him any less a thief at
darkness covers his doings and he [thinks
^
,r
•
it more to his croflt to steal
than to be
CO
m
CM
££
honest the!badge;only serves as a shield.
©o
©to
^
A
number of years ago I was
one
°s
a
found
moose
a
of
party that
C
O
swimming across Cnpsuptie lake In close
H
£
ft
g.
time. Instead of killiln g him we put a
*
®
X
m
»
*5
rope around his horns and after letting
»
®
B
p
him swim three miles down the lake we
a -g '£• 's.
We
landed and hitched biin to a tree.
o
S' B
2
C.
os
0.
K
then notified the sportsmen at the dilfer-esq
|
eut camps and after a general exhibition
03
febl7eodtf
of two or three hours we lasted n knife
gg:
to a pole and cut the ropes letting him
1 S8:
==■
«•
CX
Was it not more
©
go free ami nnharmed.
©
©
-1
03
of advantage to every guide and camp
03
to©
C
■©
w
to
©
o
or
the
for
the
forty
fifty
legion
keeper ill
©
©
New England and but ONE I
rl ©
r
to
be
in
than
entertained
this
M
©
way
©
c
leople
©
NIGHT between Boston and!
©
lo 03
©
C
satisfaction
for ore poacher to have the
Florida by the SOUTHERN I
I
of killing and the trouble of concealing
The Committee, knowing very nearly
RAILWAY COMPANY.
bis uutragecui act?
the mount required lor salaries, asked foi
Once when crossing the lake with a an appropraition of $30,080, and had this
If so, you and all
boatload of passengers vve found a deer amount been granted, it will be seen
others in New
swimming in the middle of the lake. We that the expenditures would have been
England know
him into the less than the appropriations.
tied his legs and took
the best way, via
steamer and tbe passengers were highly
If we add to the amount expended by
nd
him.
When
we
this Committee, the $30,000. expended by
eniertaii
by
petting
Southern Railway Company.
get to the first landing which was a hotel the Public Buildings Committee, we find
(Piedmont Air Line.)
|
the that the total cost of maintaining out
From Boston via any line passenger m^r select
well Ailed with guests vve carried
connecting with Penn. R.R., Southern Railway
deer
up on to the lawn and cut the ropes schools for the past year, including re.
Company and F. C. <fc P. Ry. The best of Pullman
from his legs, setting him free much to nairs to buildings, to be $127,677.65, oi
Palace Car service, vestibuled trains with luxuthe delight of the 1 u .died or more ladies very nearly the same as for the preceding
rious dining, observation and sleeping cars. No
other route offers better attractions, better service
and gentlemen. Was not this (leer worth year.
or quicker time than the Southern Railway Co.,
This has been a most uneventful year
more alive than dead?
ana gives me
'ougu service ixum
If the stories of poaching in some parts There has been no revision of the courses
Hot Springs, N. C.
England to Ash
Flornation either about
Should you de&
of the state, told by the commissioners of study, no change in text books. Tht
Mina, or in fact any points
ida, Western Nor. .1
are true, the services ot n
missionary or work in the various schools hits cons
will
be
cheerfully
the
same
South,
throughout
unalong with very li tis interruption and
Salvation Army are needed. The
given either in person or by letter on application.
popular and unobserved law In the woods good results have been accomplished.
J. L. ADAMS. Gen’l. Eastern Agt, F. C. & P.
Particularly is this true of ihe Hlgt
is worse than no law for it
opens the
R. R., 358 Broadway, N. Y.
door to the poaouers ami closes it to the School. The assistants who were elected
John M. Culp, Traffic Manager. W. A. Turk.
GenTPass. Agt., 1300 Penu. Ave., Washington,
honest sportsmen. It is a good thing to at the beginning ot the year have proved
D. C.
let well enough nlone, nnd in th,s part themselves faithful and efficient teaohers,
Waldo A. Pearce, N. E. Agt. Geo. C. Daniels,
of tho stale the deer have been increasing and good work has been done in all de
Trav.Pass. Agt., 228 Washington St., Boston,
for a number of years and sportsmen and partinents We doubt if at any time in
Mass., Southern Railway.
the school has had a strongei
guides are satisfied with it as it, is. It the past
taken as a whole, than
eodiim
declG
seems to me that the most practical law corps of teachers,
at
the
present time. The resignation ol
for the protection of our Ush and game
of Elooutiun aod
is to hare whatever Dumber of wardens Miss Haker, teacher
cause for regret, as she was
~
the state can afford to hire, with power English, is a
nnd particularly well fitted for the position
to arrest offenders in any county,
successful with her classes.
these should be men not tied to tbe rail- and was very
The whole number of pupils enrolled
who
roads or steamboat lines, but men
present term Is 593.
are capable and willing; to
rough it and during tbe
55f
number belonging,
nre well
acquainted with the short cuts Average
bii
daily attendance,
from one pouching plipce to another and
or over 97K per cent.
line ot
instead of following behind the
Number of pupils in College
travel should be on the ground ahead cf
191
department,
one
the poacher and as liable to bn in
Number of pupils studying
another.
as
place
12J
Latin, not in college course
The mink that gets its living from the
Number of pupils studying
stream is not tind to the Ins and outs of
in
nut
French,
college course,
tile seme but it knows where the pools
French or Latin is required of all nupils
fis« and it gees
are where it will pny to
the
second
and third classes; Is op
in
over land from one to the other.
tioual with Physiology in the fourth class,
If the guides ere obliged to take out a
is DOt required in the first class.
hut
license they will expeot more nr less proMilitary drill is optional with the boys,
tection from the same, which will! work
but a large Dumber take advantage ol
bad in many cases for there will be some
the opportunity offered for instruction bj
objectionable ones that obtain a license
Haker in military taotios, and tin
and the hotel or camp proprietor who is Capt.
boys
soldierly
bearing of ;he Uigh School
requested to get a guide for one of his in their neat
uniforms shows the henefi
patrons wanti the privilege ot looking oial results of the drill. The battalion if
for a man and not a badge.
composed of three companies. The com
FRED C. BARKER,
chosen
by the
missioned officers are
Bemis, March 2, 1897.
pupils, but only those whose scholarship
can
distinction
the
and deportment merit
become candidates for these offices.
The Training School, under the skillful
RKI.IEF IN SIX HOURS
is
proving
management of Miss Tayior.
disease
Distressing Kidney and Bladder
itself of great benefit to the ciiv Dy fur-‘NEW
the
six
hours
GREAT
in
lieleved
by
o;
trained
number
a
each
year
Ihe nishing
SOUTH AMERICAN KIDNEY CURE,”
The present clast
remedy is a gieat surprise on account teaohers for ourschonls.
Non-intoxicating, purifies the blood, new
rule
allow
The
of its exceeding pi-ompiness in
relieving is unusually promising.
gives strength and invigorates the whole pain in tbe bladder,kidneys,back and every ing graduates of the High school who
$8.00 per doz. qts., $2.00 per parr of the urinary passages in male or fe- have attained an average rank of 85 per
system.
water and
lor admission
doz. pts. Half doz. same rate.
male. 11 relieves retenion of
oent to become candidates
it almost Immediately.
If
pain ir. passing relief
sohool without further
and
cure
this
is your to the irainlDg
you want quick
an advantage to
has
proved
Sold by C. H. GU'Pl’V CO., Drug- examination,
180-180 South. 130 Bench Si*. Boston, Mass. remedy.
the school, ft furnishes a large pumper
Uongress »t. Portland. Me.
SOLS AOKKT3. Ieb20 lm*
gist
if you dou’tiiud it so.’
gentleman stepped from out the
crowd and said, “If that is the Barker
boy 1 can speak a go-d word for him, for
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of candidates of the very highest oapablli
ties, ana the committee can select thos 3
whom they consider to he the best fitted
uhysioaliy and mentally, to beoome stroni
and efficient teachers.
It is to be regret
ted that the capacity of the sobool is lim
ited. so that many applicants who m :
doubt are well auallfied cannot share it

—
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—-

excellent

this large
manner in whioh
is manaued and oared for provet
the
that
Prinoipal, Miss Elizabeth id,
Taylor, is not only a thoroughly oompe
tent teacher, but a woman of rare exeou
tive ability. The dormitory is admirably
adapted to its requirements and is a credit
The name, Brown
to the State and City.
son
Hall, has very appropriately beet
given to ibis building, and is a deserter
compliment to Mr. Wm. H. Brownson ol
the sobool board, who far many years has
been a devoted friend of the sobool, anf
in his offioial and private oapaolty bai
done much to bring the sobool to its present flourishing condition.
The children oome to this sohool from
all parts of the State, and, as the sobool
is praotically supported by the State, ii
is generally conceded that it should be s
State Institution, managed by a separate
board of Trustees, with the property all
under one management. In furtherance
of this plan, the City has offered to turn
over to the State the Spring Street house
and lot, free of expense. The State now
The matter ie now
owns the dormitory.
before the Legislature, and probably the
State will soon assume oontroi of the Institution.
Satisfactory results have followed tne
efforts of the Speoial Teaobers In writing
and drawing.
Miss Luoy C. Bedlow, the assistant
teaober of drawing, has had leave of abto pursue a course of
sence to enable her
study at the Pratt Institute, but is expected to return and resume her position.
The result of her year’s study cannot fail
Durto ba of great benefit to her classes.
ing h6r absenoe her work has been satisMiss
Mary B.
factorily oarried on by
Bullard.
There has been no change during the
year in the course m musio. JSxcellent
service has been rendered by Mrs. Merrill,
and good progress has been made. It is
not expected that much ean be aocompliened in the way of voice oulture, but
special attention has been paid tho past
year to production of tono. position of
the bodv and the vocal organs while singing, as well as to signt reading and the
theory of music.
Manual Training is a part of the regular oourse in the Grammar Sohool and is
under the charge of Mr. Geo. H. Babb
and Mr. A. W. Biohards, who arefaithfnl
and oompetent instructors. These gentlemen have endeavored to acquaint the
people of the oity with the work of the
sohool. for and oy the boys, by having
occasionally during the year open days
when parents, the members of different
professions and societies, have been invited to visit the sohool and see the actual
methods employed ana work done in ihe
Nearly one thousand
varioue classes.
citizens have during the year taken this
the sohool, and a
visit
to
opportunity
deep and far reaching interest nas been
awakened in iavor of this very important
branch of eduoation. At the oloee of tho
summer term, through tho courtesy of
Messrs. Hooper, Son & Leighton, the use
of oue of their large show windows was
given for one week to the manual training exhibit. The excellence of the workmanship attracted much attention and
An
evidence
of
oomment.
favorable
the influence of mauual training is the
who
fact that many High schoolboys
seek
have completed the course,
opportunities to return to the rooms and carry
In
for
themselves.
many
on the work
instances a latent talent has been awakened that might otherwise never have
been developed, and several boys are continuing the course in manual training
There are
drawing.
and mecba iical
the idea
that
those who still hold to
carpenters
manual training is to make
our
of
Statistics
boys.
and tradesmen
prove it is not so, nor is suoh its object.
Briefly stated, it is claimed that manual
training, correctly taught will train the
stimuhand and eye to work together,
late the observation, strengthen the will,
help to train the judgment and develop
the reasoning powers.
The effortB to provide similar and systematic instruction for girls have not yet
materialized, but it is commonly reported
erected,
that a building is soonto .be
with private funds, to provide suitable
for
the
boy’s
training
accommodations
school, and a cooking and sewing school
infor girls. No offloial notice of suoh
tention has come before the hoard, hut il
is
as
it
will
the
that
report
true,
is hoped
place our school system in line with the
systems of some othei
more advanoed
cities.
Kindergartens at the Braokett street,
Chestnut street, Centre Btreet, and North
primaries have been well and successfully
conducted, and demands are made foi
their establishment in other parts of the
city. The public will not be satised until each primary school has its kindergarthis may soon be acteD, and it is hoped

tamily

complished.

the pasl
The evening school during
most succeraful term ol
year lins had the
was
opened
its existence. The school
fiff.h
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MAULHARDT’S
California Grape Juice.

J. H. Costello &

Co.,

and

has held four

seesinne

closing March

second. Tht
of pupils was twi hundred
number
eighty-four; males, oue hunored ninetyfour; females, ninety. Their ages ranged
from fourteen to sixty-three, and nearly
were
nationalities
tepresented.
all
Among the pupils was a class of twenty
Armenians, the majority of whom could
our language.
They
not, at fir it, spank
were bright, npt scholars, and learned
very readily.
Principal
the language
interest among
Milliken reports rauoh
the pupils in their work, and the attendbsfore,
ance has been larger than ever
rami
The course of study has been the
schools, with civil
as in the grammar
a
and
of
study
every day
government
business methods added. The book-keeping class numbered twenty-six, and very
creditable work was performed. Ther<
have ticen 6ix regular teachers employed
and an additional teacher two nights
each week w ho has had
charge of tin
book-keeping class
Mr.
J.
A.
Tbs principal,
Milliken, If
manageentitled to much oredit for his
ment of the school. Mr. McGowan or the
has
had direct superSchool Committee,
vision of this work and has contributed
a

weak,

to its success.

The sohool has held its sessions in thi
Spring street soboolhouse, but needf
separate and permanent quarters. If the

trustees of tho Walker fund erect the new
building, we hope provisiou will be mad<
school. If oui
therein for tiie evening
citizens v ould visit this branch of oui
roliool system, they would doubtless b<
surmised and delighted with the work
done, and impressed with it« value anil
importance to the community.
There lias been a marked improvement
in the Cong Island schools since the appointment of tlie present teachers, Miss
Webber and Miss Caunell. The soboolt
have been brought up to a muob higher
standard than before, and, although ungraded, they rank well with the city
schools. That the services of these teachers have ! eon appreciated by parents aud
scholars is evidenced hy the improved attendance and the increased interest In all
school affairs., dhe school on Cliff Islam!
is also fortunate lu having the services ol
Mi«s Dow, an accomplished teBCher whi
makes her home on the Island during tb«

have oiterm, and exerts an elevating influence cases iefarre'1 to, the societies
the little band of sohulars with whom
ganizert under the laws of the states.
is
established
she
constantly associated. The tesoh- Permanent funds haTe been
ers of the Island schools have been helped
by assessment of 1 per cent on the teachvery ntnch in their work during the past ers’ salaries; by bequests and legacies;
year by the libraries purchased with tbs by fairs and entertainments made very
money given from the Walker fund. The successful by the cooperation of the pubtrustees of this fund donated *50 to each lic spirited oifcizens and philanthropic
of these sobools. and carefully seleoted women. Prom the income of such funas,
books were purchased aud plaoed In neat a large number of teachers in these cities
on the
based
cases.
The scholars are proud of their are receiving annuities
time 11
libraries, and the teachers have repeated- amount of their salaries at thewomen
ol
ly testified to the interest and eagerness resignation. Should the good Portlaud
clubs of
which the children, aud the adults also, the.varlous literary
in
manifest in the books. Shut off from the who evince a deep and earnest^interest
take
advantages of good libraries, the class of the welfare of our public schools
literature that fell into the hands of these hold of this matter, would they not, with
of
rescuers,
children was, to say the least, not elevat- the aid of the small army
work inaugurThese
ing.
books have
opened new carry out successfully the
and do
cities
American
in
other
worlds to them, aud the result is incalcu- ated
lable. It is safe to say that no donation much for the improvement of our schools:
has Atjany rste we believe the suggestion to
from this fond for similar purposes
and charitable—
been more appreciated or
productive ot bejpractioal, beneficial
attainable.
more good than the little sum given to three objects not always
Mr.
The committeo would commend
these island schools.
keep all
The Peaks Island
has long O. M. Lord for his effoits to
sohool
to
the
high
schools of the sohouls cf the oity up
ranked well with the graded
nnder his
the oity, and under the present manage- standardjthey have attained
do
this
be
To
has
frequentstandard.
ment it is maintaining its high
supervision.
of other cities
to
During the year Miss Simpson has been ly visited the schools
transferred to the oity at her own request observe the practical workings of suggestcourses
the
of
In
study,
ed
etc.,
been
changes
and the position thus vaoated has
and he will no doubt have recommendavery acceptably filled by Miss Parsons.
committee
to lay before the new
tions
Government
In June, 1896, the
City
voted an appropriation of *26,000 for the soon after it is organized.
the
Lord’s reto
Mr.
refer
We
public
purpose of building a new schoolhouse
would
in Ward One, and to renovate the Mouu- port for statistics in detail, and
ment street schoolhonse. A lot of land say that while our publio ichool system
necesa
must
now
vast
it
organization
containing 29,205 square feet near Con- is
sarily inorease with the addition of new
gress street, aud running from Emerson
of the
to Morning streets, was purohneed, ami kindergartens, the development
building manual training, and the establishment
the foundations for the new
for
a oooking or sewing sohool
girls.
were laid in the fall,
*6,403 of the appro- of
'1 o maintain these the appropriations
priation have been expended so far. must lie
believe
our
we
but
larger,
Plans
prepared by F. A. Tompson, citizens will not
object to this provided
Esq., have been adopted, and work will
admlnistrsThe they are satisfied that the
be commenced early in the spring.
brick, two ! tion of our school affairs is honestly and
new building is to be of
contain
eight economically conducted, and that our
and will
stories high,
children, rich and poor alike, have all
rooms.
Special attention will be paid to the
advantages for an ednoation offered
heating, ventilation, and the sanitary
other cities of our land.
arrangements. It is hoped the new by
ALBERT B. HALL,
building will be ready for oocupanoy by
for the Committee.
vaoation, In
the close of the summer
temporwhiob case it oan be oooupled
The thanks of the board wore expressed
arily by the pupils of the Monument by rising to Mayor Baxter for the courtestreet sohool, while that building is being
remodeled. Too little attention has been ous and and able manner in whioh he
of sohool had presided the past year, and on mopaid in the past in the building of
ventilhouses to the Important subject
tion of Mr. McGo wan, who seconded the
latiou, and oursohnolhouses are not in as motion, the thanks were expressed for
should
as
they
good sanitary condition
have the great benefits he bad conferred upon
To say that the buildings
be.
served their purpose for many years is the sohoois by the work and money connot
begging the question. They have
tributed for the Manual Training sohool.
well served their purpose. To say that
Ur. Vose also spoke’in stroug terms of
childthe
which
from
homes
the
of
many
condition 4-ha nlnaannt rplnfcinns hflf,WPfln thfi MflVftr
ren como are in worse sanitary

DUST.

GOLD

on

-.-

llliW

[UUU

the eontionanoe of the bad condition of
true
the sohoolhouses. It is no doubt
that many business men spend their days
in poorly ventilated offices and stores,
and sooner or later they pay the penalty.
It Is true that many homes aro in worse
oondltlon than the sohool buildings, but
these facte only make it the more necesshould be under
sary that tho children
the most perfect sanitary oonoitions pos
slble during the hours they pass each

in

school.
Modern methods of ventilation mnke it
possible to constantly ohBnge the air in
the schoolroom, and, when this is done,
lay

All

Cleaning

about the house, paint, floors, pots
and pans, dishes and glassware,
silver and tinware, can be done
better, quicker and cheaper with

I
than with any other

cleansing

compound. Largest packagegreatest economy.
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THE R. E. FAIRBARK COMPART,
Chicago, St. Louis, New York, Boston, Philadelphia,

NOTICE...

...SPECIAL
To (he Public:—

give notice that I have purchased ajj the InsiirBusiness of the late firm of Warren Sparrow & Co..
excepting that upon the books of the Williamsburg City Fire
Insurance Co., and I have been appointed agent for the
British America and the Delaware Insurance Companies.
on
or
alterations
indorsements
any Policies, and
All
renewals will be made and the business carried on at my
office. No. 13 Exchange St.
The addition of these old line companies to my agency
gives me Ten Solid Companies and greatly Increased facilities and I trust that I shall merit a continuance of your

|

This is to

mice

|

favors.

Thanking you for the many kind favors in the past, I
remain

;

Yours Sincerely,
EDWARD C. JONES,

Sparrow Ac Co.,
13 Exchange St., Portland, me.

(Successor
Office

I

to Warren

f
iM——■■■—j

__fet)?8 nod
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and committee.
Mayor Baxter

expressed In feeling
thanks to the board with
his
terms
had hadl such pleasant relawhom he
tions during his term of service.
blood diseases, causing all
disasters to human happiare
ness
easily and quickly cured by
Burdock Blood Bitters, from a common
pimple to the worst scrofulous Bore.

Skin and
sorts of dire
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UNION STREET CARRIAGE CO.

HOT

Carriage Repairing
Paint

WATER

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.
OFFICE:
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GRESSEY, JONES & ALLEN,

Free-

Use.

Burning

WWW

_

COAL.
Lehigh

*

which you will easily verify by comparing
with other pianos of the same prices.
We give the best returns that can possibe foim<1 at tiie prices we ask. We carry
the largest stock and the greatest variety.
Give us a call and be convinced that our
statements are well founded.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Assortment
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Our advertisements

AUCTION SALES.

the best work can be demanded and received from both teacher and scholar. It
F,
is no wonder that so many teachers, who
in rooms
are obliged to remain for hours
in whioh the air is heavy with impurities having been breathed over and over
again, often break down entirely and
Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
have to take extended leave of absenco to
or that
and
C. W. ALLEN
health
strength,
O.
BAILEY.
F.
regain
with
'It f
scholars are listless and dull and
marh4
to
their
minds
their
difficulty apply
the
that
not
do
danger
We
forget
tasks.
resulting from contact with those from unhealthy homes always exists,and it Is not
contended that this danger can be entirely averted, but it is claimed that pure air
contagion,
will lessen the liability of
mind, and will imwill stimulate the
of the
oondltlon
whole
the
prove
sohools. The benefits resulting "from the
recent remodeling of the High school
building are apparent to those who are
familiar with the sohool, and it would
ot
and
be wise and profitable to put all our old A Full
sohool buildings in proper sanitary condition and economize, if need he,in many
Coals for Domestic
less important publio improvements.
Pocahontas (Semi-Bitumlnons) and
The care of the rooms has been criticised bv some parente, recently, and it
Cumberland Coals are
is claimed that the floors are not washed Georges Creek
neatnoss and
ae often as is necessary for
for
general steam and
unsurpassed
health. While the matter is entirely outside the provinoe of the committee, we forge use.
be washed
believe that floors should
Genuine Lykens Valley Franklin,
oftener than they have been and see no
be
not
should
part of the
this
reason why
and American Camel.
English
if one or
work of the regular jauitor*.
two floors should be washed each Week,
the labor would not be burdensome and
reoeive frethe entire building would
quent cleansing. In this connection, we
consider it only just to say that, as a rcle
...
100-2
the janitors are faithful in the discharge TELEPHONE
of their duties, and the sohool buildings
are well swept and tldv in appearance.
The subject of sohool defloration is exciting considerable interest, here as well
Prlvnte parties have alas elsewhere.
ready donated pictures to some of the
M.W&Ftf
spr3
sohools, and an effort is being made by
the Woman’s Literary Union to raise
funds to adorn the hare walls of all the
art.
rooms with piotures and works of
The names of the committee having this
sufficient
guarantee
work in charge are
made
that only such selections will be
as shall be elevating in their influence
and helpful to the pupils in their studies.
commend the
The committee would
teachers of the publio sohools for their
fldlity to the duties imposed upon them.
-OFPossibly many think that the hours of
the sohool session comprise the labors of
such 'the case, it
the teacher. Were
:
the
would he a sufficient strain npon

P
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FURNISHING GOODS

Write

formerly in store 7 Monument square will be
sold at
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Boston Union Made;
Cigars at $19 per thousand.
Black Bock Cigars *0o per thousand. I
40 Thousand
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WE HAVE NO BRANCH INSTITUTE

rooms 18 Free
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work has so large a place in our school
of t!»e
programmes, that many hours
teacher’s time outside of school are occupied in the preparation of papers and the
Vacaexamination of the pupil’s work.
tions ore none too frequent nor too long
to give the body and the mind the rest
the exacting
needed to perform well
duties of the school term, and iu many
inadequate to
cases the compensation is
the service rendered. The efficiency of
best enour publio schools would be
of pensioning
hanced by some system
teachers who have spent the prime and
strength of their lives in the publio service. The salaries of the majarir.y of our
teachers are not large enough to enable
them to make provision for their support
after retirement from active service, and
satisfied
while the committee may be
that a change would be beneficial to the
one
school it is almost cruel to remove
whose usefulness, after years of faithful
is
but
not enservice, may be impaired
tirely gone. All Kutopean countries, exand
recognize
Spain,
Britain
cept Great
the wi=dom of this course and adopt the
polioy of pensioning superannuated teachers.
In Great Britain the teachers themselves form unions or mutual aid societies which pay annuities to teachers who
have served the
requisite number of
years.
Many cities in the United .States
have similar organizations, notably those
of Philadelphia, Brooklyn, an:l Boston.
from such a
The benefits to the schools
system are apparent to all and cannot be
denied; tut it is also quite as apparent
that the city cannot assume such a burden and responsibility. In fact the advisability of such a course in anv city
has occasioned much discussion. In the
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ALTAMONTE,

Altamonte Springs, Fla.
Most Healthful Location and best water in
the state, all nothern help and everything first
class. Fog book, write to C. W. GRAY, of

Gray’s Inn,Jackson, N. H., Prop.
fan26
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It seems to be pretty well settled
that
Gen. Weyler bas taken advantage of the
pardon of Sanguilly to escape from his
uncomfortable position us Captain-General of Cuba with a certain amount of
eclat. That Weyler was a failure, both
civil sdministation and as a military
leader has been patent for a long time,and
as a
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President McKinley's
Inaugural address foreshadows In a
broad way the
policy which his administration will 'endeavor to pursue in directing the affairs
of the government. It
is
plain and

straightforward,
adornment and
cal effect.

with ^little

no

attempt

at

striving after rhetori-

If the President has arranged his topics
in the order of what he deems their relative importance be^regarasHhe currency

questioners

the most pressing, inasmuch
as he gives llrst place to it.
Perhaps he
does not mean that, though that would
be
far
Certainnot
from
right.

currency it
supervise tee
for
should not be directly responsible
its issue or its
redemption. He favors
tbs scheme of the Indianapolis convention for a
commission
made
up
from both parties that snail druw up a
comprehensive plan] for the reform of
continue to

the Cabinet
Xhere is no reason why
with Bliss
should not be.a happy family
in It.
_____

agent of prosperity” has
Everybody will devoutly hope

The “advance

arrived.
that the show is ciose behind.

Gen. Alger says that what the country
conflneeds “above all things is rest,
be just
donce and peace.” He seems to
the man for Secretary of War.

after taking the OHtb of office:
In obedience to the
Fellow Citizens:
will of the people.and in their presence,by
the authority vested in me by this oath,
I assume the arduous and responsible du-

capitol

ties of President of the United Btates, relying on the support of my countrymen
and invoking the guidance of Almighty
God, Our laith teaches that there U no
safer reliance than upon tbe God of our

fethers, who has so singularly favored
the American people in every nntlonal
trial, and who will not forsake us so long
as we obey HU commandments and walk
humbly in His footsteps.

THK DEPRESSION IN BUSINESS.
the
and the
ly
currency
question
The responsibilities of the high trust to
two
of revenue
are
the
question
which I have teen called, always of grave
main questions to be immediately atimportance, are augmented by tbe pretacked and settled, and they are more or
condition, entailing
vailing business
less allied to oneuuother. The President
makes it obvious enough that he thinks
the'greenbackB should be retired, and
that while the government should still

the cnrrency. He expresses bis intention
to do all in bis power to further the settlement of the silver question by means
of an international conference, but pending sueb a decision he says that our silver

cunenoy

must be

kept

at par

with

iillAi,A2a

iinrtn

willinc

labor

and

loss to

useful enterprise. The country is suffering from industrial disturbances, from
which speedy relief must be had. Our
financial system needs some revision; our
money is all good now, hut its value
must not further he threatened. It should
ali be put upon on enduring basis not
subject to easy attack nor its stability to
doubt or dispute. Our currency should
continue under the supervision of the
government. The several forms of our
paper money offer, in my judgment, a
constant embarrassment to the government and a safe balance in the treasury.
Therefore I believe it necessary to devise
a system which, without diminishing the
circulating medium or offering a premium for its
oontractiOD, will present a
remedy for those arrangements which,
temporary In their nature, might well in
the yeara of our prosperity have been displaced by wiser provisions. With adequate revenue secured, hut not until
then, we can enter upon such changes
iu our fiscal laws as will, while insuring
safety and volume to our money,no longer
upon the government the
impose
necessity of maiuaining «o large a gold
reserve with its attendant and inevitable
temptations to speculation. Most of our
financial laws are the outgrowth of experience and trial, and should not be
amended without investigation and demonstration of the wisdom of proposed
changes. We must be both “Sure we
are right" HDd “Make haste slowly.”

gold by the government.
Passing to the question of revence he
Xhe Afrioan Methodist church having
Presi- says that the income of the government
furnished the Bible upon whioh
'The must be brought up to its expenditures.
dent McKinley was sworn into office,
He forges rigorous economy in appropridisappointed
says
Age (Afro-American)
will
hence
months
ation, and of course the means he recomfew
a
offioe-seekers
mends for increasing the revenue is a
Dead no Bibla to swear on.
protective tariff, that shall discriminate
Mr. Llnooln once said: “If ever this in favor of American
products and
is
free people, if this government itself,
American manufactures while adding to
it will come
ever entirely demoralized,
our
income. The reciprocity features of
and
trom this incessant human wriggle
the last Republioan tariff law are warmto
struggle for office, whioh is but a way
ly commended, and the incorporation
live without work.” A remark worthy of similar features in the new bill is A COMMISSION ON THE CUHRNCY.
In this
of (most serious consideration
strongly urged. The duty of Congress to
If the Congress iu its wisdom shall
good year of Our Lord, Grosrenor of_Ohio conserve the rights of the people and to deem it
expedient to ozaats a commission
to the oontrary, notwithstanding.
no
that
see
inequality to take under early considerntion the re[there is
is
the
vigorously vision of our coinage and curreucy laws
law,
senator in the before
The senior bachelor
combinations
and
Trusts
and give them that exhaustive, oareful
Missouri legislature has just introduced urged.
bill.to Una widows and old maids who
refuse to marry ; bachelors or widowers
$100 to $500. Probably the man has not
teen treated j’ust right, still, the legislative ball.is not exaotJy the place to seek
redress for the personal) grievance under
Which be appears to be suffering.
a

Some philanthropists in Chicago propose to apply the Pingree truck-garden
idea by turning over, all vaoant lots in
that city to the poor far the cultivation
of beans. This leads the News to hope
ihat the unclean waste between the oity
»nd county buildings at present devoted
io old sboes will beoome less unsightly
In the spring.
Three persons imtho Distrlot of Columbia were convicted and sent to prison for
selling oleomargarine without having it
stamped as required)by the regulations
issued by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue. It was contended that ConA

___
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mi

riRf

fn
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n

commissioner the judiolal power which
he had exercised.
wise and declared

The Court held otherthat the issuing of

an administrative
stamps was purely
men
had Deen
function and that the
properly convicted and must serve out

their sentence.
The United States Supreme Court has
York
affirmed the validity of the Now
statute forbidding the uee of stoves in
steam railroads for heating purposes. The law was passed in 1SS0 aud
was amended last year to except the use
cars

on

of stoves for heating for hatohing operations in the cars of tho Commissioners
of Fisheries of the different states. The
Court declares that in the failure of Congress to legislate on the subject, it is
competent for the state to provide for
tire safety

of

passengers, both in cars
running cn railroads within the state
and coining into the state from another.
This decision is in line with popular senti e subject and will tend
to
minlin:zb the horrors Incident to the
burning of cars alter derailment.
timent

Is

on

murder

an

offense

against

the

United Stites? seems to be the point of
dispute between the general government
nnil the iiuihoritles of New Mexico. Four
of ti e members of wliat is known as the
notov mis llntton gang were convioted
uf murncr in the first degree. The conviction was confirmed by the Supreme
Court of t is Territory and execution orFeb. 23 last.
I.end—death by hanging
Att e eleventh hour President Cleveland
vean
pealed to and granted a reprieve.
on

horn ton challenged the right
of
Pre ident, contending that as T'erri■ri 1 Governor he was clothed with auth rity similar to that eDjoyed
by the
•.uvernor of sovereign states in the mat-

of reprieves and pardons of all crimes
classed as “offenses against the
1
United States.” As there is nothing in
for
the government of the
the provisions
■er

not

territories whioh^indloates that murder Is
such an offsnse, the question raised will
most likely require the consideration ol
the fiujreirts Court of the United States.

that

restriot

trade are condemned
urged tor their restraint.
upon immigration are diour

and dispassionate examination that their
and legislation
importance demands, I shall cordially
If such power is
concur in suoli action.
Hia remarks
vested in the President, it Is my purpose
rectly in the lino of the bill which wns to
appoint a oommisison of prominent
recently passed and indicate that if he and well Informed citizens of different
been the President it would not partleB, who will cimmand confidence
had
of their ability and
have encountered a veto. The spirit of both on account
business
Stuess for the work,
is warmly com- special
service law
the civil
experience and public training may thus
mended and it is made clear that it will be combined, and the patriotic zeal of
Incumbency. the friends of tha country be so directed
be lived up to during his
that such a report will be made as to roThe arbitration treaty with Great Britoeive the support of all parties and our
ain is strongly advocated, and ha urges finances cease to be the subject of mere
early action by the Senate upon it as a partisan contention. The experiment is
worth a trial, and in my
“duty to mankind. ”j„ Finally, In view at all events,
it can but prove beneficial to the
of the present deficiency of our revenues opinion
entire country.
and the necessity of removing it, he anBIMETALLISM.
INTERNATIONAL
nounces bis intention to call Congress in
bimetalInternational
of
The
of
fifteenth
the
question
on
day
session
extra
lism will have early and earnest attenMarch.
tion. It will be my constant endeavor to
BUUicno
X1IO
with the other
in every respect and will do much to re- seoure it by co-operation
Powers of the world.
commercial
the
to
country.
great
confidence
store
Until that condition is realized when
the parity between our gold and silver
John £u Stoddard Drops His Swallow- money
springs from and is supported by
tail.
the relative values of the two metals, tbe
value of the silver already coined and of
The New York Sun says: “The Stodthat which may hereafter be coined must
accountbe
now
(airly
dard lectures may
be kopt constantly nt par with gold by
The
The
Y'ork.
New
of
ed an institution
every resource at our command.
of the government, the integrity
seventeenth season was begun yesterday o;edlt
and tho inviolability
of its currenoy
morning in Daly’s theatre, the subject of its obligations must be preserved.
1
Komautio
and
Scotland,’
the
Heroic
comraauuing verdict of
This was
being
notice the people, and it will not go unheeded.
formal
and the public now has
that Lent is at hand. A littie surprise
ECONOMY DEMANDED.
the regular attendants
was iu store for
Economy is demanded in every branch
lectures. Mr. Stoddard
ap
of these
of tbe government at all times but espeared in a rock coat, with a four-in- pecially in periods like the present of dehand necktie. His custom of wearing
pression in business and distress among
evening dress at his morning aud after- thejpeople. The severest economy must
noon entertsinments has been the subject
be observed iu all public expenditures,
argument, many nud
of mucb.talk and also
extravagnnced stopped wherever it
bolding that it was proper, and many is found and prevented wherever in the
inclining to the contrary. Now that every future it may he developed. If the revethe swallow-tail
one has grown used to
nues are to remain as now, the only relief
coat, it has been put aside."
that canjcome must he from decreased
expenditures. But the present must not
become tbe permanent condition of tbe
government. It has been onr uniform
practice to not inorease our outstanding
obligations, and this policy must again
enforced.
be rcassumed and vigorously
Our revenues should always be large
and
promptenough to„meat with ease
curront expenses and
ness not only our
the principal and Interest of the public
debt, but to make proper and liberal provision for that most deserving body of
and sailors
publlo creditors, the soldiers who
are the
and the widows and orphans
pensioners of tho United States. The
government should not be permitted to
run behind, or Increase its debt, in times
Suitably to provide
like the present.
against this is the mandate of duty, the
certain and easy remedy for most of our
financial difficulties. A deficiency is Inevitable so long as the expenditures of
the government exceed its receipts. It
can only be met by loans or an increased
No false promises.
While a large annual surplus
revenue.
No tedious treatment.
of revenue may invite waste and extravmethods.
No quack
agance, inadequate revenue creates disNo trouble to convince you.
trust and uudermines public md private
No charge for the knowledge.
credit. Neither should bo encouraged.
No mere temporary relief.
Between more loans and more revenue
complications.
of
No fear
one
opinion. We
RAPID there ought to be but
RELIEF.
IMMEDIATE
have more
revenue, and that
permanent cure. should
recovery,
or
without delay, hindrance
postponegives life
AND ment. A surplus in the treasury created
SOOTHES
IT
HEALTH.
or safe relia permanent
Is
not
loans
by
CURES TOU WHILE ASLEEP.
It will suffice while it lasts hut
ance.
It cannot last long while the outlays of
the government are greater than its receipts, as has been the caie during the
past two years. Nor must it te forgothowever muob such loans may
826 BROADWAY, N.Y. ten that
temporarily relieve the situation,the gov---
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MISCUL1AKEOUS.

uratlou of the party now restored to
in the past that of I
power Las been
‘opposition to ail combinations of oapi- I
trade !
control
to
;3l
organized
Huong our citizens” and It has supported i
;uoh legislation as will prevent tho ezecu- |
lion of all such to oppress the people by ;
undue ctiurges on their supplies or
uujuet rates for the transportation <•/1
their products to market. This purpose
will he steadily pursued both by the en- i
forcement of laws now in existence ami
the recommendation and support of such
now statutes as may bo necessary to carry it into effect.

AMUSEMENTS.

VANQUISHED.
Pull Strong and Steady,
And Victory.

A Twirl of the

Thong,

A

j

secured by a system of taxation external or internal, or both. It is the settled policy of the government, pursued
from the begii.nlng nnd prncticad by all
parties and administrations, to raise the
bnlk of our revenue from taxes on foreign produots entering the United States
for sale and consumption and avoiding
for the most part every form of direct
taxation except in time of war. The
oonntry is clearly opposed to any needless additions to the subjects of internal
taxatton and committed by Its latest
popular utterances to the system of tariff
taxation. There can be no misunderstanding about the principle upon which
be levied.
shall
tilts tariff taxation
Nothing has ever been made plainer at a
than
that
the
election
controlling
general
prinolple in the raising of revenue from
duties on imports is zealous care for
American interests and American labor.
The people have declared that such legislation shall be bad as will give protection and encouragement, to the industries
It
and the development of our country.
is, therefore, earnestly hoped and exat
will
the
earliest
that
Congress
peoted
practicable moment enact re»enu6 legislation that shell be fair, reasonable, conservative and just, and which, while supplying sufficient revenue tor public purand
poses, will still be signally beneficial
helpful to every section nnd every oiass
of people. To this polioy we are all, of
whatever party, firmly bound by the
voice of the people, a power vastly more
potential than the expression of any political platform. The paramount duty
of Congress is to stop the deficiency by
the restoration of that protective legislation which has always bren the firmest
of
prop of the treasury. The passage
such a law or laws would strengthen the
credit CJI

UUO

I'UFUUIIIOUI

"UUI
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abroad and go far towards stopping
the drain upon the gold reserve held for
the redemption of our ourrency, which
has been heavy and well nigh constant
for several years.
mill

RECIPROCITY.
revision of tho tariff espeolal
should be given to the re-euactment and extension of tbe reciprocity
principle of the law of ls90, under whioh
so grant a stimulus wa3 given to our for-

In tbe
attention

and advantageous
trade in Dew
and
markets for surplus agricultural
manufactured, products. The brief trial
given this legislation amply justifies a
further experiment and additional discretionary power in the making of coinmeroial treaties, the end in view always
to be the opening up of new markots for
tho products of our country by granting
concessions to the produots of other
lands that we need and cannot produce
ourselves, and which do not involve any
loss of labor to our own people, but tend
to increase their employment.
The depression of the past four years
has fallen with especial soverlty upon
the great body of toilers of tha country
and upon none more than the holders of
small farms. Agriculture has languished
and labor sufferod. The revival of manufacturing will be a relief to both. No
portion of our population is more devoted
to the institutions of a tiee government
nor more loyal in their support, while
more cheerfully or fully its
none bears
proper share in the maintenance of the
government or is better entitled to Its
wise and liberal care and protection.
Legislation helpful to producers is beneUoial to all. The depressed condition of
Industries on tbe farm and in the mine
and factory has lessened the ability of
the people to meet the demands upon
them, and they rightfully expect that
not only revenue shall ha established
that will snoure the largest lnoome with
the least burden, but that every means
will be taken to decrease rather than inbusiness
crease our publio expenditures,
conditions are not the most premising.
It. will take time to restore the prosperity
of former years. If we oannot promptly
attain it we oan resolutely turn our faces
In that direction and aid its return by

eign

friendly legislation.
THE DUTY OF

CONGRESS.

troublesome tbe situation
may appear Congress will not, I am sure,
be found Jacking in disposition or ability
to relieve it as far as legislation can do
The restoration of confidence and the
so.
However

TO-NIGHT!

j

ami

AND

TION.

MISS BRANOON DOUGLAS

naturalization
Immigration
should be further improved to the
constant promotion of a safer, a better
and a higher oltizenship. A grave peril
to the Repoblio would be a citizenship
too ignorant to undoratmd or too vicious
to appreciate the great value and benoilts
of our institutions ami laws and against
all who come here to make war upon
them our gates must be promptly and
tightly closed. Nor must we be unmindful of tbe need of improvement among
our own citizens but with the zeal of our
the
forefathers
spread of
encourage
knowledge nnd free institutions. IlliterIf
acy must be banished from tha land
we shall attain that high destiny as the
of
fnreniost, of the enlightened nations
tho world which, under Providence, we
ought to aohieve.
and

Our

awa

in Alex

oivil service must go
on. Hut tbe changes should he leal and
genuine, not perfunctory, or prompted
by a zeal In behalf of nny party simply
because it happens to be in power. As

IN THE
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Ma gu i flcent 1* rod action
liy a Powerful Couinany.
Prices—25, 50

member of Congress I voted and spoke
in favor of the present law and I shell
attempt its enforcement in the spirit ir
which it was enacted. The purpose ii
efficieu*
view was to seoure the most
servioe of the best men who would accept appointment under the government,
retaining faithful and devoted public se
vants in oifloe. but shielding none, i;nUUO

QUVUUI1V«

who ate

111

inefficient,

M
t/'

fully

nf

business

wild

I

in

animals,

is

an

accomplishing a victory over

The beet interests of the country (ieumntJ this, ami the people heart.It
approve the law wherever and whenever
t is tints administered.

t

our Americau moohant marine, once the pride of the se:>in all the great ocean highways of comTo my mind few more importmerce.
ant subjects so imperatively demand its
intelligout consideration. The United
States has progressed with marvelous rapidity in every field of enterprise and
endeavor until we have become fotentoA
in nearly ail the great lines of inland
Yet
industry.
trade, commerce and
while this is so our American merchant
marine has been steadily deoliuing, until It is now lower both in the percentage of tonnage and the number of vessels
employed than it was prior to tha Civil
War. Commendable progress has leen
made of late years in the upbuilding of
the American navy, but we must supplement those effo;
by providing os »
proper oonsort for it an American ire
ebant marine amply sufficient lor our
own carrying trade to
foreign countries.
The question is one that appeals both to
our business necessities and the patriotic
aspiration of a great people.

It has been the policy of the United
States, since the foundation of the government, to cultivate relations of peace
and amity with all the nations of the

inaugurated

by

Washington,

Famous Amazon Marches.
—
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Saturday

wheels of the wonderful mechanism that gives us life, and by thus

aiding
turning
his

pass the
patient
point of his malady when
is at its lowest ebb

more

on

him

to

advance

once

IN

nhlifinraflnn

nf
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sponsibilities.

‘‘I contracted a severe cold from wet
followed.
Hronchitis
aud exposure.
Doctors foiled to relieve me. Several of
the members of my family had died of
was
and I thought i
consumption,
Wood's
Norway Pine
doomed.
Dr.
Syrup brought instant relief and perfect
cure.” M. Unger, Union Corner, Northumberland Co., Pa.
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Bank
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others
Corporations,
iesiring to open accounts, as well as for
hose wishing to transact Banking busiof any
ness
description through this
uals.

Bank.

Rockland Water Company 5’s.
Bangor & Aroostook 5’s.
And other desirable securities
for sale
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Tuesday Evening:, March 9,

BATH

BONDS.

Mousani Water

to

Hscurs at Stockbridge’s Monday and Tuesday,
March 8tli and 9th. Begins at 10 o’clock.
Public sale begins Wednesday, March 10. at
Ad10 o’clock. Reserved seats, 75c and $1.
mar4d3t
nission, 75c.

HOME
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of seats
tion of

CREATION

FINANCIAL

CfPftOrflllhi-

cal lines, but to some extent also the
prejudices which for years have distractand marred our true
ed our oounoils
greatness as a nation. The triumph of
whose
verdlot is carried into
the people
effect today is not tbe triumph of one
section nor wholly of one parts, but of
The
all sections and all tbe people.
North and the South no longer divide on
the old lines, but upon prlnoipes aud
policies, and in this fact surely every
lover of country can find cause for true
felicitation. It will be my eonstant endeavor to do nothing that will arrest or
disturb this growing sentiment of unity
and co-operation, this revival of esteem
and affiliation which now animates so
many thousands In both the old antagonistlo sections, but I shall cheerfully do
everything possible to promotfetand in
crease it.
Let me again repeat the words of the
oatu administered liy the obief justice,
which in their respective spheres so far
all my counas applicable I would have
trymen observe: ‘‘I will falhfully execute the office of President of the United
States and will to the best of m> ability
and defend tbe Constipreserve, protoot
tution of tbe United States.” This is to
be tbe obligation I have reverently taken
before the Lord Most High. To keep ir
will he my single purpose, my constant
prayer, and I shall confidently rely upon
the fcitbearnnoe and assistance of all the
people in the discharge of my solemn re-

Mar. 5th.

HALL.

MARCH
Subscription sale

demonstrated
OP

BALL,

Friday,

CITY

CONCLUSION.

not only most fortunately
f.ha

PORTLAND HIGH SCHOOL

Sale of seats begins Thursday, March 4th, at
LO a. m., at Cressey. Jones & Allen’s. No more
han four seats sold to one person. feb20 lw

happiness.® Sold by druggists
everywhere, fia bottle, 6 bottles, $5.

In conclusion I congratulate the country upon the fraternal spirit.of the people
in the manifestations of good will everywhere so apparent. The recent election

Prices, 10. 20, 30c.
Matinee prices. 10 and 20c.
Keats now on sale at the Ilex Office,

Tin* most elaborate fflfilft*
lary ITxItibiiiou ttvergiven
in l*or«Iantl.

the road to health and

chosen deprived Congress too often of
the inspiration of the popular will, and
benetue cuunir.
ui the oorie»ponding
lits. It is evident, therefore, that to
so
of
the
in
action
presence
postpone
great a necessity would be unwise on the
part of tbe Executive beoause unjust to
the into e-ts of tbe people, our actions
now will be freer from partisan consideration than if the question of tariff revision was postponed until the regular
We are nearly two
session of Congress.
years from a Congressional eleotion, and
politics cannot so greatly distract us as
if such a contest was impending. We can
approach ; the problem calmly and patriotically without fearing its effect upon
Our fellow cititzens
an early eleotion.
who may disagiee with us upon the
of
this
character
legislation prefer to
settled now, even
have the question
against their preconceived views, and
perhaps settled so reasonably, as 1 trust
and believe it will he, as to insure great
permanence, than to have further uncertainty menacing the vast and varied
business interests of the Urlted States.
Again, whatever action Congress may
tako will be given a lair opportunity for
trial before the people are oalled to pass
judgment upon it, and it is, I consider,
a great essential to the rightful and lasting settlement of the question. Ill view
of these considerations I shall deem it
my duty as President to convene Congress in extraordinary session on Monday, the fifteenth day of MBrob, 1897.
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CITY HALL,

system

enables

Eve.

BULL !

to

the

I-DOROTHY
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keeping

eurselves free from entanglement either
to leave undisos allies or foes, content
turbed with them the settlement of their
It will be our
own domestic concerns.
aim to pursue a firm and dignified foreign policy which shall he just, impartial, ever watchful of our national honor
and always insisting upon the enforcement of the lawful rights of American
citizens everywhere. We want no wars
of oonquest; we must avoid the temptation of territorial aggression. War should
nevor be entered upon until every agenPeace is prefercy of peace has failed.
able to war In almost overy contingency.
Arbitration is the true method of settlement of international as well as local or
individual differences. It was recognized
as the best means of adjustment of differences
between employers und employes
by the Forty-ninth Congress m 1886 and
its application was extended to our diplomatic relations by the unanimous concurrence of the Senate and House of the
Fifty-first Congress in 1880. Tho latter

Handsomest Girls Ever Seen.

Magnificent Costumes and Effects.
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they have been reduced and wasted
by disease, it starts as it were, the

world, and this accords with my oonoepWe have oherished
t ou of our duty now.
the polloy of non interference with the
affairs of foreign governments, wisely

Beautiful
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High Art
LIVING
PICTURES.
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specific for all disarrangements of the blood, kidneys,
liver and stomach and especially beneficial for use in cases
of fevers of every description. For by restoring the great (
life giving organs of the body to a healthy condition when :
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blessing humanity,
their educated brothers
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civilization
to
in
generosity giving

to the restoration of
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for their

to

as a
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and 75c.

sale at Box Office.

now oil

apt illustration of the way he

has been able to conquor disease. Relying entirely
he has become,
in both cases on nature’s own instruments
of his arts. For
after years of experience, a past master
the most famous
this reason the Kickapoo Indians, always
of the tribes for their knowledge of the healing properties
of nature’s own remedies, have been long looked upon by

I

or on

Congress should give prompt attention

N Indian’s nerve> accurate eye, undaunted purpose and assurance of ultimate
success

f

worthy.
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Romantic Tragedy,
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CIVIL SERVICE REFORM.

Ub.

Virile.

Tomorrow

DONALD ROBERTSON

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZA-

which men of all
parties so much desire depend more
largely upon the prompt, energetic and
intelligent action of Congress than upon wnanl ntinn WAS APPPriffid
the bnsifl of
any other single agency affectiug the negotiations
us by tbe British
with
to
rememis
It
inspiring, too,
situation.
House of Commons in 1893 and upon our
ber that no grent emergency in the one
invitation a treaty of arbitration behundred and eight years of our eventful
tween the United States and Great Britnational life has ever arrived that has ain was
signed at Washington and transnot been met with wisdom nnd courage
to the Senate for its ratification
with
to mitted
fidelity
American
the
people
by
In January. Since this treaty is dearly
their best interests and highest destiny
the result of onr own initiative, since it
and to the honor of the Ameiican name.
has been recognized as the leading feaThose years of glorious history have exture of our foreign poiioy throughout our
alted mankind and advanced the cause of
national history—tho adjustment of diffifreedom throughout tne world and imculties by judicial methods rather than
measurably strengthened the preolous force of arms—and since it preseuts .to
free Institutions wuiob we enjoy. The
the world the glorious example of reason
people love aud will sustain those insti- and peace, not passion and war,'controltutions.
ling the relations between two of the
THE RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE.
greattst nations of the world, an example
certain to be followed by others, I reThe great essential to our happiness
urge the early action of the
spectfully
we
adhere to the Senate thereon, not merely as a matter
and prosperity is that
to maubind.
a duty
principles upon which the government of poiioy, but asand
moral influence of
was
established and insist upon their The Importance
such a treaty can
the ratification of
faithful observance. Equality of rights hardly be over-estimated in tho cause of
laws
be
always and advancing civilization. It may well enmust prevail and our
We gage tho best thought of the statesmen
everywhere respected and obeyed.
may hnvo failed in the dlsobargo of our and people of every country and X cannot
lull duty as citizens of this grent repub- but consider it fortunate that it was relic, but It Is consoling and encouraging served to the United States to have
a free
to realize that free speech,
press, the leadership in so grand a work.
tree thought, free schools, the free and
CONGRESS TO BE CONVENED
unmolested right of religious liberty aud
It has been tho uniform practice of
worship, and freo and fair elections are
dearer and more universally enjoyed to- Presidents to avoid as far as possible the
day than evor'before. Their guarantees
of Congress in extraordinary
must be sacredly nreserved and wisely convening
strengthened. The constituted authority session. It is an example which under
must be cheerfully and vigorously up- ordinary ciroumstances and in tho abheld. Lynohlugs must not be tolerated
senoe of a publio necessity is to be comin a great and civilized country like the
mended. But a failure to oonvene the
United Statos. Courts—not mobs—must
of the people in Congress
The representatives
execute the peualty of the law.
session when It involves neglect
the right of in extra
order,
or
public
preservation
of a publio duty places the resDonsihilty
discussion, the integrity of the oourts, of suoh neglect upon the Executive himnnd the orderly administration of jusself. The condition of the publio treastice must continue forever the rock of
as has been indicated, demands the
our government sure- ury,
which
safety upon
immediate consideration of Congress. It
ly rests One of the lessons taught hy alone has the power to provide revenues
the late election which all can couour In
for the government. To convene it under
is that the citizens of the United Stntes
such ciroumstanoes I can view in no othand
both
are
law-respecting
law-abiding er sense than the plain duty, i do not
people not easily swerved from the path sympathize with the sentiment that Conlhis is in enof patriotism and honor,
in session is dangerous to our gentire accordance with the genius of our in gress business interests. Its members aro
eral
but
emphnsizes
the
aud
adstitutlons,
the agents of tbe people, and their presvantages of inculcating even a greater ence at the seat of government in the exlove for law and order in the future.
eoutioD of tbe sovereign will should not
TRUSTS AND COMBINES.
operate as an injury, but a benefit.
could be no better time to put the
he granted to none There
should
Immunity
upon a sound financial end
governmentbasis
laws
whether
than now. The people
individu- economic
who violate the
voted that this should
recently
only
als, corporations or communities, nnd as havedone, and
is mom binding
nothing
te
the constitution imposes upon the Presiupon the agents of their will thanjthe
its
both
own
of
of
execution
immediate action.
dent the duty
obligation
It has always seemed to me that the
and of the statutes euactea in pursuance
shall
I
endeavor
careof its provisions,
postponement of the meeting of Congress
to oarry them lnta offect. The deo- until more than a year after it has been

raiinl
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taken advantage of it.
The
fact that
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month.
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Every other successor would seem to show that Spain
Way—Extra Session Called for March
ions or less, *1.00 par square.
one third less than these had discovered that the kind of warfare
15.
day advertisements,
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*1.00 for one not the kind that wasdikely to pacify
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President
month.
the
the island.
Inaugural address of
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McKinley
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TARIFF.

best way for the government to
maintain its credit is to pay as it goes
not by resorting to loans, but by keeping out of debt—through un adequate inThe

it

is probable that be would have
recalled soon in any event. The paidon of
Sanguilly which is very unpopular in
a
convenient
Spain furnished him
for resigning, and
has
he
pretest

$1 for six months;
every Thursday, $2 per year;
for trial subscrip,
DO cents a quarter; 25 cents
tion of 6tx weeks.
for
long ®r
Persons wishing to leave town
addresses of then
short periods may have tho
as desired.
papers changed as often

Obligations,

Says McKinley.

dissatisfaction
at
his failure to supso
press the insurrection had become

strong and wide spread in Spain

Meet

jrnment Is still indebted for the surplus
thus noorued which it must ultimately
pay, while its ability to p:ty is not
strengthened, but weakened, i,y a continued deficit. Loans aie imperative in
great emergencies to preserve the government or its credit, but « failure to supply needed revenue in tiun- 0f peace for
the maintenance of either has no justification.
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STEPHEN R.
janl 9d tt

SMALL,"President
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PORTLAND’S

MUSIC AND DRAMA

It Will
Wilbur

overhauling
Kockland

vivud

magnificent

Douglas

at the

Portland

theaMnroh

6th and 6th Three years ago Mr. Robert
then
son engaged a powerful company,
sailed for France, dramatized Dumas’s
“The Mun in the Iron
romantic

tragedy,

special
production. He

Mask,” and while there had
tumes

made for his

to

THE

scribed.
The steamer

cos-

is lighted by electricity,
and lias elcotric bells aud steam steering
She has 100 staterooms, inapparatus.
rnnTTlH.
Passing

re-

New York, called his oompany
turned
for rehearsals and has since been enjoyto

of the companies
which has been a daily
and there
task with them for months,
music
will also be a battalion drill. The
will be first class, the cone ert especially

opens into this oabiu. whioh is reserved
for
ladies. Stairs lead from this cabin
to the main saloon on the upper deck.
Forward is the freight deok, 85 feet In

40 feet
average
nhout
On the port side of this space
Democratic District Committee.
arejthe kitchen, ice and storerooms, the
cook’s stateroom,lamp room and porter’s
for
the
committee
The Demooratlo
room.
Opposite, on the starboard side,
First Congressional Dlstriot of Maine
are the
engineer’s and boiler’s rooms,
met at the Falmouth Club rooms, No. 16
after- toilets and lmge closets. The machinery
Wednesday
this
in
street
oity,
High
the centre space on this deck
of the takes up
noon and organized by the choice
Hanno W.
Gage, amidships, and two large package rooms
following officers:
the after gangways.
next
chairman; James W. Meserve, secretary; are looated
from the forward deck to the
lead
Stairs
treasurer.
W.
Peters,
Joseph
main saloon, and a Hyde steam wind-

delighting

the audience.

and

length,

breadth.

the forward part. Descending into the hold we find the space re
served for machinery nnd boilers,and the
gineers,
fortifications men’s cabin, with berths arranged along
the
in charge of
been
The dynamo
of the vessol.
at this post will return to Mobile where the sides
he was looatea so many years, and will runs 300 lights.
Richmond L.
From the main saloon to the promebe succeeded by Major
nade deck, the staterooms (74 in numHoxie.
Change in D. S. Engineer Officer*.
Col. Andrew N. Damrell, D. S. Enwho for the past two years has

Major Hoxie entered the volunteer servioe as bugler and private of Co. F. 1st
Iowa Cavalry, June 13tb, 1861, and was
In July, 1864, he
soon made a corporal.
entered the military academy at West
Point and graduated In 1868, with, rank
of 2d Lieut, of Engineers. He was made
captain,
a 1st Lieut in Sept. 1870, and a
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Judge Haskell Sees No Cause fora
Equity and Orders It ‘‘Dismissed

Costs.”—A Lively Day in tile Supreme

Court.—Appeal fllay

Be Taken.

The famous Old Orchard Camp Grounc
feud which has assumed a legal phase,

involving an allegation of a fraudulent
issue of stock,by a suit in equity brought
by the Brown heirs, against the As
sociation officers, was continued yester
day in the Supreme Court before Justice
Haskell.
his
oe
testimony
Continuing
examination

cross

said

he

bad

little

to

Mr.
Luce
du with
tbt

nuances or toe association nut naa server

the finanoe oommitteo several times.
He told what he know of the condition oi
the treasury which brought out the faoi

on

lass

occupies

under the constitution.
Then the lattei
was enlarged to allow meetings of various kinds.
It hnd ceased to be a strictly
Methodist
Methodist

grounds and

never

food. It
Is not only a stimulant, but also a wholesome
of
all
best
but
builds
not only
yop up,
CONFIDENTIAL: This is why the Genuine Johann ttatt CO A V
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Extract has stood the test
and has been growing in
half a century.
popularity for nearly
Other so-called malt extracts have come
and gone; are coming and going every

§
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of time
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from Interest in the association

and at-

tended meutings.He was earnestly giving
his perhis opinion of the matter 'from
sonal experience whendllr. Moulton in-

terrupted.
“I do not like to interrupt you,” said
he “but I thiuk you are going "way outside the ease in talking of matters not
relaveut to the cause at issue.”
“If you don’t like to interrupt me why
don’t, "replied Mr. Knowlton with a good
deal af ginger “but if you do I shan't he
disturbed!”
say anything you want to,” said
Court. “Thank you 1 will” said
and counsel
Mr. Knowlton and Court
laughed and Mr. Knowlton proceeded.
He scored the people who are pushing

“Oh,

Jt

^

*

this matter and who got stock without
into the rorv,
paying for it so as to get
“for n row there was” said he. They did
enough for Mrs.
Dot have sympathy
Brown to pay for the stock but were
He intito keep in the fracas.
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mated that he nad a very slight regard
of this kind. His argument
for people

X

Hoffs Stays There.

What Rev. Dr. Parkhurst says:
genuine Johann Hoff’s Malt
Extract much to my satisfacand bodily improvement.
Yours sincerelv,
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ONE DOLLAR CASH secures immediate possession of the entire work which is at’once a Dictionary and
Encyclopedia comprised in 4 Massive Volumes of over 5000 pages, superbly illustrated with MAGNIFICENT COLORED PLATES, NUMEROUS REPRODUCTIONS of PHOTOGRAPHS, and hundreds of
engravings, making it a very great work at a very little price.

needle embroidered.
New headwear and footwear.
The Infants’

by subscription only,

A.
WVVVTVVT VTTVVVVV

etc.

imported flannels, plain

MARCH 3, 1897.

AFTER TODAY,

dimities, the most gorgeous gingand the loveliest lawns.
nainsooks
the
nicest
hams,
All the new fabrics for slips, aprons, bibs,
The daintiest

stock of

a

Liberal Educational Proposition lias Never Before Been Made, and Will
Never Aagain Be ICeueated

baby apparel.

new

at

YOUR LAST CHANCE!

the latest novelties in dresses, wraps, caps, bonnets,
etc., and full of the freshest ideas on the subject of

Entire

ljving

FOUR MASSIVE VOLUMES—WEIGHT ABOUT 40 POUNDS.

provide

for it will be found more interesting than ever.
Our buyer is just back from New York with all

cloaks,

readers

small

children has, by the new arrangement, been
developed and enlarged into one of the most
prominent and important ones in the whole estab-

lishment, and

sets allot-

distance, to fill all orders
which come in, from personal application or telegraph, at the PRESS Office
up to 10 o’clock tonight.

The weather today
is likely to be
Fair.

outfits

conducted,
although

ted will all be distributed
early in the day, it has been
decided, in order not to dis-

appoint

to

been

tion has

marSdtf

department devoted

<

@750,000.

STANDARD CLOTHING GO.

HE

®®

ENCYCLOPAEDIA.

COST OF OVER

BLACK CLAY SUITS FOB BOYS AN8 CHILDREN.

Testifying further Mr. Luce gave some
of the most interesting testimony of the
new stock
case in regard to the issue of

the

___________

At the

suit.

a

Elegant Black Clay Diagonal Dress Suits, as good as custom tailors can make up
for $85 to $45. Sack or frock. Sizes 84 to 60. Regular sizes, stouts and longs.

called for by the questions asked
counsel Mr. Knowlton
and finally bis
to
him
admonished
simply answer
directly what was asked him. Later the
court admonished him also.

|

JOHANN HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT

'JWHO,

$15

answers

*You Up
^

31

kJOA^a

l^l»y

Black Olay Diagonal Suits in single or double breasted sacks and 3 button frock
suits—suits that are good value at $2z. Elegant ih fit and finish, only

had always made the annual trade with
the Boston & Maiuo railroad for the rebate to the association from sale of tioketsjjto the Old Orchard campground.
The witness was inclined to go ^largely
into history and far_outside the soope ol

alt Builds
or two

YVcUlBUUUK. OliXMtL

several times a member of the finance
treas
oommitteo wbicli examined the
urer’s bocks and accounts but tbo treasbusiness. He
urer did all.the financial

tell, in arguing that the sale was ^entirely a matter of good business and honorable, that he himself had bought stock

9

All YYUU1

on

“
Mere stimulants will
key you up” for an hour
and then reaction brings greater depression.
THE GENUINE

01

$10.00 a suit.
These suits will sell this season at $1S a suit in many stores throughout New
England. Our Price $10—23,000 suits sold by us last year.

The
District
control of the
had. He had beer

a

#

Black Clay Diagonal Suits, all wool, fast black, single or double breasted sack,
3 button frock, in regular sizes, stouts and longs, 34 to 50,

whicbjthe plaintiff claims was fraudubesides four bridal rooms), aie arber,
lent.
is
The centre space
ranged In alcoves.
Mr. Moulton asked:
left open, exoept for the smokestack and
“When this new stock was issued, did
enclosures for the machinery. The panof it to Brown?”
offer
try is

Affords positively the hist opportunity to secure a full set—4 sumptuous
containing over 5000 pages beautifully illustrated—of that
incomparable reference work.

volumes,

no

aaaaataaaaaaaaaaaataaaaaaa

5

00.

ATTEND THE GREAT SALE.

institution.

body had

Mr. Knowlton argued for the defendant
and in opening briefly summed up the
evideDoe of the defense. He started to

31

CLOTHING

Witt

—------

A
*

ADVESTIfiEME^TS.

,,

mm mi mmmii sms

Bill ii

not yon
any
this deok. There are four gang
“No, I don’t think I did.”
ways opening on to the promenade deck,
“Did you pay for your new stock in
over the paddle
rooms
and two toilet
caBh?”
boxes. On the hurrloane deck is the pilot
“I had no new stock.”
the officers find
and here also
after fourteen years'seryioe, in June 1882. bouse
“Your sod Arthur had some; did te
their qnarters.
Re is now a major.
pay cash?”
This mngnifioent steamer will prove of
“No, he worked and paid for it in
SUPERIOR COURT.
merohants
Portland
to
groat advantage
labor. It was counted as cash.”
eastern
cneir
oi
irnue,
in taking care
“Mr. Lee paid for bis in labor?”
The Superior court whs ocoupied yes- taking as she does, the place of the old
“Yes.”
from
oases
two
in
dog
trying
terday
of Richmond which was
steamer City
Mis. Palmer’s was paid for by being
Harpswell.
removed from the route three seasons
oharged on the books?”
and Daniel P.
H. Coffin
William
has
run
from
she
time
which
ago, sinoe
“I don’t know.
Tootbaker brought eult against Emery Rockland east instead of from Portland.
“On May 21,1895,the records show that
G. Wilson and Benjamin R. Campbell
only eight of the thirteen members of
for killing two fox hounds, one belongTHE MUNICIPAL COURT.
the executive committee were piesent?”
ing to each of the plaintiffs. It was
“I
think all the members were notithe dogs were highly
claimed that
fied.”
dollars
worth
were
and
fifty
trained
BEFORE JUDGE ROBINSON.
Griffin
deceased at that
“Had Mr.
apiece—one witness put the value at one
The continued case of assault against time?”
hundred dollars. The defendants adinitWilliam Coleman was heard yesterday,
“I
the
have forgotten
date of hie
ed the killing of the dogs,but justified it
Wm. H. Looney appearing as counsel for death.”
on the around that the dugs at the time
Robinson considthe prisoner. Judge
Mr. Luce was next questioned about
were chasing the sheep of one, Mr. gcliolered the evidence insufficient to hold the purchase of the Band of
Hope park
fleld, the uncle of the defendant Wilson Coleman and ordered him discharged.
as a
and house which was to be used
under whose orders ho, Wilson, was actevening, at the Atlantio boarding place in connection with the
Wednesday
the
teen
had
elieep
and
chasing
just
ing,
house on Pore street, William Riley is
grounds. He said the treasurer did this
of the other defendants
of the father
to have stolen $32 from one of his and admitted the association
alleged
indefinitely
had rifles
and both
Both defendants
companions. The testimony was so in- postponed a proposition to buy it wbon it
with the avoid intention of
were out
definite that the court ordered him dis- was
proposed at a meeting. He was one
shooting the dogs, but Campbell got a
charged.
of the exeoutors of the Brown estate. The
so
both
in
his
and
shell jammed
rifle,
Band of Hope farm was in the estato of
An Appeal.
dogs were shot by Wilson who was actBrown but was mortgaged to a lean nnd
was
and
it
Sehclfield’s
orders,
lng^under
There is need of the substantial necesbuilding association which held a mortSohclfield’s sheep that they were found saries of life at
points on the cast where
gage which was foreclosed orj about to
to be chasing.
any Knowledge extends. A little money be. The treasurer dealt with this loan
There was some testimony on the port
in
corn
meal,beans,
judiciously employed
company.
of the plaintiffs that the dogs were not
pork and other economical artioles of
The judge observed that he failed to
on
were
at
this
time
but
chasing sheep
food,and to procure shoes for women nnd see how this
line of questioning was
the trail of a fox that had run through
Immense
afford
relief.
would
children,
material to the case but Mr. Moulton
The deoision was rethe sheep pasture.
aware
that
is
The writer
fully
response
urged it was, as showing a flagrant misserved.
to this appeal must rest upon full confimanagement of the officers in disobeyA. H. Holmes and T. M. Giveen ap- dence in the
good judgment and fidelity
the wishes and votes of a
maiority
peared for the plaintiffs and Barrett of the one who proposes to be the medi- ing
of the stock.
Potter for the defendants.
deal
to
ask.
benevolence—a
of
ator
good
'J'he witness claimed that as president
A despatch from Montevideo, the capi- Should anyone feel like aiding in this
and chairman of executive .'committee he
has
of
a
state
tal of Uruguay, says
elege
to F.
Southworth, 10
case, please send
knew nothing of the legal purchase o
for
been proclaimed and orders issued
street, or send a card aud he the
the mobilization of the troops of the re- Newbury
property which was all done by the
call.
will
pnblir.
He had talken with him of it.
treasurer.
the important
These were! all
faots
brought out in bis testimony.

|
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TODAY WE OFFER GRAND VALUES IN

through the after gangway on the main- that at the time of the transaction of the
la gained to the mainentrance
decs,
stooK he did not know within J20U0 the
High School Cadets' Ball.
10 feet by 19. On the port side Is
hall,
exact debt of the association. The ground
The most elaborate military exhibition the ticket office,
and on the starboard
was originally a Methodist institution
be that given
the
main
ever seen in Portland will
of
Aft
clerk’s
room.
the
side
at
with a Methodist constitution allowing
Cadets,
Sohool
Portland
High
the
in
by
length,
hall ie the lower cabin, 64 feet
to be held.
Methodist meetings
There was a
state- only
City hall, this evening.
from whioh open the doors of £0
When il was proposed to hold a temperJones & Allen’s
bertha.
The
two
great demand at Cressey,
each
containing
ones rooms,
ance meeting Bev. Ur. Bandall objectsc:
yesterday for reserved seats^but good
ladies’ toilet room, 11 feet square, and
on the ground that it was not allowable
if immediately
be
still
procured
may
with nil modern conveniences,
will equipped

applied for. Each
give a special drill

j

Cast

Ground

CORRESPOXDIXULY HAPPY.

beam and

The usual
huge walking
towering paddle boxes ore conspicuous
wheels are
oy their absence. The paddle
possible
this
being
comparatively small,
more
by the use of the feathering bucket,
obtained
pressure on the water being
than with ths old style. The engines
whioh were built at the Bath Iron Works,
of the new patare compound, inclined,
tern
adapted for the wheels above de-

by

Friday and Saturday evening,

ports

Camp
Decided.

guards,

It is represented that one of the greatest
successes on the ruad will be presented
Miss
Donald RobertBon nnd
Mr.
Brandon

ooast

feet, 4 inohe*.

soale.

The Man in the Iron Mask.

tre

resuming

all Maine

The steamer Frank Jones is registered
the
ns a
vessel of about 1400 tons, and of
at load
following dimensions: Length
260
water line, 250 feet; length over all,
of outfeet; width of hull, 86 feet; width
63 feet; depth of hold, 13
side

the completeness
always been noted for
this year is ro
of their productions, and
new series of living
entire
An
exception.
and the beautipictures has been added which used to be
ful marohes and dances
with such favor, have been reand

nud

Old Orchard

Maohiasport.

secure

new

ADVmTI8EMBWm

STANDARD

Benefit From the

Every citizen will weloome to Portland
the steamer
Frank Jones of the Portland, Mt. Desert & Mscfcias steamboat
harbor
company, whioh sailed into our
he
yesterday afternoon. The Jones will
put on the ways and given a thorough
her'trips to
before

on

reoeived

NEW

BILL DISMISSED.

—

hurriedly-put
and
hut tot a
performances wblota are given
hied
away to
then
and
town
night ib each
have
Wilburs
The
new victims,

days of slipshod

Great

BUSINESS-

Frank Jones.

of
The announcement of the appearance
next
the Wilburs at Fortlujail theatre
by
\yeek means a business limited only
Wilburs
the cftpaoity of the theatre. The
and .their
of 1897 are stronger tbun ever,
fin de
a
with
are
given
peiformauoea
these
in
refreshing
sieele finish that is

on a

lteceive

Opera Company.

EASTERN

DO NOT MISS THIS GREAT FINAL OPPORTUNITY!
BRING OR SEND $1.00

mediately, and

new

you have the

as

the first
of

privilege

payment
returning

one of these sets, whieh will be delivered imthe volumes within 10 days if not exactly as repre-

on

sented.

arrangement.

HOW TO SECURE THIS SViAGmFIGEf^T WORK.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Bring or send $1.00 to the PRESS and the set of four superb volumes, bound in cloth will bo
The work will be supforwarded. The balance is to bo paid at the rate of $1.50 monthly for 12 months.
plied in half Russia for $2.00 monthly, and in full sheep for $2.50 monthly, for the 12 months. The first
Russia. Every one is invited to
payment in every case is only $1.00. We would recommend the half
call during the day or evening up to 10 o’clock, or you can mail to u« the coupon below:

*
N.

Tlie Entire Stools, of

LAMBORD

&

MORTON,

PORTLAND PRESS:

W

Enclosed please find one dollar ($1.00) as first
payment on set of 4 volumes of tlio New (tevlsed
Encyclopaedic Dictionary inbinding. (We would recommend Half Russia.)

^

>S<
C

[p

V]

y
Sy

Consisting of Men’s, Boys’ and Children’s Clothing and Furnishing Goods, to be sold at 50 cents on the dollar. This stock was
well selected and is up to date in every respect, and as it must be

turned into cash

at

once,

the sale will give the

people

of Portland

opportunity which seldom occurs to obtain reasonable goods at a legitimate sacriiice sale.
SALE POSISIYE AND WITHOUT RESERVE.
and

vicinity

The cash has got to be REALISED from the above Goods at once.
261 MIDDLE ST.
Commence
Sales
Saturday March 6th.
brief oud
claimed that no
wroiiglhafbeeu done or fraud committed
but that.the whole matter was done for
was

A(Mrcss.

an

A LITERARY

very

the association’s good to keep It within
its original lines. Noone bad received a
dollar of benefit and there was no cause
for a bill in equity and no real grounds
for allowing it.
Mr. Moulton in arguing for the plainof
reoited
tiff
strong
points
showed
his testimony whioh he claimed
olearly^that the association had drifted

entirely away from Its

eariy

moorings

and had.forgotten.both its religion and
its Methodism. Tbe.last part of his very
brief plea was.u colloquy with the Court
in which tt became entirely evident what
view the Court took of it,
“What is the trouble, what is the matter with this thing? asked the court.
“The matter is we have been robbed of
value of our stock!” earnestly replied Mr. Moulton.
It wns evident the court did not agree
with him however, and the counsel had
the

hardly ceased speaking when the Court
ordered the clerk to
enter—“Bill DisBrothers
missed with
and
costs,”
Luce, Randall anu Rainier had won their
cuse.

Mr. Luce looked as happy as fl school
boy, Mr. Palmer smiled and gathered
Knowlton was
up his hooks and Mr.
evidently much pleased.
ends
this
Tims
chapter, There may he
another inter, hofore the lull beDCh but
it is not yet“decided whether an appeal
will he outered or not.

mar5(l3t*

■
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For further information call

97

address,

PORTLAND

THE

MILESTONE.

or

'Wj

1

PRESS,

Pordand,

Exchange St.,

11

|

Me.

Press Readers’ Rare Opportunity in the
Offer of the Publishers of the New

Encyclopaedic Dictionary.
A dictionary of dictionaries,

make a great special cffer of a
limited number of sots of the work at a
as to
price so low a»d on terms »o easy

publishers
a

comprehensive encyclopaedia, a systematic and
thorough education, all neatly stowed
volaway in the form of four massive
umes, superbly bound, entitled the New

result in promoting a widespread publicity for the enterprise. The few introductory sets allotted to the PRESS will
be distributed to tboso who are the first
to apply. As today is the last opportun-

HevJsed Encyclopaedic Diotionaiy.
'! his spelndid work, containing
over
5,100 pages, elegantly and profusely illus- ity, prompt notion is, of course, essential,
trated, with mngniflcent full-page col- as so few introductory sets at so low a
ored plates and reproductions from phoprice, and on suoh easy terms, will bo
production allotted before 10 o’olook toniaht, and
tographs, in the unequaled
of the master

minds

of the two great

when

these

are

gone the

cost

of the

English speaking nations. It is based books will be advanced to 149. Inspection
upon the eneycopaedio dictionary pub- of the volumes is invited at tile PRESS
lished in England, under the editorinl office, in order to aid you in coming to a
Of course you reiuize
decision.
guidance of

a

distinguished

body of quick
that you have

scholars, among whom were Professor
Huxley and Professor Proctor. The revisions and additions neoessary to adapt

it to Aiuorloan usfs have hten most careand thoroughly wrought out under
the editorial supervision of an extensive
of eminent A me ioan scholars,
corps
the work be
scientists and

fully

specialists,

ing brought
thoroughly up to date in
until it stands today
ovoiy particular,
the dictionary of dictionaries aud an encyclopaedia in every resieot invaluable
for the home, library, office aud study.
In order to promote the sale of this
American
the
marvelous production,

no

time to delay.

TRINIDAD ASPHALT

COMPANY,

-DEALERS AND PRACTICAL USERS OF-

Trinidad

Asphalt! CoalTar Goods.

Gravel Roofing, Water Tight Cellars and Floors.
Asphalt Floors for Stables, Laundries, Basements, TVaterelosets,
etc., a specialty,
Ready Roofing Materials

for sale.

All orders

FOFICE, 542 1-2 CONGRESS ST.,
KebIF’d3mo9
DEATHS.

MARRIAGES.
In this
years.

city, March 3, Almira Cobb, aged 84,

promptly attended

RINES BLOCK,

to.

PORTLAND

Waterviile, Feb. 11, Mrs. Atlinnie A. Naaged 27 years.
In Searsport, Feb. 25, Henry S. Laiupher,

Iii
son,

aged
years.
In Oakland. Feb. 27, Albert E. Farr, of Man
In Verona. Feb. 23, Mrs. Augusta «J. Dan[Funeral Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
Chester and Miss Gertrude M. Blake of Sidney. from her late residence, No. to Walker street. forth. aged 53 years.
In Manchester, -March 1. Albion De Forest F'riends will kindly omit flowers.
In Seal Harb r. Feb. 24. Richard Leslie, son
Hall of Quincy and Mrs. Carrie A. Wing of
In this
8 years.
city. March 4. Annie Cunningham, wife of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Klwell. aged
Manchester.
of Clias A. Tucker, of New York, and daughter
In Bootlibay Harbor. Feb. 25. Mrs. Sarah EmIn Foxcrofr, Feb. 27, Stanley J. Steward and of the late Andrew Cunningham, of
Brooklyn, erson Rice, aged 54 years.
Miss Mary I\ Weston.
N.
in the 44th year of her age,-of congesIn Brownfield. Feb. 27. Charles H. Day of tion of flic brain.
[The funeral of the late Earle Clifton Kicker
Brownfield ami Miss I.ucetta Chick of Porter.
[Funeral on Saturday morning, at 11 o'clock, will take place on Saturday afternoon at 2.30
In Stanford. Feb. 2P, Daniel S. Grant and from her late residence. No. 22 Carlton street.
o’clock, from the residence of Fred II. kandall.
Miss Mabel N. Muurldge, both ol Sliaplelgli.
In this cltj, March 4. Bridget Gilhooly.
No. J.2 Pearl street, Woodfords, Maine. Burial
In Klmpleigh, George T. Credlford and Miss
Funeral Saturday morning at 8,ir>' o’clock at convenience of the family.
Mary I,. Emery.
from No. 14 Mayo street. Requiem high mass
[The funeral of the late Thomas Kiley will
lo North Berwick. Alfred E. Ford and Miss at the Cathedral of tile Immaculate
Conception take place this Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
Li"!?n F. Abbott.
at 8.45 o’clock.
from his late residence. No. 40 Federal street.
idfWennehnnk. Feb. 19, Abner Boothby and
In Gastonia, N. C„ March 3, Fred B. Smith, Requiem high mass at Cathedral of Immaculate
E. Walerfionse.
I formerly of [Raymond, Maine, aged 20 years.
at 2.30 o’clock.
I Conception
88
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The resolve
appropriating $46,COO for
the State Reform eohoool was tabled on
of
Senator
of
motion
Ferguson

miscellaneous.

The Part It Has

to Put Wheels In

Proposal

With

Category

Dogs.

Senator Walls presented a bill regulating the affairs of the Bath Orphan asylum. It provides that when the orphans
of soldiers aud sailors do not require the
benefits of the home its corporate existence

be continued

shall

orphans as

With

Corps of His Emi-

a

nent

REGULATIONS WITH

Senator Grlndle presented an act deof study in High
the course
schools makes provisions for toaohlng
agriculture, chemistry aud physiology
the study of ancient and
an

LIGHTS, SPEED, ETC.

prohibits

The

GOOD NEWS FOR THE SICK.

Cigarette Hill Called Up and Assigned
to

—Mation
factured

Physicians

Visit

tlie Homes of the Sulfer-

Hare All Kinds of manu-

Tobacco

Voted

Included

to Raise Standard of

Down-Bill

Skilled

High

School.

[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
Augusts, March 4.—Tlio House today
tabled tbe bill oreating a lieu on lnmber

iii,' Absolutely Free.

amended in the Senate yesmotion of Mr. Hill of Portland.
Mr. Walton of Skowhegan presented a
bill relating to tbe use and taxation ot
bicycles. The Ur6t seotlon provides that
wbiob was

terday

NO

CHARGE WHATSOEVER.

best medical
The Public will Receive the
attention from the most skilled doctors
either at the office or at their homes
without

a

penny to pay.

No money will be received for examination, no money will bo received for adno money will be received for med-

vice,
ical attention, either at the office

A

at

or

postal card will bring one of Munyon’a
specialists to the bedside of any snrferer.
The doctor will write you

a

prescription

remedies you need, which can bo
obtained from any druggist, mostly for
for the

£5 cents

a

rial.

Great Free Oiler.

on

they may be U6ed on highways with the
rights accorded oarriages and under
second that
the same regulations; the
each bicycle shall be licensed by the town
or oity clerk before May 1st at each
year
at the oost of $1 to the owners; the third,
that 00 cents shall go to thejiown or oity
same

and 10 oents to the olerk: fourth, that the
money shall he expended on the roads;
fifth, that there shall he on the handle
that ^oan be heard ICO feet;
bar a bell
sixth, that each wheel shall bear a lanliuo

tvi U.

«v

lgv

—

yardB; seventh, that bicycles shall not be
used on sidewalks, eighth,that no wheelfaster than ten miles an
man shall ride
hour when within ten rods of anyone;
ninth, that the penalty for breaking this
law shall he a fine of not oyer $5, one
half of Whiol] shall go to the complainant; tenth, that tbe provisions of this
aot

shall

not

5000 VIALS
Cure.

TAKE NO
IMITATIONS
the head of

the

Munyon,
Munyon Homoeopathlo Horae Remedy
Company, Philad dphia, will arrive in a
few days, bringing with him a number of
skilled specialists. In order to educate
the public how to doctor and cure themselves, the professor proposes to send his
physicians to treat patients at their
homes or at his office a bsolutely free.
He says that be can demonstrate that his

Rheumatism Cure will relieve rheumatism in a few hours. He guarantees that
Cure will cure any case of
indigestion or stomach trouble. “I will
demonstrate,” says the Professor, “by
this test, that ninety per cent of all kidhis

Dyspepsia

complaints, including Bright’s
Disease, can be cured by my kidney
I know,” continued th^ professor,
cure.
ney

bill making Sunday a close time on all
and appyllng close time penalties
of ohapter 40, K. S.. to this speolal olose
fish

Ul

The Public

warned against Imiour advertisements and attempting to mislead the
people. The free treatment, free physicians and free distribution of renie
dies was inaugurated by Prof. MunProf. Mnnyon
yon five years ago.
leads never follows.

tators, who

are

are

copying

SSUNYON'S HOME OFFICE, 1505
ARCH ST„ PHILfl.
■

Man Killed in

Brockton.

Broekton, Mass.,
laborer
H, eoughlaa, residing at
a rued Wm.
VI West) burn avenue, was instantly killed
unight while at work on the excavatioo
f the cellar of the new Times building,
i y the caving in of the embankment.
A arch 4.—A

WIT AND WISOQM.

Hot the Flaw.

“Hurry, doctor.
is

I think my husband

paralysed.”

“Madam, I want you to understand that

aKeejey institute.’’—New York
Journal

this is not

Sunday

\,UI»4UUU

1UU .O..

*v*v.

was

a

books

very

similar

relating

to

statute
confectionery that

seemed to be constitutional.
The yeas and nays were oalled. Mr.
Burns of Westbrook in voting explained
that he was in favor of the bill but desirous of the opinions of the judiciary
committee.
The motion to tefer to the judioiary
was lost 105-11.
C
Mr. Merrill offered an amendment so
bill will prohibit thejfcale or
that the
maDnfaoture of cigars or tobaooo in any
form.
(Laughter.) He spoke in favor
nud
called for the
of the amendment
yeas and nays. (More merriment.)
They rose oue at a time to seoond the
oull for yeas and nays but the jneoessary
one-fifth got up dually and there was
i’he amendment was
applause.

great
loit, 70-42,

and the bill was assigned.
resolve in favor of the Penobsoot
The
Indians wan passed to be engrossed.
resolve in favor of the roads of
The
Indian townships

wee

passed to be

en-

grossed.

bill to authorise the uee of compressed air for motive power was passed

to be
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castorla.
wae a Child, She orted tor Castorla.
Mias,
clung to Caetoria.
she had C&ittrea, she gave them Castorta.

When she became
When

she

financial affairs.
On motion of Senator Morrill the poor
widows tax bill was recommitted.
Senator Morrill also had general pension resolve amended aud recommitted
The
to the committee ou pensions.

on

engrossed.
new

business

to-

There is nothing superior to Salvaitoo
Oil for the relief and cure of wnnnds of
marvelous.
Its effect is
kinds.
nil
C6 cts.

land

Phlppsburg in Which
People Are Interested.

[SPECIAL TO

(Engineering Magazine.)

However the outward surroundings of
the men of today may differ from those
of the men whose exiatenoe was
ooeval
with the dawn of civilization ; however
man’s command over the animate and

Port-

PRESS.]

THE

Bath, March 4.— Some time ago the
Mountain Farm and Sea Shore company,
whose office is in Portlaud and of which
George W. Hunt and
Franklin
P.
Sprague of this city are directors with

inanimate world and over the forces of Joseph H. Manley
and other non-resinature may have increased 6lnce he first dent
tax-paying citziens petitioned the
sought shelter from the elements and town of Phlppsburg in which their propattnoks of wild erty is situated to lay out and build a
protection against the
beasts—the underlying
traits, instincts road from Popham Bench to Small
and emotions of human nature remain Point, the town’s share of the expom-o
unchanged, and are as potent today as not to exceed *750. The town agreed to
they were In the time of contemporaries pay this sum providing the road built
of the oare-bear and the mammoth.
should be
to tbe selectmen.

satlsfaotory

Dissatisfaction with things existing;
hope for betterment from things to be
worked for and attained; observation,
these distinguish man from the most Intelligent of beasts and tbe exercise and
of

development

these

and

tendencies

faoulties have brought mankind
to conditions of life and power so different
from those of even the noblest animals
thnt tbe idea of common origin of man

the town meetiug
Monday was an article in regard to the
had
aooeptance of this road and as it
been stated that the road was not properly built a warm fight was looked for.
In the

at

warrant

However, aotion upon It

postponed

and It

was

indefinitely

then

was

threatened

Court at Hover.

Foxoroft, March 4.—Frank Herbert of
Pvnnmvllla

vac

tinnvl/ tad nf. Mio

Planuta.

qma Supreme Judicial court, being held
Tbe jury was
at Dover, ol polygamy.
out ad half hour. Judge Kmery sentenced
him to one year in Bangor jail at bard
labor. Be showed lenieuoy on aooount of
his being
pensioner and his previous
good record.
Allen Barnett, who was oonvloted of
killing two deer in excess of those ala

lowed by law, a few weeks
ago, plead
guilty to killing one, was sentenced by
tbe oonrt to thirty days in Bangor jail.
The oase against Frank Pona of Oldtown, guide for Phillip Marquand, Bosa

Boston, March 4.—It was announced
this afternoon that Thomas M. Bram,
the oonvlcted murderer of Capt. Nash of
the bnrkentlne Herbert Fuller, will be
sentenced at S p, m. Tuesday next in the
United States Culreuit court.
KEELHAULING IN THE OLD DAYS.
Only One Out
Survived—Cruelties of the Prac-

Punishment at Sea Which
of Three
tice.

been tbe form in which it first appeared
among men. And from the day of the
fiist utilization of a cave as a banian
habitation; from the hour when the first
human family
crude but protected a
from tbe sooroulng sun ana pelting rain;
from tbe time when walls of
rocks, of
mud, or of logs, Hist gave protection and
in
bis
with
tbe
struggle
vantage to man
wild.beast—tbe history of tbe development'and progress of the human rase has
been ooinoideut with tho dvelopment.au d
progress of tbe art and science of ^building. The fatbers^whose. ingenuity ...and
industry 'provided tbe most efficient
shelter were able to rear off-sprlng more
numerous and more healthy and strong
tbanjtheir less Ingenious and.lers Industrious competitors in tbe struggle for existence. And thus tbe families, tribes
and nations by whom the art of buildlug
was most
assiduously cultivated were
those which,waxed most numerous, prosperous and strong, while the families and
trlbesjwbo were oontent to exist .without
artificial shelter, or ware satisfied; with
the^rudimeuts of hut aud bouse,building,
beoame^extinct; or, if their oxistence.was
prolonged, ft was often in servitude and
slavery to tlio3« more intelligent and inwhom
dustrious tribes and nations by
had been ^originated, dearchitecture
veloped and cultivated.
hosts of
While it is true that hardy
oave and hut inhabiting ^barbarians, envious and covetous (of the comfort and
he&lth of,the highly prosperous housedwellers of Aesjrlu, Babylon,
Egypt,
Troy, Greece,,Rome and Boores of other
and
civilizations, swooped down upon
overran^and conquered their more highmuch
less
but
numerous,
ly civilized
neighbors by sheer force of numbers, it
is also true that these barbarians were
themselves captured and overastered by
the civilizations whose creators and conservators they had set out to annihilate,
and whose fruits and produets they had
corns to appropriate.
Thus, while nations perished, the art
of building lived on to continually wider
alana more diversified development,
itself to
ways modifying and adapting
and
conthe dominating requirements
ditions of tbe changing times and periods
andgalways continuing an essential factor
in the struggle for exlstsnoe and for the
survival of the fittest among men.

positively

Bad Fire la Houlton.

Houlton,
noon

4.—Fire this afterdestroyed tbe bouse and

Maroh

completely

and bowel complaints. They expel all impurities
from the blood. Delicate women find relief from
using them. Price 25 cts; five #1. Pamphlet free.
I. S. Johnson & Co., 22 Custom House St., Boston.

njjfl!0lANODYNE
un Liniment

Voir

Newspaper (or the Coming Year..

Keelhauling was a method of naval
The Portland Sunday Times may be
discipline particularly in yogas with the
in connection with the PRESS
obtained
Dutch navy, for as Tan Tromp swept the
or $7.50 a year in advance, or for 65
p_1_iV_T_!1

countrymen sometimes used human
sweepers under their keels. In large,
square-rigged vessels the victim was
lashed to a spar and had iron weights
his

secured to bis feet; spans were secured
to this spar, and lines were Jed from It
to the main yard. When all was ready
the culprit was swayed up to the main
yard, dropped into the sea, and hauled
under the ship to the other side. Here is
the way Marryat describes its operation
in that small cutter where Smallboues
suffered and Snarleyow was thought to
be

a

ry under tne bottom of the vessel, lowering him down over the bows, and with
ropes retaining him exactly in bis position under the keelson, while he is
until he
a hauling line
drawn aft by
makes his appearance at the rudder

generally speaking quite out oi
at the rapidity of his motior,
but because when so long under the
chains,
breath,

ecu lb

all breath in his
body and was induced to take salt water
In the days of keelhaullu lieu.
ing.the hottoms of vesselswere not coppered, and in consequence were all
studded with a species of shell fish called
barnaoles, which attaobed themselves;
and as these shells were all open-mouthed
and with sharp, cutting points, those
who underwent this
punishment (for
they were made to hug the keelson ot
tbe vessel by the ropes at each side
fastened to their arms) were out and
scarred all over tbe body, as if with so
many lancets, generally coming up bleeding in every part. But this wae considered rather advantageous than otherwise, as the loss of blood restored the
patient If he was not quite drowned, and
tbe consequence was that one out of
three, it is said, have been known to recover after their submarine excursion."
No words cau add to tills weird description of a very old and hearty sea way
All the officers of junior
of murdering
all the men,
and middle rank, and
had

expended

xv/x

iUUlitu,

"J

Fortifications

“«***

Bill Passed.

Washington, March 4.—'l'he President
after midnight signed the fortifloations
appropriations acs and bills defining the
jurisdiction of United States circuit
courts in oases brought for infringement
act
of letters patents and repealing the
granting right of Way through Jort Monreservation.
roe, Ala., Mllitaty

Washington, March 4.—The work of tbe
Cleveland administration endsd at.10.60
and the cabinet room was deserted. The
President did not sign the sundry civil,
Indian, and agricultural appropriation
bills.
They all failed for lack of the
President’s approval.

Maine.

Portland,

DISORDERS IT CAUSES AND THE
INSTILS IN THE BLOOD.

pean countries.
and every facility
Letters of Credit
to travelers for obtaining
furnished
Funds in allparts of the world.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

SWAN & BARRETT,

whether

shanghaied,
underpaid and robbed

volunteered,

or

and

only

knew how

ruthless

a

would not wait
to

cure

dangerous, insidious

disease
do

as we

indigestion is,
before

we

endeavoring

it.

The longer we wait,
it is likely to become.

the

more

dangerous

Shaker Digestive
Cordial the better it will be, and the better
we will be.
Indigestion is dangerous because it creates
poisons in the stomach which are absorbed
by the blood and by it carried to all parts of
the body.
Could anything be worse than this?
These poisons would not be formed if the
stomach could digest its food. When it can’t,
Shaker Digestive Cordial will help it to do
So

the

sooner we

take

so.

will help the stomach so well as
Shaker Digestive Cordial, nothing else cure
Nothing

indigestion

so

quickly,

or so

positively.

that it purifies the stomach
and makes your food
and
the
blood,
Harpor’e Weekly.
strengthen instead of poison you.
The Doctors Bay
It, is not a medicine, but an aid to digesAulieuser-Busch’s Malt-Nutrine ia pure ion, a pleasant cordial for weak stomachs.
It is endorsed
Sold by druggists. Ten cents for a trial
and highly nourishing.
and prescribed by the medical profession bottle.
in general as the greatest of all malt tonAddress for interesting book, The Shakers,
ics. At your druggist*.
30 Keade Street, New York.
were

—

The

reason

T I

•>

1

To any person
Interested in
humane matters, or wlio loves
animals,we will send free, upon

furnished
TO LET—Nicely
closet, steam heat and

front room; large
gas: also very

a

Richardson,
6tf

ROOMS

Wednesday, March 8, 1897, at 2 o’clock p.
an act to regulate the Practice of Veterinary Surgery, Medicine and Dentistry in
the State of Maine.
Thursday, March 4, 1897, at 2 o’clock p
m., petition of N. W. Harris and others for
an amendment to the Constituiton of the
State of MaiDe prohibiting the raising of
any Sectarian or
money by taxation for
Religious institution.
W. J. KNOWLTON, Secy.
m.,

feb!3dfa
Judiciary

Will give a public hearing in its room at the
State House In Augusta. Wednesday. March
10. 1897, at 2 o’clock p. m. An addlttpal to,
and to extend the charter of the Cumberland

single gentleman, a very large,
front room, iu a private family,
hot water heat and use of hath room. Rofer
ences required.
Inquire at 34 PIN E ST.
LET—To

a

janl4 tf

LET—Very comtortable
TO with
board at 74 Spring 8t.

F. O. WHITE.
an

d

winter

rooms

26-4

STORES TO RENT.

German Lettont

Doctor of Dental
16 Monument

jan7

1897
the Maine Polycllnes.
An act

relating

tol

establish

corporations organized

The Copimittee

on

and

Railroads,
Expresses

Will give a publio hearing in Railroad Commissioners’ Office, at Augusta, Tuesday, March
9 1897. at 2 o’clock p. m., on the Bill an act to
extend the charter ot the Bath, Small Point and
Popham Beach Railroad Company.
Tuesday. March 9.1897, at 2 o’clock p. m..on
Isle
an act to amend the charter of the Deer
Telephone Company.
Tuesday, March 9,1897. at 2 o’clock p. m.,
on Petition of Geo. M. Burrows and 43 others
of Newport and O. E. Blackden and 30 others
of Dexter, asking for legislation to equalize and
regulate freight rates.
'I hursday, March 11, 1897, at 2 o'clock, p.m.,
sat

adjourned hearing,

on

ah

act

relating

Street Railroads.
JOHN M. KALER, 8ee'y.
marldtd

to

PUBLICATIONS.

and Summer Cloths
SPRING
Stylish
your Inspection.

SHOULD READ
Oltinenshlp.

eighteen
dred and ninety-five, relating to the Iincorporatfon and control of Telegraph and Telephone

companies.

is

W. J.

KNOWLTON, Secretary.

The Committee

on

Judiciary

will give a public hearing in its room at the
State House in Augusta, Wednesday, Mar. 10,
18*7, at 2 o'clock p. m.
in act to extend the charter of the Portland
and Yarmouth Eiqetrlc Railway Company, and
enable It to cross navigable tide water.
W. J. KNOWLTON,Seo’y.

marldtd

wharf

re-

Vaughan St.1-1

SALE—Dry birch edgings for kindlings,
seasoned under cover. A. D. MORSE, 21
1 -3
Plum St. Telephone. 5u-2

FOR

1700D FOR THE POOR—For your poor
piams, mat neeti nowaer piarn xoou mj
make them healthy and bloom freely. Some
teuder pop corn at 5e lb., corn poppers, wringetc.
ers, ironing boards, fiber tubs, pails,
Wringer repairing. W. C. SAWYER, 7 Preble
St.
11
SALE—One lot ladies $3 boots,
FOR$1.50;
lot ladies’ $3 boots, plain toe,
75
lot

now

one

now

cents;

ladies’ C. S. Oxford,
$1.25, now 75 cents, one lot ladies’ Oxfords,
$1.00, now 50 cents. J. C. FARR’S one price
shoe store, 47 Exchange street.
27-1
one

now

ready

for

)r
>r

dyspepsia

iche?

and

or nervous
or

indigestion?

have you

MONEY LOANED—On furniture, pianos,
LA horses, carraiges and farm stock, without
■emoval: also mdse. In storage, bieyeles, diam>nds, stocks, bonds, Insurance policies and 2nd
nortgages of real estate, sirictly confldental,
sasy repaying basis, PRIVATE PARTY. P.
O. box 143822-2
M ONEY TO LOAN- On first and
second
LA mortgages, on real estate, stocks, bonds
ind life insurance policies or any good seenri;ies. Notes discounted at low rate of Interest.
[. P. BUTLER, 48 Exchange street.
22-4

8-1

TRAVEL—A Wellesley graduate
who has traveled abroad is organizing a
private party for the summer of ’97.
Number
imited. Address Box 160, Woodfords.
feblO-4

EUROPEAN

WASTED.
SALESMAN—One with experiTRAVELING
In the Paint an.l Varnish lino preferrence

LOST AND

class.

MONEY TO LOAN—Oil 1st and 2d mortgages,
LA real estate, old line life Insurance companies and good collateral security. Notes dislounted, favorable terms. W. P. CARR, Room
feb8-4
i, Oxlord Bldg. 186 Middle 8t.

Address P.
mar4dlm

POUND.

fX7ANTED—All persons In want of trunks
YY and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
193 Congress street ,one door above
Shaw's
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
theretore
aid can
give bottom
prices,
rrunks repaired.
Open evenings. We frame

Forty words inserted under
one

this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Tuesday night, baok stuffing
LOST—Cushion
and cushion to sleigh and hltchwetgbt. If

fed4-6

pictures.

found please return to K. F. ELLS, 119 Oxford
street. City, and be rewarded.
5-1

MRS. SUSIE C. HUGHES of South Portland,
LA teacher of Vocal music. Post Office adlress Cash’s Corner. South Portland. Mrs.
Hughes refers by permission to Mr. W. H.
feb4 lm
Jtockbridge.

black fur mink in front of street
dropped from lady’s neck

LOST—A
car station,

while going from East Deeriug car to car
station. Will finder kindly leave the above
with MR. G. A. FISHER, 35 Preble St., City.
5-1

&IRL
in

2d, Gold Lorgnette, marked
Leave at 237 Middle street and

IOST—March
A L. F. P.

"WANTED—To do general housework
small family, must be well recommenat 61 Chestnut St., in the fore-

a

Apply

led,

1-1

loon.

WANTED—SITU AT 1U XI.
me

tinder this Head
inserted
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

2-1

——

I* 0 ■ seat of dnoi s ease leBia
■■ quires
change of
wJj 138* mi diet. Cure guaranteed
”

y

M|rn wt*

w

U

Small
package, bymail

in 1 to 3 days.

plain

1.00.

Sold only by

drums, all

WANTED—FEMALE HELP.
under this head
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

WANTED—A

smart

young lady

to

canvass.

Good selling articles, {Apply to
RANK
B. CLARK.8-1

capable girl for general houseWANTED—A
work at 321 BRACKETT STREET,
corner

of

Bramhall.

2-1

NEAT GIRL WANTED-For general
housework. Apply 17 Pearl St., Woodfords.
2-1

A

Spring street, neat
WANTED—At
capable girl to do general housework.
27-1
No. 62

to go to
do general house work.
WANTED—Woman
office.

this

the country to
Address R.
23-tf

Inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash ia advance.

Forty wards
one

A
tew
A A PER month salary.
energetic ladies and gentlemen

wanted to
A

Above

canvass.

CTATT7

> P fVPV

salary guaranteed.
1 ~D..K

T

.......

.......

Co.. 11 High St., Waterville. Mo.

5-i

IATANTED—To know why it is that Whitney,
the Grocer, has got such a reputation
for keeping fine Tea and Coffee.
Ask any Boston or New York tea salesman who keeps the
of
Tea
in
for
the mon«*y,
best grades
Portland
aDd they will teil you. WHITNEY, 291 Con
gross Street,5-1

large dwelling of 15 rooms
WANTED—A
(modern improvements) in choice locality

Portland. A double dwelling will answer.
Address J. LOGAN, Box 103, Deeriug. Me.
in

5-1

"Iir ANTED—Board and

young lady,
central part
private family preferred,
of city, terms must be reasonable, references
and
Address
A.
Press
office
required.
given
room

by

a
near

_4-1
11TANTED—A second hand Ricker machine
iu good repair; state price and condition
FRANK N. DOUGLASS, Gray, Me.

of same.

3-1

ftA MONTHLY—Have store on Congress
street and agency for New York
firm in Maine. Need assistant to travel. Lady
or gentleman putting $G00 In
goods secures
half interest.
No canvassing.
Exclusive,
legitimate business.
PHIL DEAN, 417 Congress, 'Chase

House.)

3-1

VITANTED—Haskell’s Wheat Flakes, a defT
licous and he »lthiul breaklast lood, sold

by all

grocers.

Try

2 1

it.

A Cash buyer wishes to
iu
a
house
comfortable
westernWnrt of city; well located; price under $000. For particulars
Real
to
apply
Kstata Office, First National Bank Building,
27-1
S. VAIL.

HOUSE
purchase
FRKiyRlCK

_

the best jelly preFor
tf
paration, made in a minute.
ask your
health and economy none equal;
clam chowder;
Burnham’s
grocer for it.
beef, wine and iron, and beef extract in
stock at THOMPSON & HALL’S, and jobbers

ANTED—Burnham’s,

generally.

27-1_
friends of Alice B.Morrison

WANTED—All
to know that sbe is tendered

a

benefit

concert, Thursday ev ening, March 4th, at
Mystic hall; fine talent engaged, and a nice
entertainment expected. Tickets 25 cents.
27-1

Forty words

Congress and Elm St., and receive reward.

ig BRIM'S FOR EITHER SEX
5—
This remedy being ap
plied directly to the
|W>a
jwfc
■

l?OR SALE—Cisterns, tanks j flan

head-

If so. take uivura.
inar2-4

the best
button and
Men’s $4 enamel shoes for $1.80. Men’s
ace.
pox calf lace shoes, $1.89.
Men's congress and
Children's button boots
ace shoes for $1.25.
Misses’ button boots 49 cents.
or 26 cents.
L99 Middle street, head of Plum street.
20-tf

do

ed ; references must be first
O. Box 1577 Portland, Me.

for
strips
is your time
cold in the
winter, dust in summer.
These strips are a
All
tongue and groove, no rubber to pull off.
orders left 67 Cross street will be attended' to.
L. C. BLAIftDKLL.29-4

troubles? have you rbeum-

general debility ?

itism?

errands and work
about a printing office. SMITH & SALE,
Printers, 45 Exchange St.2-1
to

|?OR

WANTED.

LIV0RA—Have you liver troubles?
Have you blood disyou kidney desease?
bladder trouble? have you stomach trouble?

or are you bilious?
sase? or scrofula? have

to call and
WANTED—Ladies
boot in the city for $1, in

123, Press Office.

SALE—Air-tight weather
r
doors and windows.
Now
to order them. It keeps out the

rAKE

see

boy
■RANTED—A
’"

FOR

one

order Irom *20 up.
Merchant Tailor, 236 Middle street.3-2

MALE HELP WANTED.

ences,

SALE—A grocery business in a Maine
town, established 60 years; finely located,
large farming trade In connection with village
trade, good clean stock and best of goods,
best of reasons for celling. For teims and particulars, address BUSINESS, box 381 Brunswick, Me.feb4-4

Forty words Inserted

business suits
FRED T. L0NT,

nade to

Safe

A hook containing over BOO pages; cloth $1.00.
Safe Citizenship contains a gold mine of valuable Information to every American citizen on
the great political and financial Issue of the day.
A copy of Safe Citizenship will be sent by mall
to any address, postpaid, on receipt of $1.00.
Address E. K. MOORE. Publisher,
P. O. Box 219, New York City, N. Y.
dim
feb26

The Commitiep on Judiciary
get reward.3-1
will give a public hearing in its room at the
In the toilet room Union Station,
March
5, LOST-Left
State House in Augusta, Friday,
Portland, Sunday. Feb. 28. three rings;
An act to repeal will the
1897, at 2 o’clock p. m.
who lound them please leave with
lady
and
section three of chapter one hundred
T. F. HOMSTED, dry goods dealer, corner
hunof the Public Law's of
three

Central

WfOTICE—I have a nice lot of rugs which I
It will exchange for cast off clothing, being
ladles’ dresses,.gentlemen’s clothing and chilI pay cash for them if it is
dren’s clothing.
preferred. Hcud letters or postals to MR. or
MRS. D’GROOT, 70 Middle street5-1

Every Citizen, Lawyer and Politician!

_
■

4

SHOPPING—And

Square, Portland, Me.
d3m

Judiciary Hr
ANTED—Young man, American, 20 to 25
”»
years of age, in a first class business in
its room at the this
Address with real name and refercity.
Friday, March 5.
No.
to

to

otlmr business commissions
executed carefully and promptly; samnles
on application; commissions of live per cent
charged on purchases; remittance for amount
of purchase and commission must accompany
order. MRS. F. W. HAWTHORNE. 26 West
Seth street. New York.mar6-4

on

act

1

Party words or less inserted under this
Head far no weak for 35 ate. in advnnoa.

dlw

NEW

Nos.

MISCELLANEOUS.

"IMTANTED—A man to represent a Boston
• •
specialty house in Maine. One that can
handle some stock. Would take a good team
Tlie Committee on Judiciary
Also 12,000 foet
in part payment for stock.
of 1 1-8
bars for sale cheap for cash.
Will give a publio hearing in its room at the Address spool
5-1
P. O. BOX 839, Auburn, Me.
March
in
House
9,
State
Augusta, Tuesday.
1897. at 2 o’clock ». m. Petition of Chas. P.
mau to represent us in
the
others
for
Dw
and
a
empowering
Libby
this vicinity. References required. Lib( ity of Portland to retire members of the eral terms to the right party. Address THE
Fire Department on half pty,
LOEBER & ALGER COLLECTING AND REW. J. KNOWLTON. Sec’y.
feb20dtd
PORTING COMPANY, Troy, N. Y.
4-1

a public hearing in
Rouse In Augusta,
o'clock p. in. An
2
at

between

rOK SALE-New house of 12 rooms, in best
I
part of western end of the city, has all the
modern convlences and Is ready for tmmediat#
occupancy, also lot of laud in same section, 62
xlOO, beautiful surroundings, at less than market price.
WILLIAM BURROWF.S.
187

novSOdtf

Surgery,

fct)27

make Pride’s Bridge across the
Presumpscot Elver, in the County of Cumberland, a county bridge.
W. J, KNOWLTON, Sec’y.
febZOdtd

will give

Street

No. 1# Central Wharf. WM. R. WOOD.

AL-KI

An act to

State

SALE—Cumberland

FOR

Preble and Chestnut, two tenement house
of 16 rooms, In perfect repair, must be sold,
price *3200. W. H. WALDRON & CO.. ISO
Middle St.
2-1

&
cently occupied by C. A. Weston
kind; 8, 10 buckets; barrels, 6, 10. 16, 20
Co., suitable for grocery or other business, gal.; molasses kegs. Work of all kind made to
in line order and have an electrio elevator order.
RAWSON, LOMBARD & CO., Coopers,
and heated with hot water; have good rail- No. 9 Central street. Portland.
feb8-4
road track and dock facilities.
Enquire at

will continue his evening instructions In
French and German,and he also has some hours
left for day pupils.
The New Rosenthal Melsterschatt System,
which, for all practical purposes may be learn
ed in ten weeks, is especially recommended
to those going abroad. Apply at 42 Finest.,
between l and 2 or 5 and 6 p. m. feb3eodlm

Illuminating Company.

The Committee

foun-

FOR

r desirable

HERBERT A.1M ERRILL,

Judiciary

will give a public hearing in its room at the
State House in Augusta, Thursday, Feb. 26,
1897, at 2 o’clock; p. m. An act to Incorporate the Northern Development and Manu-

on

soda

Particulars

Stores

feb!3dtd

The Committee

wall

by
Puffer. 12 syrups. In
condhion, 1 wall soda fountain, made by
Matthews, 10 syrups, good condition^ good
counter fountains. For particulars and prices,
inquire ofF. O. BAILEY CO.. 4(1 Exchange St.
2-1

TO LET.

CLARENCE HALE GIFFORD

air and electrical power.
W. J. KNOWLTON, Secy.

on

SALE—One handsome
|70Rtain
built
A. D.

nice

LET—At

TO

Our Spring Footwear has commenced
to arrive and we wish to announce to
the pnbllc, that we will have one of the
finest lines of Boots ond Oxford Ties everdisplayed in this city. These goods are
being made to our special order by leading manufactures, and we shall sell the
same at remarkably low prices.
See our styles before purchasing your
Spring Footwear.

French

will give a public hearing in its loom at the
State House in Augusta, Friday, March 5,
1897, at 2 o’clock p. m. An act authorizing
the united Indurated Fibre Company of New
Jersey to generate and supply compressed

The Committee

J70R

now $1. J. C. FARR’S one priced shoe store,
27-1
rooms, 47 Exchange street.
$9.00 per month, six
the
line
of
on
near Woodfords, and
S ALE—Bennett’s
Reliable
Rubber
electric cars. SCOTT WILSON, 176 1-2 Middle Tj'OR
27-1
Stamps. They are made of the Best mastreet, Portland.
terials by experienced workmen, (no boys employed) and are the best on earth. Prices
same as others ask for cheaper goods.
H. B.
BENNETT CO., 401 Fore street, Portland.
27-1
in Hanson block, corner Congress
and Oak streets, now occupied by Mr. A.
SALE—House for sale; pleasantly
M. Wentworth in suite; also rooms now occulocated on High street, near Spring,
pied by Mr. J. P. Wheelwright in same block; containing 8 rooms, ete., price $2000.
For
all over 648 and 660 Congress street, up one
apply to Real Estate Office, First
tlight. Will be let March 1, about. Inquire of
ational Bank
FREDERICK S.
Building,
CHARLES PERRY, 648 1-2 Congress street, VAILL.
27-1
febl7dtt
room No. 8.

SPRING STYLES.

Judiciary

on

SALE—2 story house No. 23 Cumberland, second house from North street, has
9 rooms, bath, cemented cellar, water closet;
nice McGee furnace; set howl: all In good repair; will be sold at a bargain.
N. 8. GARDINER, 1B:> Mridlo street. Room 4.
3-1

FOR

feblSeodtf
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES.

The Committee

__4-1

TO

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

Telegraphs
we

A

14 State St.. Deerlng Point, a
a new bouse, or seven rooms,
pantry and hath room, hot and cold
water and set tubs, sun all day, 16 minutes
walk from head of Profile St. Inquire at 21
North St-. Portland,2-1

Sent Free!

...

If

\T

im> Tnir a

with

•

janl

r/rv

LET—At
TO lower
reut, in

Accounts of
Banks, Corporations,
Firms, Individuals and Trusts received,
interest allowed on and unusual premiums given
and
to
check,
subject
deposits.
by the paper. Address
Investment Securities, suitable for SaTHE NATIONAL HUMANE ALLIANCE
vings Banks, and other Trust Funds, 410-411 United Charities Building, N. Y
marld6w
constantly on hand.
Foreign money bought and sold.
Collections made on all parts of this
HERALDING
Country and Europe.
-OURall
Euroissued
Drafts
upon
Foreign

Rufus H, Hinhley, George H.
Arthur K. Hunt.

FOR

copy of the “AL- pleasant small room nicely furnished; and a
of this large sunny alcoye room; furnished or unfurLIANCE,” the organ
between Park and state. 1-1
SALE—One lot men’s $5 Congress
Society. In addition to its in- nished. 16 Gray St.
boots now $3; one lot men’s $3 Congress
tensely interesting reading, it
Forest Avenue, 7 boots, now $1.25; one lot men’s $3 Congress
LET—House at 120
contains u list of the valuable
27-1
rooms.
Call at the house.
boots, now $1; one lot boys’ $1.50 bal. boots,

febISdtd

POISONS IT

dtf

application,

under the general law.
Wednesday, March 8, 1897 at 2 o’clock p. m.
An act relating to tbs amount of baggage to be
carried by Railroad Corporations for each person purchasing a lirst class ticket,
W, J. KNOWLTON, Sec’y.

BANEFUL INDIGESTION.
THE

FREE ST.

WANTED—Reliable

Cleveland Administration .Ended.

not

water he

<*

delivered by carrier.

or

LET—Several pleasantly located reDts.
bath etc., etc., on the following
streets, Congress, 6 and 7 rooms. Spring 7 and
8 rooms. Brackett. 7 and 12 rooms, Cumberland, 6 and 7 rooms. Smith, 7 rooms, Locust, 6
rooms Melbourne, 5 aud 8 rooms, and others.
For particulars, apply to Real Estate office, of

TO with

fijcamciax.

186 Middle Street,

room

LET—Store No. 8 Union wharf. In front
on Commercial street, slated roof,
counting room, gas, electric wires all in readielectric power, two rooms 25x50
the
ness for
aud attic, water on the east side and cars on
the west side. Just the place for retail fish busAddress
iness or manufacturing business.
SYLVAN SHURTLF.FF, 89 Park street, or N.
D ROBERTS, wharfinger Union wharf,IPortSYLVAN SHURTLEFF.
land, Me.
89 Park street, Portland, Mu.
mar8-4

rsn

BAJXTEEIiriS,

LET—Front

TO block

this

feb27

1

TO

Frank P. Tibbetts & Co.,
Jl

4-1

_

1

work
during:
MAKCH.
We solicit your orders.

4 and 6

patronized

17

511 Vi Congress street,
over A. W. Lowell’s, up one flight; has
been occupied by dressmakers for over lilteen
vears; best location lu P01 Hand. References
Inquire of JOHN S. RUSSELL, or
rennlrod.
at NO. 19 CASCO STREET.3-1

MATTRESS MAKING.
class

tlEASIDH
►r

rooms

I?OR

jj (j LET—Kents 40 Stone street, recently fitted up In first class order,modern improvements, each 1 ent separate; 3 rents Park place,
8 rooms and bath each, hot water heat, all modern improvements; also rents 16 Tate, 57 Hanover, 33 Clark. Apniyto WILLIAM H. WILLA RD, 184 1-2 Middle street.4-1

FURNITURE REPAIRING-

on

f|W LET—Furnished rooms and board at 387
A CUMBERLAND ST. Also good table
board.6-1

SALE—House 89 Carletou street, pleasantly located near Congress street, containing 9 rooms and hath, steam hear, sanitary
plumbing, open fire Diace, bay window, finished
For .parin natural wood and In good repair.
ticulars apply to Real Estate office. First National Bank Building, FREDERICK S. VAILL,

I

UPHOLSTER WORK.

prices

TO

F-tOR

Our Book on INFLAMMATION Mailed free.
The Doctor’s signature and directions 9n every bottle.
Sold bv all Druggists. Price, 86 cents. Six bottles, $2.00.
LS. JOHNSON® CO., 22 Custom House St.. Boston.Mam.

low
of

heed
week for 25 cent!, cash In advance.

RENT—The two story house number 153
SALE—Easterly half of double house
street, situated on the best part
situated on Front street in South Fort and
of State street, near Longfellow Square, sunand
on Pickett street; also a small stable
backs
aud
of
land, 13 rooms
large lot
ny exposure
BENJAMIN SHAW, 61 1-2 Ex- with same. House contains six rooms and a
and batli.
large
open
attic; income *8 per month; lot 50
cltange St.4-1
xlOO. Price *825. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY
RENT—In western part of city a de- & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street.4-1
tached corner house of 11 rooms and staOR SALE—Black mare. 8 years old, weight
bles, having very sunny exposure, etc. Price
1000 pounds, sound and
kind, good
For particuonly $15 to a desirable tenant.
roader. Owner has not time to use her.
No
to
Real
National
Estate
First
Office.
lars apply
need
CHASE at
jockeys
Ask
for
MR.
appfv.
Bank Building. FREDERICK S. VAILL.
Lovell Arms Co.. 180 Middle street.
4-1
4-1

I am ninety-one years and nine months old, was
born September 17,1796. I have been a standard
bearer for Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment more
Have found use for it ever
than fifty years.
I have found it superior to any other.
since.
Mrs. Wealthy L. Tozier, East Corinth, Me.

Very

Forty words Inserted tinder this
one

MOTEL for sale or lease, Is well
summer and winter, plenty
of
(Deluding dance liall, 6 acres land yieldnice
wharf where pleasing vegetable supplies,
ure steamers land, net income past year *1400.
W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.

Ivor,State

Originated in 1810, by the late Dr. A. Johnson,
Family Physician. Its merit and excellence have
satisfied everybody for nearly a century. All who
use it are amazed at its great power. It is safe,
satisfying; so say sick, sensitive sufferers.
soothing,and
External. It cures every form of inInternal
flammation. Pleasant to take dropped on sugar for
colds, coughs, cramps, burns, bruises, all soreness.

of

facturing Company.
stable belonging to 1. M. Hill on Cnnrt
Friday, March 5, 1897, at 2 o’clock, p.
to amend an act entitled an
street. Mr. Hill occupied tbe first story m., an act
“Act to provide for the incorporation and
and Fred Everett the seoond. Both fam- control of Gas and Electric Companies for
and meilies saved the principal part of the fur- heating, lighting, manufacturing
chanical purposes.”
no

insurance.
The
niture. Everett had
total loss will probably be *8,000. The
stable were insured for
and
house
Hill’s furniture was insured for
*2,000.
*400. The origin of tbe lire is unknown.

liver

headache,

heed
eeeh in advance.

RENT—About March loth, a house of
rooms, conveniently located on Pine
street, near Longjello-.v Square.
Kent moderate. Inquire at 61)3 CONGRESS ST.
5-1
J.E —Two very desirable
connecting
rooms on third floor of building 653 1-2
Hot water
Congress street, corner of Oak.
beating. Ready about March 10th. Also entire fourth floor which will be finished to suit
tenant. F. E. JERKIS, 1396 Congress street.
5-1

fills
sick

cents

SALE.

FOR

IlO ten

Bill Made
Best Liver
biltousness and
cure

week for 25

one

ParsonS

^future,

SWAN & BARRETT,

LET.

Forty words inserted under this

C ASTORIA

pressed,

IN THE SENATE.
The Senate had little
day and no debates,

Affair In

An

TO

MISCELLANEOUS.

SATISFACTORY.

that’the oounty commissioners would be
matter
asked to give a hearing on the
tbo
and provide for the acceptance of
amendment
provides for $300 for clem and beast seems preposterous to many road.
the
well-informed and thinking persons.
hire in examining pension claims.
This petition was presented to
When the possibility of obtaining pro- oonnty oummissiohers and a hearing will
The following measures were passed
to be engrossed : Bill relating to the sale tection and shelter in walled and roofed be heid on the matter April 7.
of land
for taxes; bill relating to the inclosures first dawned upon
primeval
Humford Falls Lumber oompany; bill man, the Initial and most Important
rest
resolve authorizing
oouuty of York to step toward tbe subjugation of the
prooure loan; bill authorizing cities and of creation was taken by our ancestors.
towns to acoept pnblio burial plaoes.
Exoeptlug only the discovery of fire, no
iDvention or dlioovery has been more
For Infants and Children.
YEAR FOR A POLYGAMIST.
fruitful of results than,wns the Invention
and Discovery of the
house, however Bilk*
rudimentary may have
Various Criminals Sentenoed at Supreme primitive and
nails

dog fiend:
"This Ingenious process," he writes,
fer it to the committee on judiciary.
more or less than scudding
there ‘‘is nothing
Mr. Winslow of Portland said
a poor navigator od a
Toyage of discovelaw on the

A

When she

ion to all free High schools.
Senator Reynolds of Cumberland had
the bill authorizing Cumberland county
to make a loan referred to Che committee
m is

ton, who was convicted of killing
Is violated and a lien shnll be on the for moose last September and whose trial atof
tbe fine imposed; fif- tracted so much attention at
the amount
the time,
teenth, there shall be no further tax of was not nassed upon.
any kind on bi^roles.
An Interesting Humor.
It has
already been noticed that a
Maroh
man can violate any provision of this aot
4.—Secretary
Washington,'
Olney was absent from tbe group of cabiwhen riding a borrowed bicycle.
net officers who received the Presidentelect. This was much noticed and gave
Mr. Hamilton of Biddeford presented a rise to the rumor that at the last moment
bill to amend the law regarding guar- a break in the friendly relations between
and ills seoretary of
the Income on property President Cleveland
dians so that
This rumor,
state had taken place.
of
the
wards
to
be
support
may
applied
whioh oonld not be verified, represented
families and so that the that Mr. Oluey had demanded that Conas well as their
sul General Bee’s reoall from Havana
property may be mortgaged and the pro- and the President declined to accede to
in
ceeds used
any way within the
secretary’s wishes.
spirit of the guardian law.
Greece Heady to Fight,
of Sanford presented a
Mr. Sanborn
remonstrance
against establishing a
Paris, Macrh 4.—Be Jour publishes a
its
correspondent at
despatch from
municipal court in tbnt town. 1
Athens containing a report of an InterMr. Blanchard of Wilton presented a view
with King George of Greeoe, io
bill to amend section 112 of chapter 11, which His Majesty deolnres that Greece
Revised Statutes, so that 181,000 shall be Is ready for war with Turkey and will
from the Powers.
for yield to no admonition
the amount annually appropriated
The King is reported to have added that
the support of the three normal schools the Powers might blockade Greeoe, but
and tbe Madawaska Training school in- In the interior they would be powerless.
stead of S27,000, which is now the sum The Greeks, ho said, were fully prepared
and Macedonians
to fight to the death
regularly taken from the sohool fund were eager for revolt.
eaoh year for these four sohools.
Bram Will Be Sentenced Tnesday.
Mr. Talbot of Lewiston presented a

“that my Catarrh Cure will cure catarrh
of the head, throat and stomach—no
matter how chronic or long standing. I time.
Mr. Wheeler of Gilead protested against
will prove by this test that deafness oan
be cured by my new system of treat- tbe passage and said that bears were so
ment. I will show that nervous affect- abundant in
Oxford county that the
ions and diseases of the heart are conit necessary to attack
found
animals
trolled and oured by my Nerve and
Mr. Wheeler moved the
horses.
and
colts
will
Cure.
I
that
Heart
prove
my cold
cure will break up any form of a oold in indefinite postponement of tbe bill whiob
I will convince the most was carrUd by a big majority.
a few hours.
skeptical that my Headache Cure will
correct any form of headache in from
Mr. Rounds of Paris called up the bill
thvee to ten minutes, and that it Is a
against the mi nufaoture or sale of cigarX Will
npicuuiu Dtuiiiauu auu ucai LUlilU.
it be put on its pasguarantee that my Asthma Cure and ettes and moved that
Asthma Herbs, tiken according to di- sage.
1U1.
rections, will relieve any case of asthma
l\Ulg
in five minutes, and cure in a few days. the 00111 rnittee on judiciary to learn if it
1 claim that my remedies for Female
was constitutional.
Complaints and Children’s diseases are
called for the yea and
Mr. Rounds
positive cures, and should be in every
Mr
King read a letter from
home. I will prove to the medical fac- nay vote.
ulty that my remedies are absolutely Judge Symonds sajlug that such a hill
harmless; that they will cure more than might be agaiust tbs interstate comninety per cent of all diseases.”
merce law and that it should be oarefulThus it will be seen by these stateconsidered by a legal committee before
ments that Professor Munyon does not ly
claim to cure all diseases with one rem- passed.
Mr. Hamilton of Mattawamkeag said
edy, but he has a separate cure for each
disease.
that of the merits of the bill bad got to
be finally decided by the United States
!
court it would ba a waste of time to re-

CAUTION

modern languages except by special perIt also
mission of the superintendent.
provides that the oity and town superintendents shall examine applicants for ad-

--

apply to riders who have
borrowed wheels in temporary use or to
Prof. Munyon upon his arrival will tax tricycles used by children; eleventh,
other officers shall entbnt polioe and
distribute absolutely free
force this act; twelfth, that trial justices
shall have jurisdiction; thirteenth, that
this act shall be posted or advertised
before May let
eaoh year; fourteenth,
of bis World-Renowned Rheumatic that bicycles may lie seized when the law

Professor

require.

may

REGARD TO fining

Specialists.

Will

for suoh needy

Played In the History of
Nations.

the

Sagadahoc.

NOT

ROAD

ARCHITECTURE AS A CIVILIZER-

wood boards
YtTANTED—500,000
3 8 inch thick, delivered at Westbrook
which
the
for
Junction,
highest cash price will
For particulars see or address C. F.
be paid.
Scammon, superintendent at the factory at
Morrii’s corner. CHARLES FOSTER. 22-2
ft. of hard

:

whose specialty Is
LATANTED—A nurse,
nervous diseases, desires an engagement,
lest reference given. D. E. F., this office. 6-1

lJ|fANTED—Situation
• •

for

an

experienced

chambermaid and waitress, or would take
place as second girl. Apply at 150 Free St.,
; iity.4-tf

ANTED—A
L\
”
can

situation by an experienced
furnish the best of references,

nurse,
tpply at Mrs. Whitcomb’s
>99 1-2 Congress street.

dressmaking

rooms,

2-1

WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS
1 will sell you Waltham and Elgin watcher
lower than auy installment dealer on earih. and
make the terms to suit you if you are noiiest ana
McKENNEY the Jeweler, Monusquare.
ment Square.
jaufidtf

*

o

Continued

said
was

from First

Page.

selectman,” and I must say
never more surprised ir. my life.
the

come and tell me

“Why didn’t jou
these suspicions?”

coaaissiosT FIN ANCIAL AINU COMMERCIAL

hospital

FIGURING ON THE BOOKS.

Some

Asked By Commit- Quotations of Staple Products in the

Questions

I

tee at

mouth."
“Tell mo all there is to this story; why
should you withhold it from me?”
“I know very little about it. The tact
is, being your neighbor 1 refused to
have anythiog to do with it. All I know

Searching Inquiry

Pursued

by Mr.

ton—Hearing Before Judiciary
ter of Interest to York
ery

Appropriation

Hamilon

Mat-

County—Hatch-

Reduced.

eeleotmen,
is that the
[SPECIAL TO THE PKESS.]
George MoKioney and W. L. McKenney,
March 4.—At a hearing on
Augusta,
have teen through your hooks and have
the Baugor Insane hospital resolve this
found places where the ledger
entries
evening, Mr. Maoomber of Augusta made
don't
agree with the figures on the
searching inquiries into the travelling
orders.”
commission.
expenses of the hospital
“In what year were the errors found”
Col. Campbell of the commtesion read
“I think
they oover both the years an outline
history of the doings of the
that you were treasurer.”
hospital commission In the work of se“What is the total amount they olaira
the
curing plans and photographs of
Is owed the town?”
buildings which have been completed.
“I understand that they have found a
Mr. Burns of Westbrook asked for what
shortage of between $400 and $500, but
of Lewpurpose the plans of Mr. Coombs
their examination of course wasn’t offiiston were secured, and if they were not
cial or complete.”
aatisfactory.
“What can I do to have this matter
Col.
Campbell said that previous to
cleared up? I shall ask the town meetthe
commissioner’s
trip of inspection
ing, Monday, to thoroughly examine my of hospitals in Massachusetts and New
record e.”
York the plaus
ware found to be undeother

assisted by

“If I were you I would go to the treasand selectmen and find out just.how

sirable.

urer

the matter stands.”

pete with
BOOKS

THE

OVER.

then invited to comother architects, but refused
saying that he had been en-

Mr. Coombs
to

do so,
U W

tuc

was

l,UUUUi»o*""

New York Stock

ana

Money Market.

(By Telegraph.!

DIFFERENT PLANS.

terday,

--

NEW YC'RK, Mch. 4.
Money easyiys0l% per tent:last loan 1%
ner cent,closing 1% per cent. Prime mersantlle
paper at 3 per cent. Sterling Exchange firm,
with actual business in bankers bills 4 86%
@4 85Va (or 60-day bills ana 4 8704 81%
for
demand;
posted rates at 4 86 84 #8,
Commercial bills at 4 84@4 85. Government
Bonds firm. Railroads generally firm.
Bar silver 64.
Mexican dollars 60%@6iy«,
Silver at the board was auiet.
Ai London to day Dar sliver was quoted
at 29% d IP oz. steady.
Retail Grocers

Rates.

auaar

Portland market—cut loaf 8: confectioners at
6c; pulverised 7o, powered, 7o; granulated
6c; eoifee crushed 6%c: yellow 4y» :.

Tbe amount was $1.54, hut the
is $21.64. The order immediately following it was issued to the
in tbe sum of $33.64, and
same person,

shown.

ledger entry

properly entered in

was

Strout called attention to tbe similarity of the two orders
error
as showing bow a olerioal
was
Mr.

made.
Another error is in the entry of order
No. 061, Issued to the Augusta Insane
hospital, December 6, 1890, for support
Tbe lodger entry
of Frank Kdgecomb.
is $113.24,
but the town report for that

1U1U1C1

bad decided it was best to
build on top of the hill. Mr. Campbell
could not say whether the governor and
council bad advised changing the plans,
but Albion Little of the commission anand
when the governor
swered that
commissioa

were told that the oontomplated
council
change would cause a delay the governor directed the change to be made aay-

ing that there oould be

Jo

critioism.

Mr. Little said that the commission kept
touch with the governor and council
that they
throughout the work and
were consulted on all important moves.
No superintendent of construction was
shows the bill to nave been but
year
Mr. Strout wanted to see the hired lieoause the members of the com$13.24.
treasurer said mission felt that they had secured a betcancelled order, but the
Then followed ter knowledge of what was wanted than
it had not been found.

whetherjthe

order wag
town ball safe, Mr.
deposited in
Strout deolariug that when he went out
of office ha left all bis cancelled orders on
a

controversy

to
the

as

in

any general, builder could have.
Representative Winslow of Portland
asked if at the present stage, it would
not be possible for the work to be continued iu charge of au individual. Col.

file there.
said he thought that three
Treasurer Sawyer next showed the re- Campbell
heads were better than one, and that no
84
of
the
account
for
ledger
porter page
asked him to foot up the one in the state known to him underand
1891,
columns there. The aggregate was £479.- stood the fire proof plan adopted.
Mr. Little said the very reason
why
88.'but the figures in the book werfe $697.- ♦t-o commission had taken
pains to study
an
members
88. Mr. Sawyer said be had
its
expla- hos iltals was that
might
nation to mt ke in reference to that $20u hav knowledge that would serve them
work. He said tte cotthe
th
oughout
shortage. He discovered it about a year
...ge plan had been turned down beoause
ago, and one day on the street quietly iu
this climate it was not considered
Mr.
with
the
result
of
to
it
Strout,
right to have the patitents going from
spoke
that they sat down together, footed up one building to another on account of
oost of construction and
the increased
the page of figures and Mr. Strout admanagement and that the block plan
mitted the error and cheerfully agreed to bad been ignored on account of the unmake reparation. Of course it was too wholesome laok of light it affords.
He then detailed the advantages of the
late to change the records, but he said
pavilion plan, the one adopted, especialwheD the new board of officers came in ly when a hospital is located on a hill.
that architects
who
he would
pay in the $260 and nave it Mr. Little said
wished to compete were furnished with
properly entered.
of
one
of
the
land
and
tne
every
Charles E. Small was town auditor plans
eight competing aroliiteots drew plans
that year and the annual town
report for building on the hill without special
contained this statement over his name: instructions on this point and all strongadvised the hill as the location for
“I have examined the treasurer’s ac- ly
the hospital.
same
find
tbe
and
and
counts
neatly
FISH AND GAME.
correctly kept, the several columns coron
fish and game
The committee
rectly oast and the books properly balEvery item in the year’s ac- reduced one-half the appropriations for
anced.
ouont
rea

the

on

iua

ledger

cuuuk,

show that

bears

wiiiuii

is

the

auditor’s

supposes

ru

thejitem

has been verifled ty
comparison with tbe orders and bills.
The same system of cheoking appears in
tbe 1890 account, In which the Insane
bosnltel
overcharge is recorded. Tbe
auditor that year was W. E. Norton. In
the sobool house bill was
when
388P,

hatchery improvements aud reduced
from ®150 to 565 the item to pay for
medical attendance for Game Warden
This and Don H. Powers’s fee
Kollins.
for prosecuting Mr. Collins’s assailant
and will be reported favorably and the
items for the hatcheries
further condsideratlon.

will be held for

JUDICIARY.

erroneously recorded, Dr. H. H. PurinThe judiciary committee gave the aftertou, now of Lewiston, was auditor. Tbe noon and evening to a hill to authorize
checking of items by a town auditor is the county commissioners cf York oounty
generally done all at once, at the end of to locate and establish a highway over
the year, in the presence of the treasurer
and
board of selectmen. Mr. Strout
declares that the usual custom was followed In tbe year of bis treasureship.
It was
during the last year of Mr.

and aoross the waters of Webhaanot river
in Wolls.
'Lawyer Benjamin F. Cleaves opened
the case for the petitioners. He said that
they represented and included the taxStraus's eervice as treasurer that he was
payers of the community to be benelited
assaulted and robbed, of which orlme by the road. He said that Wells ou tside
Benjamin Godfrey pleaded guilty. He of the village was inclined to oppose all
while York and Wells village
6ays he has never entirely recovered from progress
wished to develope the beach os a sumthat blow on tbe head.
He was obliged mer resort and neeu very much the road
to hire assistance in compiling his an- in question.
William H. Eaton of the
President
nual report that year.
Wells Beach and Improvement compauy
|There are likely to be some lively explained the geography of the section
Ho said lots at
dialogues in the next town meeting.
by the use of charts.
Wells beach are worth 51000 each on an
and
beach propthat
village
average and
mile.
erty were within the radius of a
beach property
The
represented cnoelghth of toe valuation of the to wn nnd
that the village and beaoh property reK.
of
of
lodge,
P.,
Portland, presented two-thirds of the valuation of
Muujoy
visit to Presumpscot the town.
paid a fraternal
The opposition contended throughout
lodge of the east eud last eveniug. They the hearing
that the town could not
with
them
and
candidates
three
th8 highway nnd the
to build
afford
brought
exteam of Prasumpsoot Valley municipal matters were thoroughly
the

WESTBROOK.

degree
lodge gave them the work of the knight's
the long form. A supper was
rank in
was supseived after the work wbioh
This evelodge.
plied by the visiting
will
Valley lodge
ning Presumpscot
visit Pine Tree lodge of Portland.
ball
The conductors and motormen’s
at Odd Fellows’ ball last eveuing was a

plained.

Grain Quotations.

CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE
Wednesday’s quoations.
WHEAT.

Feb.
Opining.

May.
76Va
75V»

Casing.I

CORN.

May.

Feb.
Cl'Sing........

24Vs
24Vs

..

OATS.

Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND. Mch, 4.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand 228 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 126 cars.
Exports.
BRISTOL. ENG. Steamship Etolia—51 199
bush barley 9409 do oats 201 cs apples 2202
bbls do coo bags buck wheat 660 bdls staves
122 boxes meats 216 sacks oatmeal 186 pkgs
leather 191 do butter 1059 bxs cheese 726 b;s
hay 6 bbls ashes 8349 pcs lumber 2110 sacks
Hour 6987 do bran 664 boxes provisions 192
bbls

pork

3800

pckgs

Feb

May.
17 Vi
17 y«

Opening.

Closing..

..

FORK.

May.

8 12
8 Oo

01 enlng.
Cicsing.
Thursday’s quotations.

May

75ys
75V»

Opening.
Closing..... A.
CORN.

May.

Feb.

1*41

Dags oats
pck sundries 6262

24^8

May.

Feb.

IJVa
a7V8

Opening...
Closing.
PORK,

May.

f \%

Op.nine.
Closing.

By Telegraph.'

Domestic Forts.

NEW YORK—Ar 3d, sells Maggie G Hart,
Carlisle, Darien; Cora S McKay, Metbesou,

eranuiatcu

4^40,

*7*.

i-uups

—.

__

barley 46.30b bush.
rye. 1800
ST. LOUIS—The Fiour market to-day was
unchanged; patents at 4 46®4 e6; extra fancy
choice
tanev at 3 40SS3U0;
at 4 lo®420;
at 3 10@3 25. Wheat higher. Corn steady, Mch
Mch
17c
Pork—standard.new
oats steady:
—.
Lard—prime steam at
mess at 8 45; old 7 »0.
4 00; choice ai|4 Oo; Bacon—shoulders at 4%;
extra short clear at 6; clear ribs sides at 6V* ;
clear sides at 63/«. Dry salred meats—shoulders
4Vs ; extra short clear at 4Vs ; clear ribs 4Vi s
clear aides 4%.
Receipts—Fiour 3.300 bbis: wheat 14.900
bush; corn 8i,800 bush; oats 5,80u burh: rye

Portland Daily Preta Stock Quotation,.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Brokers, 186
Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid_. Asked
Description.
118
115
Bank.100
Canal National
90
05
Bank.loo
Casco
National
Provisions. Groceries; etc
.40
33
35
Bank..
National
Cumberland
95
90
GrainFlour.
Chapman National Bank.100
98
97
Corn car
32 First National Bank.loo
Superfine &
112
75
110
do bag lots.
0 35 Merchants’National Bank
low grades.8 2503 60
99
100
97
Traders’Bank.
Meal
Das lots..
(833 National
Spring Wneat bag102
101)
26828 Portland National Bank.100
ers.ci ana st4160435 Oats, car lots
uusu.
115
112
Co.100
Trust
Portland
Oats, bag lots
80032
Patent Scrap
100
95
Shipments—Flour 4.000 bbls: wheat 66,600
Portland Gas Company. 50
Wneat... 6 00®o 16 Cotton Seec120
.100
115
corn 19,200 bush; (oats 19,200 bus; rye
bush;
Portland
Railroad
car lots.00 00021 60
Company
Mich, str’giiv
102
104
—push.
bag lota 0000823 00 Portland Water Co.100
roller.... 6 003*6 10
90
.4
Sacked
Br'r
86n,4
claar do..
DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red at 87c; No 1
BONDS.
2
oar lots. 14 o0»14 60
•ILouis st'g!
101 White at 870. Corn—No 2 at 23c. Oats—No
1897.100%
Citv
Portland
6s,
10
6
0086
bag
lots..*
®16 QO
roller...
122 White 20c. Rye—No 2 at 85y*.
Portland 6s.'1907.120
Clear do. .4 8504 90 Middlings. .*14016 00
104
102
4s. 1902-1912 Funding.
w nt’r wfieai
bag eta. .$16017 00 Portland 4s 1913.
€ on on
.■naritoc*
107
Funding.106
Portland
patents.. 6 26®6 40
14
Bangor 6s. 1899. R. R. aid.103
tBy Telegraph.i
Cofteo.
Flee.
117
Water.116
6s.
1906.
MARCH 4, 1897.
16019 Bangor
(Buying& selling price) Rio,roasted
103
.102
Java&Moeha do26@3Q Bathes. 1898. R. R. aid
Coo—Large
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day was
101
Bath 5s. 1897. Municipal.100
Molasses,
227
Shore .... 4 dOA 500
sales
bales; middling up
Vic
lower;
quiet,
102
umali do.. 1 50®2 76 Porto rtlco..... 27®3S Bath 4%s, 1907, Municipal.100
7-18o.
102 lands 7 3-ltic; gulf do 7
.1 6083 00 BarDadoeS.
Pollock
..26028 Bath 4s. 1021. Refunding.100
Coton
market to-day
103
NEW ORLEANS—The
R. R. aid.102
Haddock.. .1 5002 00 Fancy.33(5.36 Belfast 6S. 1898.
102
was quiet, easy; middling 7Vic.
Belfast 4s. Municipal.100
Tea.
Hake.1 6002 00
102
CHARLESTON—The cotton market to-day
Herring, box
Amoys.16020 Calais 4s. 1901—1911 Refunding....loo
.108
110 was
quiet;Middling 6%c.
Scaled....
8@14c Congous.14050 Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal
103
Mackerel, bi
Japan.18036 Lewiston4s, 1913. Municipal.101
market to-day
SAVANNAH—The Cotton
101
Snore is *17 000*19 Formoso.20®b0 Saco 4s, 1901, Municipal.loo
was quiet; middling 6 3 8-16c.
107
Maine Central R.R. 7s. 1898,lst,mtgl03
Sugar,
Sliure 2s *16 004*17
••
132
7s. 1912,cons mtg 132
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
4 34
New largess, 12®;i4 stantartv Gran
■
104
106
4%.
quiet; middling 7e
4 40
Ex’-auahiUne
Produce.
103
4s cons, mtg.102
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day was
3 96
“•
C,ce Cran.bbl* 00(84 60 Extra C.
luG
6s. 1900. extens’n 104
middlings 7.
Maine
3 60®S4 00i
109 steady;
1900. 1st mtg 105
&
Portland
6s,
Ogd’g
Seed
I
Newiork
107
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899 .103
3
76
Pea Beans.l 0001 0o| Timothy.
6003
European Markets.
107
Portland Water Co’s 43, 1927 .100
Yellow Eves.J 4081 45 Clover,West, 8Vi@9
'By Telegraph.
do
Y.
N,
9Vi®10
Cal Pea_1300135
Boston stocu Hs,x«.
“fcONDON. Melt. 4, 1897.—Consols closed at
Alslke,
Irish Potat's. bus
l0®10Vs
111
ll-16d
and llltt, account.
Red
lor
lop,
16018
money
46®60c
The following are the lat at closing quotaProvisions
owsets. Vineland 2 601
tions of stocks at Boston:
LIVERPOOL, Mch. 4. 1897.—Cotton market
Ob
Pork—
jerseys. $0®2
Mexican! Central 4s. 68
lower, American middling 3 31-32(1; sales 12.QO Norfolk
01 50 clear.. 10 26® 10 60 Atchison, Top. St Santa Fe. R.
000 bales, speculation and export 0000 bales
10 26010 60
Onion,srn’l bl S 60®3 75 backs
& Maine.163
Boston
9 75810 t 0
4 0004 60 medium
do large.
.163
do
pfd
OCEAN STEAMER MOVfCMK.V) 8.
Spring Chickens 13(8.15 Beef—light..9 0009 60 Maine Central...118
Turkevs,Wes. i7*18c heavy... 10 2601060 Unionl Pacific. 7ys
FROM
FOB
6
BnlestsVib*
76®
Northern do_18020
American Bell.224% Mobile.New York.. London.Mch G
11013 vard. tes ana
fowls,..
York.
American Sugar, common...117%
Wera.New
.Genoa.Mch G
Apples.
Vi bbl.oure 47/s @6
Sugar, pfd....104% Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow.. .Mch G
Eat'ng. 12501 60 docom’ud. *Vyi84:ii Cen Mass. pfd...68
Phoenicia.New York..Hamburg. ..Mch 6
Baldwins.. 1 00®1 26 calls,corned 5VilB6Vs
10% Gascogne .New York. .Havre.Mch G
•so
common.
Ib 4Vi®oVic
Evap
pails, pure 6Vii®6i4 Mexican Central.. ..
9
New York.. Liverpool.. Meh 6
Umbria
7Vi .St3
lemons
pure;!!
Amsterdam
NewYork..Rotterdam..Men 6
2 0003 26 Bams...•
Messina
lOgloVi
Kfivtork Quotations on stooks and Bonds Orizaba.New York. .Havana —Mch G
Oranges.
cocov'rd
Adirondack.. .New York.. Jeremie,&c;Mch 6
Oil.
Callforma.Nav$4®410
"By Telegrapn.)
Caracas.New York.. Laguayra.. Mch 6
do Seeding2 60^.3 26 Kerosenel20ts
9V4
The following are to-day’s closing quotations Aller.New York.. Bremen
Mch 9
Valencia... .32G04OO
Ligonia. 9Vi
ofBonds:
Holstein.New York. Gonaives.&cMch 9
Centennial. 9V4
rings.
Mch. 3.
Mch. 4. Yunmri_New York. .Havana, &e Mch 10
Pratt’s
Asuai
..111/*
Nearby...,
®19
123% Alllanea.New York. .Colon .Mch 10
123%
New 4s, reg.
®18
Eastern extra..
123%
123% Dalmatia.New York. .Santos
.Meh 10
do coup,
Fresh Western..00@oo In hall bbls lc extra
Ill
111
St. Louis.New York. .So’amnton .Mch 10
New;4’s reg.
Raisins,
Held.
12014
fe
New 4's
coup...@
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool...Mch 10
Musctl.60 lb bxs6@7 Vi
Rutter.
lets.
Friesland.New York. .Antwerp.. .Mch In
Creamerv.tncy ..20022 London lay'rll 76®20C Central Faoifis 1st.111%
111% Numidian
.Portland
Denver & il.JG.I
.Liverpool..Mch 11
Coal.
GiltEne# VT’mt.19020
66%
66V2
Kile 2d..
Santiago.New York. .Manzanilla.Mch 11
Retail—delivered.
Choice.16(016
74%
.Now York. Kingston.. .Mch 12
Cumberland 00004 60 Kansas Pacific :Consols. 74%
Alleghany
Cheese.
113
Massachusetts.New York. .London....Mch 13
N. Y. tcfrylS ®13Vi Chestnut....
®6 25 Oregon Nav. lsts.........113
IC4
Aurauia.New York. .Liverpool. .Mch 13
8 00
Union F.r lsts of| 1896.101%
Verinoni... 13 del 3 Vi Franklin...
88
88
4s.
Fulda.NewYork. .Genoa. Mch 13
Lehln.....
Sage.13Vi 014
0625 Northern Pacific
13
4 00
Veendam.NewYork..Rotterdam.-Meh
Pea.
stocks
1
osing quotations
Alps.New York. Honduras ..Mch 13
LimDer
12 %
Bread
12%
Atchison..
York. .Hamburg... .Mch 13
Persia.New
White wood—
Pilot sup....7V4@8
do pfa.
Bietagne.New York. .Havre.Mch 13
Nol&2, l-ln*32@$36 Adams Express...148
148
do sq...... 6
Venezuela
.New York..Laguayra.. Mch XG
Saos.l-in.
*26@$28 American
fflS.
Crackers.... 5
York. .Bremen.Mch 16
Express.Hly*
Hi,,
couiu, i-m
l<S2y2 Have!.New
Cooperage.
Bos on * Maine...164
.New York.. Liverpool...Mch 17
Germanic
Uhlid Shooks & lids—
10%
Cen ral Pacific. 10%
Paris.New York.. So’ampton Mch 17
in, Nol&2*33@*35
Mol.city. 1600176
Kensington ..New York. .Antwerp.. .Mel; 17
Si??’:® "“!*••• *.1
1A*,1 Va&k-ln
Sug.count’y 86 @100
Vnlonnln
XTzas.r V/xrlr
Polflll
0(\
Sacs,
*28@$30
174
172
Country Mot
do
pfd
York. l'T-nambucoMch 20
Gibers.New
Squares,
*36**83
hlid shooks
76Va
Ciilcazo. iSurUnetoa & Quincy 775/*
20
York..MontevideoMeh
.Now
11)7% Bellaruen
DelawareHudson CanalCo. lOSyg
Etruria.New Y’ork. .Livernool ..Melt 20
24026
&
153
7Ve8fl63y»
20
Delaware.LacK^wana
Circassia.New York..Glasgow...Melt
10Va Andalusia.New York. .Hamburg...Mch 20
Denver & Rio Grande....... \10*A
■
V
Normandie.... New Y'ork. Havre.Meli 20
2%. 3&4-in|40@*46 Erie,new.•'.J-4%
J.4%
12 ft.
26®28
34
33% Obdam.New York.. Kotterdam..Mch 20
8
S’th pine-*26(1*80
■o 1st preferred
8 t. 8 @9
93
93
Clear
pine—
Illinois Central.
Cordage.
Spree.New Yok..Bremen ....Mcb23
17% Philadelphia ..New York.. oaguayra ..Mch 24
Amer’nBlbio @1l
Uppers.|65@65 Lake Erie& West.. 17%
167
St Paul.New York. .So'amptoB.,Mch 24
Manilla...
6»/» @73A I Select.*46*65 LakeiShore.169%
Manllla bolt
i Fine common. .*42046 Louis & Nash. 60%
49% Teutonic.New York.. Liverpool. .Mch 24
00
*13
@14
Westernlaud .New York. .Antwerp.. .Meh 24
OOitSUis(Sptuco.
118
ropo.
Maine Central K.118
Russia do.18
@18Ufc iHemloek.*11@12 Mexica Ceutral-. 8
8
6
Clapboards—
@7
94
8:sai.
Central. 96
1 Spruce. X.. ..832*85 Michigan
MINIATUKE ALMANAC-MAltCH 5.
Drugs and Dyes.
IS
Minn & St Louis. IS
Acid Oxalic.... 12@14IClear.*28*30 Minn & St I,ouis pf. 76
76
2i%
Acid tart.F3@8612d clear.*2o@27 Missouri Pacific. 22%
0 0—
0 0
04%
Mood sets. 8 lOlHeight—
Ammonia.16*201 No 1.*15020 xrew Jersey Central. 96 %
14Va
.6%® Sli me.*26060 >j ortliern Pacific com.. M's
Asnes. pot.
37%
do
Ba!s coiiabia.. .65®60l Shingles—
pfd. 36V*
do
106%
Beeswax.37@4Z | X ceaar.... 2 7 60S 00 Northwestern.10793
M
164
7@9 Clear cedar.2 6002 76
Bleb powuers...
do
pfd.164
9@10IX No 1.1 85®2 00 New York Central. 96%
96%
Borax...
76
2
Brimstone.
12%
@2V* I No 1 cedar. .1 26@1
New York, Chicago&St Louis
POUT OF PORTLAND.
Cochineal.40*43 i Spruce.1 26@1 60
178%
Copperas.... IVs® 2lLaths,spce..l 8002 00 Old Colony.
16
14¥a
THURSDAY, Maroh 4.
Western.
&
Out
l.imo—Cement.
Cream tartar.... 26®29i
26Vs
eacllic Mail....
25%
Arrived.
Ex logwood.
12@15 (X,ime.0 csk.900
I6P/2
Palace.163
Puiman
(luinaraoie.. .70*1 22|C«jneni.126®
24s/.
Steamship Austrian, (Br) Brodie, Glasgow—
itsautne... 25
23
Ketches.
Glycerine
@7667<ii mdse to H & A Allan.
66 Pool ilsland....69y.
Alocs cape.150261 Star-,0 gross
76%
Steamship Cottage City, Johnson, New \ork—
@66 St. Paul.. 774.
Camphor.44 04-" iDiriao.
236% passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
do ..13594
Myrrh.
828.551 Forest City.60
Sch Rebecca F Lamden. Raye, Boothbay, to
66%
St.Paui.8s Omaha.166%
Metals.
Obinm.. ..2.604.3 60i
139% complete cargo lor Trinidad,
w
auo prfd.139
Shellac.36@40
Copper—
116
I, Paul. Minn. He Mann.116
Cleared.
Indigo.85c@SlU4@48 com... .®16Ui
116%
23 sugar common.118%
Erskin, Liverpoolloiime.4@S4 26 Polished cobber.
9% D Steamship Labrador, (Br)
9%
Texas Pacific......
Ipecac.17682 OOl Bolts..
Torrance & Co.
12
6%
7%
Union Faeilic.new.
l.iconce. rt... .1602CIY M sheatn....
Johnson, New \ork—
City,
Cottage
Steamship
36
13 U. S. Exnress
..! 37
Morphine...1 76@200|YM Bolts.•
JB Coyle.
«%
6%
Wabash....
Oil bergamot2 7683201 Bottoms..22024
Sell Massasoit, Babbitt, Newport News—J S
16
11*12
do"prid. 16%
Nor.Cod!iver2 60@275 [Ingot....
& Co.
83Vs Winslow
Western Union......... 83%
American do *1®1 261
Tm—
Sch Alfred Brabrook. Garland. Fast BoothKichmoncdc West Point......
Lemon.1 752 2651 Straits.. ..14Vi@16 Vi
bay and New York—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
no
urfd.
Olive.10002 501 finglisn.
Sch Geo Bird. Gray, Rockland and New York.
Peppt.30003 26 Char. L Co-Ryan & Kelsey.
,,
Wlntergreenl 76@2 0o|Char. 1. X.
»Ex-div
Sch Paul Seavy. Patersliall, Belfast—Kensell
Potass br’md9..60@53'Terne...
& Tabor.
•
i2@,i4
Stocks.
Mining
Chlorate.24*281A ntimony..
Sell Laura & Marion, Eastman, Harpswell—
... 88 n8 UOtCok-.
SKfi YOKE. Moh. «. 1897_The following .1 H Blake.
Quicksilver... .70@80iSpelter.4,
|4,?
are today’s closing quotations 01 mminc stocks:
12
SAILED—Steamer Cacouna; sells George P
@14
Quinine...29 @32
iSoldcrYaXAV
Cold Coal.....
Davenport. Clias Davenport. Alice MF Colburn,
Hoaclne Coal... 4%
Rheubarb, rt.76c@l 60
Sawyer,
Alicia
B Crosby, Wm Johnson. Nellie
KN^°Vn«i
an
80
36
Rt snake.30040 Cask.ct.basel 7031
Homestake,
Annie F Kimball. Catawamteak, and others
wire. .180si 90
SaltDetre.8 @12
Ontario.. • 10
which put in for a harbor.
..
Senna.25080
Quicksilver... 1
Also sailed, steamer Labrador and Cacouna.
bbI
12
•?,7'aS m
Canary seed....
ao pfd..
2?
4@6
2o
tar-6or@o
Coal
25
Caraamens 1 70®2
Mexican.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
Portland.
ROCKPORT, Mch 3-Ar. sch Lena White,
00
00@4
Rosin.3
Ott, Rockland for New York.
Chicago Live stock Market.
Subhur
.'2V»@2Ur Tupenttne.gai.
.3. @4o
Z2O022
sugar lead.
tBy Tcleitrapni
7
@8
Oakum....
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Wnite
receipts
OIL
Chicago,
Mcli. 4, 1897.—Cattle
Ar at Bristol 4th, steamer Memnon, Bales,
V itrol.blue.... 6 «8
;|firm early, later declining: common to Portland.
Vanilla.bean.. *10020 Einsees.31036 11,060steer3
at 4 50*5 40; stockers and feeders
Boiled.33088 extra
ouch.
Passed
sch Mary h Falmer,
65065 3 36@4 26: cows and bulls 1 90*3 75; calvej Haskell, the Lizard 2d, Londoo, to load chalk
No .. gperm.
from Dublin for
Texans 3 60:34 25.
No a. '..... .2slwhai*.45#65 at 3 6004 26,
for
Philadelphia at 6s 9d.
Hogs—receipts33,000; tirm:heavy packing &
No lol III... .20.’Bank.30036
Shore.26036 shipping lots at 3 50hP, 75-, common to' choice
10»z
.........18
Notice to Mariners.
mixed 3 56^3 76; choice assorted 3 70|C3 80;
I Lard.:46®60 light at 3 6033 77% ; pigs at 3 20@3 77%.
[Block Island Bell Buoy.]
..

...

••

••

..

In Effect Oct,
Trains leave Portland, Uiror. Station, Railway
for
stations named below and interB
Square,
San
mediate points as follows:
ar 3d, shin Cyrus Wakefield, Henry,
Francisco 91 davs.
7.00 a. tn. For Brunswick. Bath, Rockland,
Natal,
Ar 4tn, brig Havlllali, Rlcliardson.
Lisbon
Waterville
Skowbogan,
Augusta,
F
sells Sadie C Sunnier, Bnmner, do: Cassle
Lewiston via Brunswick, Bangor, BucksFalls,
Bronson, Bennett. Brunswick: Belle Hoopei. port, Vanceboro, St. Stephen, lloulton, Woodstock and St. John.
Cld 4tli, steamer John Englls, Portland; ship
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
LewMechanic
Rumford Fails.
Josephus,Gilkey, Shanghai; sells Otranto,Holt,
Falls,
do.
Boston; Nellie J Crocker, Henderson,
iston.
Wintlnop. Waterville, Livermore Falls,
Sid 4th, ship Conqueror, for Sydney, NSW, Farmington, Phillips and Range ley.
10.30 a, m. For Brunswick, Bath. Lisbon
barque RAC Smith, Port Elizabeth.
fiorn
Passed Hell Gate 3d, barque Hancock
Falls, Lewiston, Augusta and Waterville,
s Abby K
New York for Canny Islands; scldo tor
12.50 p. to. Express for Brunswick, Lisboa
do.
Bentley, do for Boston; Lex.ngton,
Falls, Augusta, Waterville. Mooseheati Lake
AtCfty Island 4tb. barque Hancock, fm New via. oldtown, Bangor, Bucksport. Bar Harbo
York for Canary Islanas.
and Oldtown, Bangor & Aroostook to lloulton.
BOSTON—Ar 3d, sell* M H Reed Mills, from
1.15 p. to., For Danville .Jc., Poland Springs
Baltimore,
New York; Jas Boyce,
station. Mechanics Falls,Kumiord Falls. Bemis
Did 4th hcIis Alfred W FUk, Kelley. Booth- Lewiston. Farmington, Kinscfleld, Carrabasset,
Oakland,
and Wilmington, Del; Henry Withlngton, Phillips and Bangeley. Wi'nthrop,
bay
uAor irorso Tgia id i°r Philadelphia.
Bingham, Waterville, Skowliegau and Mattafor
Dunn,
Apalachicola;
Cora
son
Sid 4th
warnkeag.
Ella M Storer lor Rockport and Charleston;
1,8a p, to. For Freeport. Brunswick, Austations on
Mavnard Sumner, for Rockport and Richmond. gusta, Bath, Rockland and all
Also Bid 4th, scIm Hnmarock. for Savannah: Knox & .Lincoln division, Waterville, 8kowfor
and
GreenMe,
Foxcroft
Abrahams,
Rockport
Dover
and
Belfast.
Woodward
hegan,
Charleston ; Henry L reckham, Horse Island ville, Bangor, Oldtown and M&ttawarakeag.
Lisbon
For Brunswick. Bath,
5.05 p. to.
Light 24th, soli Richard S Falls, Augusta aud Waterville.
5.10 p. m.. For New Gloucester, Danville
Learning, from Booth bay for Philadelphia.
BRUNSWICK—Sid 3d, sch John Paul, Fosa, Junction, Poland Springs station, Meohaui*
Falls. Auburn and Lewiston,
e\v York.
11.00
Express, for Bath
m, Night
p.
BALTIMORE—Ar 2d. sch Lydia M Deering,
Lewiston, Augusta, waterville, Bangor, Bar
Swaiu, Portsmouth.
Harbor. Bucksport. Vanceboro, St. Stephens,
Ar 3d, barque Albert Schultz, Paramariboo.
BELFAST-Ar 25th. sch Leona, Lane, from St Johu and all Aroostook Couuty. Hal'iax
and the Provinces. The Saturday night tram
Portland.
Ar 20th, sch Yankee Maid, Perry, Weymouth does not run toBeiiast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft oi beyond Bangor.
•
via Portland.
Ar 28th, sch John M Fisk, Nutter. Portland.
White Mountain I>ivision.
Sid 1st, sch Jas Holmes. Ryan, Boston. I
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans, Burling
CAPE HENRY-Passed in 3d. ship El Camton, Lancaster, 8b Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
tan. from Hong Kong for Baltimore.
CHARLESTON—Sid 3d, sch Horatio L Baker, Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul aud Minneapolis
all points west,
and
Atkins. Weymouth.
3.30 p. m
For Sebago Lake, Coinish, BndgMOBILE—Sid 2d, sch Tofa, Wilson, Cienfueton, Fryeburg, North Conway, and Bartett,
gos.
Lime Ridge, 8t. JohusNORFOLK—Cld 3d, sehs Carrie T Balano, Banyans, Lancaster.
Mont eal, Quebec and Torouto.
Barter, Savannah; Beil] C Frith, Keen, Cten- bury,
TRAIN*
SUNDAY
fuegos.
l»
fill.
I>r
navwlor
Aft.
Sid 3d, sells Clara Goodwin. Pinkbam, GalvesCarrie T Belaho. Bauer, Savannah; Agnes gusto, Wat.n vllie and Bangor.
ton;
» V
Dnkkltt
Unltimnra
For Brunswick, Lisbon Falii,
13.50 p. m.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 2d, sch Geo E Dud- Lewiston, Bath, Augusta. Water villa. Bangor.
ley, Wilson. Fall River.
11.00 p, m„ Night Exnrcss to Bath, LewOld 3d. sch A R Keene, istou, Bangor and points east with sleeping
PASCAGOULA
Keen. Havana; Lena K Storer. Bruce, for King- cars for St. John.
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Kumford Falls.12.30 p.m.;Mattawamkeag,B;mmixed
12.26
and Kockland
p, m.
North .Conway,
Skowhegna,
rom
4.40(
John.
5.26
St,
m.
Kock'and,
p.
Wa erville,
Bar Harboi, Carittou, Ashland and Moosehead
Lake vlaB, & A.. Bangor,5.35 p. m. ;Rangeley,
Farmingfon, Kumford Falls, Lewiston, 5.45
p. m.; Chicago and Montreal and all White
Mountain points. 8.10 p. in.: Mattawamkeag.
Bar Harbor, Kockland, 1.40 a. in. ; daily express, Halifax, St, John, Vanceboro. Bar Harbor Waterville and Augusta, 3.60 a. m. daily
except Monday.
GEORGE F. EVANS, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY, G. I'. & T. A.
dtf
sept30

7;or

..

and Baltimore.

_

SAN FRANCISCO— Sid 2d, barque Elwell,

Rvaer, Nanaimo.

..

G Hart

SAVANNAH-Ar 3d, barque Stephen
White, Providence.
Sid 3d. brig Mary Gibbs, Coombs, Brunswick,
to load for Portugal.
SALEM—III port 3d, seh Hiolid S Learning,
Boothbay for Philadelphia.
Returued, soli Jas A Stetson.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 3d, seh Charles P
Nottraan, Jewett, New York for Portland, and
sailed 4th.

Portland & Rumford Falls
In Effect Oct.

stations.
1.15 p. m. train connects at
for Bemis and all stations on

Through passenger coaches between Union
Station, Portland and Rumford Fails.
Through tickets
on

Tons, is intended to sail from Boston as
follows for Queenstown and Liverpool:
Friday, March 19th, at 10.30 a.m,
Friday, April 23d, at 2.30 p. m.
Friday May 28th, at 8.S0 a. in.
Friday, July 2d, at 11 a, m.
This new twin screw steamer has magnificent accommodations for cabin passengers (equal to the
best New York liners) and is the largest and fastest
(No live
passenger vessel sailing from Boston.

Rumford Falls
K-F. and R. L.

R. R.

STEAMSHIPS.

Warren Line,
Service.
S. S. “CANADA” (New)

R'y.

DEB All'll1 RES.

8poken.
Jan 2. off Diego Ramirez, barque Amy Turner
from New York for Honolulu.
Jan 25. lat 11 S, Jen 31 52 W, barque Agate,
from New York for Montevideo.
OCEAN

5, 1816

8.30 A. M. ft 1.16 B. M. From Un'.oo Station
for Folatsa. Mechanic Falls. Bucklield. CanDixfield and Kumtoid Falls.
ton.
5.10 p. in, From Union
8.30 a. m„ 1.15 and
Btatlon lor Mechanic Falls and Intermediate

Pascagoula, for Apalachicola.

from

T. &

it.

sale tor all points
on
F. R’y.

R. C. BRADFORD. Traffic Mgr.

I

Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOVE JOY, Superintendent,
Kumlord Falls. Maine
jual2 dlt
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stock carried.)
Saloon passengers £60 and upwards; according
to location.
Second cabin (verv superior accommodations)
$40; round passage $76. Steeiage passage $125.50.
For passage, plans, etc., apply to local agts., or
.JOHN FARLEY A SONS, Gen. Pass. Agts. 103
febleod3m
State street, Boston.

ALLAN LINE
_ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.
Liverpool, Halifax and Portland. Calling at Londonderry,
From

From

Liverpool Steamship Portland
28 Jan.
Numldtan
TJain

21 Jan.Stateof Nebra3kull Feb.
25 Feb.
4 Feb.
Mongolian
11 Mch.
18 Feb.
Nuimaiau
4 Mcli.
Laurentian 25 Mch,

From
Halifax

37) Jan.
13 Feb.
27
13 Mch.
27 Mch.

The Saloons and Staterooms are in the cenElectral part, where least motion is felt.
tricity is used for lighting the ships throughout, the lights being at the command of the
passengers at any hour of the night. Music
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
by steam.
Rates of passage $52.00 and $60.00- A reduction is made on Round Trip Tickets.

Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry. $84; return, $66.75
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every re-

qulsite tor no voyige *x*.uu.
For tickets or further information
apply to T. P. McGOWAN, 418 Congress

St.
J.B. KEATING, 61 Vs Exchange St
H. & A. ALLAN, }
Montreal
State St.,
J and 92
Boston.
nov4dtl
)

j

Gunpewder—Shot.

"o

lor

m

a.

tSftKnbh
Femaquid,
? 1

land at

toucuing

will leave Pmnaquid at
Wednesdays
aud above landings.

6

at

East

aud

Soutli

ISootbbay Harbor,
**

Wharf Port-

for

m.

a. m.

Portland
at / a. in. for
Thursdays will leave Portland
HarEast Boothbay, touching at Boothbay

for

East Boothbay at 7.16
b°Fridav8 wVn'ieavetouching
at South Bristol,
m.

a.

for

Portland,

for
Portland
B"sanirdavsawn<i‘l’eave
Boothbay Harbor,
East Boothbay. touching
at 7

a. m.

at

and South Bristol.

ALFJ1EU ^aCE, Ma nager

MTonloliMim
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LISE.

From Boston every Wednesday anil Saturday.
From

Philadelphia every Wednesday
and Saturday.
3

p. tn. From
prom Central Wharf, Boston,
or
at 3 p, m.
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia,
vessel
ot
rate
saiUng
tie
surance one-half
It. R., and
Freights for the West by the Penn-

South oy connecting lines, forwardea tree hi
oornnv '«ion.
Sound Trip *16-0a
Passage *10.00.
Meals and room included.
or
For freight
passage apply to F, r. wiAtl,
Agent. Central Wharf Boston
_

Manager. Sl» State St.. Fisks BulUUa& Boston,

Steamsnip

International

FOB

lo.

—

Halifax, N.S.
EastjiorU lubao. Calais, SlJ&iin, N.3., Nova
Sco-

and all parts of New Brunswick,
Brettia. Prime* Ifidward Island, and. Cap*
The favorite route to CamptWlo and
on.
St. Andrews. N. B.

Winter Arrangement.
On and after Monday, Dec. 7th. steame
will leave Portland on Mondays at 6 p. m.
Returning leave St. John and Eaatport Thurs
days.
Through tiekets issued and baggage eheoked
to destination, fciy" Freight reseXVea up to 4.00
P
For Tickets ana Staterooms, apply at the
Fine Tree Ticket Offioe, Monument Square
at Company f Office.
or for other information
Railroad Wharf foot of State street.
J. B.C°yLE. Gen.

Man,

CASCO BAY

^

STEAMBOAT CO.

Fur Forest Citv Landing, Peaks’ Island at
O. 45. 6.40.
8.00, A. M., 2.15, 6.10 P. M.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, Trefethen’ Landing,Peaks Island,Little and
Great Diamond Islands, 8.00, A. M.. 2.15
P. M.

C. W. T. GODING. General Manager.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
Beginning October 5th. 1896. the steamer
MERRYCONEAG will leave Portland Pier,
Portland, daily, Sunday excepted, as follows:
For Long Is..
Chebeague,
Harpswell,
Bailey’s and Orr’s Is., 2.00 p. m.
Return for Portland, leave Orr’s Island via.
all landings, 7.00 a.m. Arrive Portland, 9.30
a

For Cliff Island,
Mondays. Wednesdays
and Fridays, leave Portland, 2.00 V m.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Uen’t Manager.
dtf
oc6t

Worcester Line
lillESTER R. !L

Portland &
PORTLAND &

STATION FOOT OFPKEBLE STREET,
1896
after Sunday, October 4,
On and
Passenger trains will Leave Portland!:
For "Worcester, Clinton, Aver Junction
Nhhdqu, Windham and £ppmg at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. ra.
For Manchester? Concord, and points North
at7.30a. m. and 12.3Cp. ra.
For Rochester. Springdale. Alfred, Waterhero and Saco River at 7.30 a. m. IS SO ana
5.30 p. m»
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. nv* 12.3a
3.00,6.30, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, West7.30,
brook Junction and Woodford’s
5.30 and
8.00.
12.3a
9.46 a.
hl,
6.20

n.

m.

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.
THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
PORTLAND,
BAY
STATE AND
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points

'through

tickets for Providence, Lowell,
York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
overs Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Oct-1.1896.

Worcester, New

_

MAINE COAST NAVIGATION GO

_

The 12.30 p. m. train Irons Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel
Rout©” ior the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and Now York
▼la “Providence Lins," for Norwich knd
New York, via “Norwich. Line*’ with Boston
& AlbaayK- R. for the W©at, and with the
Now York All Rail via “Swrlujrlield-”
Trains arrive at Portland troin Worcester
at 1 30 p* ra. s from Rochester at C.30 a, ra^
from Gorham
m.:
6.45 p.
and
1.30
a.
8.30 and
10.50
nu, 1.3a
at
6.40.
5.45 p. m.
4.16,
For through Tickets to ail points West and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS. Tickef
Agent,
^ Portland, Mo.
B
5. W. PETERS, Sups.
M
Ie21

TPM

GRAND
Mailway

For Ba li, Boothbny Harbor and
Wiscassefl.

STEAMER SALACIA.
/COMMENCING MONDAY. Oct 12th, until
V further notice, will leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 7.30 a. m. Pophanj Reach 9.45 a. m,
Bath 11.15 a. m.
Boothbay Harbor 1.30 p. m.
Arriving at Wiscasset about 3 p. m.
Wiscasset on Mondays,
leave
Returning,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7 a. m. BoothHarbor
8.30
.m. Batli 10.30 a. *. ropbay
ham Beach 11.30 a, m. Arrh'ing at Fortland
about 2 p.

m.

O. C. OLIVER, I’re»ldent.
oet8d«
CHAS. R. LEWIS, Treasurer.

Systeaaa.

RAILROADS.
_

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
Sew York Direct blue.
LON<; ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT

Delightful and Invigorating Sea Trip.
superb

steamship John
Englis and the
steamship Cottage City
alternately leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. ni. Returning,
leave,Pier 38, East River, same days at 5. p. m.
Fare to New York, one why, Jt.OO; Round
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
trip $7.00.
jau21dtf
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agont.
The

new
fast

Iron

On aad alter MONDAY.September 21tii,
trains will r m as follows.

1806

LEAVE.
For Auburn and Lewiston 7.05, 8.00 a. m.;
l. 30. 4.00 aud 6.00 p. m.
For Gorham aud Berlin 8.00 a. m., 1.30 and
6.00 p. m.
For Island Pond 8.00 a. m/; and 1.S0 aud
6.00 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago 8.00 a. m.; and
6 00 p. m.
For Quebec 6.00 p. m.
For Berlin Sundays only, 7.30 a. m.

\

ARRIVALS.

LINE.

DOMINION

Royal Mail Steamers—Liverpool Service via Londonderry.
From

Steamers.

From

Liverpool.

_Portland

"Feb.

From
Halifax

6
Mar.
4,
Mar. 20
Mar. 18,
3
1, Apr.
Apr.
Steamers sail on Thursday after arrival of all
r alns due in Portland at noon.
Boston to Liverpool via Queenstown:
Str. Canada from Boston Sat. Feb. 13 at 5 a. m.
Str. Canada from Boston Sat. Mar. 20 at 12 m.
Str. Cauada from Boston Sat. Apr. 24 at 5 p. m.
RATES OF PASSAGE.
First Cablp. *52.60 to *95.00. Return $100
to $130. according to Steamer and accommodations.
Second Cabin. To Liverpool, London. Londonderry and Queenstown, *84 to $40.00.
Return, *66.75 to $76, according to Stoamer
and accommodations.
Steerage. To Liverpool, London, Londonderry,
Glasgow, Qne'enstown and Belfast,
$24.60 to $25.60, according to Steamer.
Apply to J. B. Keating. 51 1-2 Exchange
street,'T. P. McGowan, 418 Congress street. J.
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange Btreet. or David Tor10 Commercial
rance & Co., general agents,

Labrador,
Vancouver,
Scotsman,

11.
Feb. 20,
Mar.; 11,

Mar.

From Lewiston and Auburn 8.25, and 11.30
a. m.; 3.15,5.40 and 6.40 p. m.
From
Beviin and Gorham 8.25 and 11.30 a.
m, ; and 5.40 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal 11.30 a. m.; and
6 40 p. m.
From Quebec 11.30 a. m.
The 6.00 u. in. train runs through to Montreal
Attached to this
i neluded.
daily,
tram is a
Pullman for Montreal.

Sundays

Palace Sleeping
Cars on
Night
parlcr cars on day trains.
TICKET
OFFICE DEPOT AT FOOT OF
INDIA STREET.
CHAS. M. HAYS, Gen’l Manager.
Port lan a. Sept. 7th. 1896.
je22tf
Pullman
tr ains and

m. M. MARKS,

...

8ta

_d«_

—

T,

East Boothbay every Monday at
Portland, toucuing at South

Will leave
7

9000

..

■..

Steamer Enterprise

IN EFFECT Not. 29, 1896.

Forei&rn Port*.

Port Barrios 3d inst. seh John F Kranz,
McDonald. lor Pensacola, ready.
Ar at Port Spain Feb 11, sch Henry P Mason.
Blair. Wiscasset; 12ih, Lucia Porter. Farrow,
from Wilmington, NC; Carrie A Bucknam.Keys
Fernandma; 16tli, Adelta Carlton, Wall, Wilmingtou, NC.
In port 11th, brig H H Wright, Williams, fm
Barbados, ar I3th, for New York; sch Madalene Cooney. Wade, for Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Calbaricn Feb 23, sch Eva May, Small,
At

■

■

II-MIII

ARRIVALS L.V FORTLANO.
Bartlett
and
From
Montreal
Fabyans,
Lewiston and
and Brldgton. 8.26 a.
m,;
m
a.
S.30
Wf.tervl’1*),
Mechanics Falls,
and Augusta,8.35 a. m. ;8kowhegan, Lewiston,
Kiugneld, Phillips, Farmington, Bemis, and

„„

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 3d. schChas M PaterSavannah.
Lillian Wobdruff, Hodgkins, from
St Croix
PROVIDENCE—Sid 3d, sch Wm Churchill,
Barker. Philadelphia.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 3d, sch Marjorie,Wilson,
Baltimore.
Sid 3d, sch Katharine D Perry, for Boothbay
son. Tunneli.
Ar 4th, sch

1to'.Nol&2t's340*33

StfKE lifso

nnnni,

—
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A

~
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Steamboat Co
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. Portland and Boothbay
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
4th. 1893

on

CHICAGO—Ttte Flour market to-day was
auiet, Arm, unchanged; hard wheat spring pats
do in wood: hard wheat bakers 2 BOA
4 30®
3otj in sacks: winter wheat at 4 30®* 60 in
wood; Kye Flour 2 20@2 36 in sacks. Wheat—
No2 spring ar, 78w.ije74V*e; No 8 Red 83 <M a
Oats—No 8 at
86c. Corn—No 2 at 22V* «£23c.
16V*c* No 2 Rve 33y»c; No 2 Barley at 83e.
No 1 Flaxeed at 78@79c; mess pork at 8 05®
8 iO- Lard 4 0o@4 in: short rib sides at 4 15®
4 25. Dry salted meats—shoulders at 4 60®
4 76: short clear sides 4 37V*«4 60.
Receipts—Flour. 7.000 bbls: wheat 6.600
bush: corn. 196 300 bush: oats.2 01.600 bush:
rye 1,300 bush barley. 18.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 7.900 Bbls; wneat 6e,600
bush; corn. 88,100 bush; oats 246,900 bush;

steamers,

RAILROADS.

Capt Knowles. of the Living Saving Sersive,
in
reports the bell buoy off the the breakwater be
lilock Island bay out ol order. Supposed to

MARCH 4. 1897
NEW y IRK—The Flour market
receipts
14,467 packages; exports 9921 bbls. and 13,
473 sacks; sales 9,600 packages; quiet, steady
and unchanged.
nour quotations—winter wheat low grades
at 2 50@3 30;
do lair to lancy atS 8 464J4 60;
do patent* 4 60®6 00;’ Minnesota clear at 8 60
@3 96: do straight at 4 00*4 36: do patents
at 4.1044 95: low extras 2 30®3 30; city mills
extra at 4 0044 96• citv mill* patents 4 804
5 05: rye mixtures 2 9043 60; superfine at
2 0042 80, line at 1 9B@2'2S.
Southern (lour
dull, unchanged: common to fair extra at 3 20®
8 60; good to choice do 3 6044 00. Kye fiour
unchanged at 2 5042 86. Cornmeal quiet, and
Wheat—receipts 17,676 bush; exports 87,672
bush, sales 41),nOO bush: dull, winter weaker,
spring firmer; No 2 Red f 0 b at aoVie; No 1
Northern 86y4c. Coin—recciuts 43,575 bush:
exports 70,504 bush; sales 48,000 bush: dull,
firm; No 2 at 29c in elev. 30c afloat. Omti—receipts 132.000 bush; exports 102,161 bush:
sales 310,000 bush; dull, steady; No 2 at 21 Va
@2144 ; ao White 23 Vic: No 2 Chicago at 22 Va
@22S/ic: No 3 at 2oVyc; do White 22C, Mixed
Western 20423c; White do and White State at
23»30c. Beef steady, unchanged: family 9 00
9*10 00; ext mess 7 00S8 00; beef hams are
strong at 18 50; tlereed Deet quiet; city extra
India messlia 00414 HO; cut meats firm, but
unchanged; mokle bellies 12 lbs at 4Vie: do
shoulders 4V» @5: do hams at 8Vi@8. D»rd Is
octet, and firmer; Western steam closed 4 82vi
@ 1 85; city at 4 00@4 06; refined dull: Continent 4 65; 8 A 4 at 901 compound at 4@4Vie.
provisions—Fork strong, unchanged: new mess
at 8 60@9 Oo. Batter—moderately active,fancy
steady. State dairy at 10#18e; do cream at IK@
20;Western dairy—; do crm 1336190; do facto
ry at 7@13c; Elglns at 19e. Cheese moderately
active, and firm; State large at 9@12yac; do
small 9®12Vic.
Petroleum quiet unchanged.
Coffee—market dull and stead;: No7at»Vi4
9%. (Sugar—raw dull, nominal; refined dull;
No 6 at 3 13-16C ;No 7 at 3% ; No 8 at 3 11-18!
No 9 at 35/ac: Noll) at 8ViC; Noll at 3 716c: No 12 at 3=,« : No 15 at 3 b-16: off A 3%@
4c: Mould A 4Vic; standard A at *V4c;Conleetloners’ A 4V«c;cut loaf 4% ;crusnod4%c,pow-

■

uusU:

—

I

cracked.

Domestic Markets.

steam

Feb.

..
Steamship Labrador- Closing...
998 bxs 164 tcs hams and bacon ;2»2 bbls apDles 1608 bales liav 1803 doors etc 6819 maple
OATS.

ore

a,4 50;

slow; Interior t
5046 16.

Freights to Liverpool quiet, steady; grain by

LIVERPOOL, ENG.

blocks 2779 bags meal 1 car
48 organs 76 Dxs butler 116

15

aerea

WHEAT.

lard 310 cattle.

choice

14.900:
lambs 4

_

LEGAL AFFAIRS.

The committee voted to report ought
not to pass on the bill to reduce the time
looation
of opening
highways after
Was
from three to one year. This bill
proposed as a remedy for the Forest avebill to authorize
as a
nue matter, but
the opening of
ways pendi ug suits for
Tbe ball was
successful
very
affair.
been
fahas
damages
reported
already
completely filled so that danoing was vorably, further legislation on the matter
done under difficulties ou aooouDt of tbe being deemed unnecessary.
They also
voted to report ought not to pass on the
crowd, but as It was a benefit ball for bill relating to scire facie or trustee
Conductor Waiteihou.se of the Westbrook writs the hill to repeal chapter 55, Pubof the Portland electric road.
lio Laws of 1895 regarding fortDigbtly
division
and payments, and on bill to make no sale
Everyone took it good naturedly
had as good a time as they could. Tbe of corporal personal property valid unless the property is actually transferred.
will be over 1200.

net proceeds

Pepper.14®16

New York—

bight.231124! Cloves.14® 18
Mid weiebt... .23®24| Ginger.17(881
Heavy.2352+!
Starch.
Gocd d’mt....21®23|Laundry.4Vi®S
Union naeks. .31,534IG103S.6V4@7Vii
Tobacco.
Am. calf.... DO® 1.00
Btst brands... .60@60
Lead.
Sheet.6 Vi @7
Medium.30®40
Common.25,a 80
'Pipe.6 Vi® 3
Zinc.
7Va @8Natureiaf
..60®7O

..

Following tbe suggestion oi selectman
»o and had received
Harmon, ex-Treasurar Strout drove with nish plans, bad done
bags flour,
Col.
sol doing.
the reporter to Treasurer William H. a part of his pay for
Portland Wholesale .Mark'
doubt the part
Sawyer’s home. Their dialogue was con- Campbell saids that no
13' 7
PORTLAND. Mch 4
old comducted la calmness. Treasurer Sawyer payment was evidence that the
Flour is firmer, but dull and unchanged. Pork
Mr.Coombs’s
plans
produced the ledger and they made a mission had accepted
but firm and unchanged.
Sugar steady
that there was a dull,
partial examination of the records that and that he was aware
but rather quiet, f Apples dull.
Eggs easier
in favor
the
resolve
before
legislature
were In Mr. Strout’s bandwriting.
The
and dull. Cabbages weak and lower at $10 oO.
said that
Col.
of
Coombs.
Mr.
Campbell
order issued to Charles A. Smith, FebruOranges firmer, without much change in figwere made for the ures.
ary 7, 1888, in payment of repairs on the Mr. Coombs’s plans
and that the present
The lolfowing are to day's wholesale prices < f
sohool
house
in distriot No.
2, was lot under the hill

that amount
both books.

l%@2Vi
3Va@4

...

MU. LITTLE EXPLAINS REGARDING

Sheep—receipts
2

...

Domestic.4 @7
|Salt.
cast steel..
S«10 Tks ls.lt hdl 60@2 00
German steel.®3Va Liverpool .160®! 80
Shoesteel.®2M> Dia’md Crys. bbl 2 25
Sbe/'*' Iron—
Snleratus.
H. C.4Vi@&
Saleratus
.6®5V4
Gen.Russial3Va®14
Spices.
Ameri’cnRussiai 1®12 Cassia, pure_18® 19
100
Maoe...
Galv.5V4®7
N ulmegs.55® 85
Leather

Norway....

of

“Because I was sworn to secrecy. I
tell a person about it. but I
didn’t
found out at the Democratic cauous, yeseverybody s
it was in
that

LOOKED

60®860

Refined—

Leadin? Markets.

Augusta.

B asting’.. .3 60@400|Castor.I10®1 20
8 otting.
46e®66
Neatsfoot
Dropsuot.25 Its. .1 201 Klaine.M
Buck. b. BB. ;
Paints.
T. IT. F.14B
Lead—
Pure ground.5 60®6 00
Har.
Pressed.I1B@17 Red.6 60®« 00
boose Hay
«3V4
i:i4®S16 EneYen Red3
btraw, carlotsJ10®12 Am Zinc_0 00®7 00
.2V4
Iron.
Rochelle...
Bio*
Common-l%®2

H. E.

MILLS,

PianO Tuner,
Order slate

at Chandler’s Music Store, 431
Congress street.

Book, Card
-AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

1’IUN TEES’

97 1-2

KXCHANG1S,

Exchange SI.,

S’ortlaml

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
Ail orders by mail
attended to.

or

telephone promptly
sept22eodtf

Boston Sk SVSaine R. R.
in

Effect

October 4, 1894

WESTERN

DIVISION.

Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Jor
Scarboro Crossing, 10.00 a. m., 6.15, 6.20 p.
id.; Scarboro Beach, Pin© Point, 7.00, 10.00
a. m., 3.30,
5.15, 6.20 p. m,; Old Orchard,
Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m., 12.45
3.30, 6.15, 6.20 p. m.; Kenn©bunk, 7.00, 8.40
а. in., 12.45,
3.30, 5.16, 6-20 p. m.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 3.30. 5.15 p. m.;
North Berwick, J;4.05, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.45,
3.30, 6.15 p. m.; Kennebunkport, Somersworth, Dover. 7.00, 8.40 a, m., 12.45. 3.30,
б. 15 p. ill.; Rochester, Farmington, Alton
Bay, 8. 40 a. m., 12.45, 3.30 p. m., Lakeport,
Laconia, Plymouth, 8.40 a. in. 12.45 p. IB**
Wolfboro, 3.3U p. m., Worcester, (Via Somersworth and Rochester), 7.00 a. m.; Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a. in., 3.30 p. m.;
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.45. 3.30
p. m.; Fxeter, Boston, J4.05, f7.00, t8.40 a.
m., §12.45, 3.30 p. in. Arrive in Boston, 17.25,
10.16 a m., 12.50, 4.22, 7.20 p. m, Leave Boston for Portland, 7,30, 8.30 a. 111., 1.00, 4.15
p.

in.

SUNDAY TRAIN8.

Boston
express, 4 05, a. m.
and way stations, 12.55, 4.30 p. m. Arrive in
Boston 7.25 a. in., 6.25, 8.45 p. m. Boston fot
Portland, 3.45 a. in.
For Boston,

EASTERN

DIVISION.

From Union Station for Saco, Con way JuncBiddeford,
tion, Wolfboro, 0.00 a.
m.;
Portsmouth, Aniesbnry, Newburyport, Sa<
Jem, Lvnn, Boston, 12.00, tO.OO, a.* m., §1.00,
16.00 p. 111. Arrive in Bouton, 5.68 a. m., 12.51,
4.16, 0.20 p. in. Leave Boston, for Portland,
7.30, 0.00 a. m.. 12.30, 7.00, 7.45 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Biddeford, Pnrtsmouth. Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, 2,00 a. in., 1.00
p. in. Arrive in Boston, 5.68 a. in., 4.15 }>. m
Leave Boston for Portland, *0.00 a. in.,
p.

in.

jDoes not run Mondays.
tConnects with Kali Lines for New Yor.>
South and West.
^Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
* Western
Division from No. Berwick Sunday*

only.

Through tickets to all points in Florida, th<
South and West, for sale at Ticket Office, Union
Station.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. & T. A.. Boston.

—

HARBOR DRIFTS,

PRESS.

THE

Items of
SEW

ADTERTISEMBSX8

J. R Libby.

Standard Clothing Co.
Legislative Notices—3.
Woodbury Bros.
For Sale--House.

Wants,'to

l,et, For
New
found under
and Similar advertisements wiilbe
e.
heir appropriate neads on Page
“Mrs. Wliilow'a Soothing Syrap’
millions of
been used over Fifty Years by

tlieir children while Teething
It soothes the child,
cures Wind
softens the gums, allays Fain,
and is the best
Colic, regulates the bowels,
arising from
remedy for Diarrhoea whether
For sale by Drugcauses.
or
other
teething
Be sure and
gists in every part of the world.
25 eta
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,

mothers
with

a

for

perfect

Kiuds

success.

Picked

_

A HAPPY

EVENT.

Celebrate
and Mrs. Simeon Skillings
Their Silver Wedding.

Held la Armory Auditorium Was

> At the stated meeting of the
managers
JohD
mornBrodie, arrived off her wharf at 9 o’clock of the Board of Trade yesterday
were received for memapplications
but
tug,
it
was nearly
yesterday morning,
board from William G.
10.30
before she was securely
docked. bership of the
Harlan P. Ingalls, George W.
The tide carried her stein down stream Soule,
Fred E. Hodge,
and a tug
hud to haul it baok
again. Morris, Robert Ingalls,
T.
Then she poked her nose into the wharf, Charles W. Roberts, Charles W. Bray.
F. Woodbury, A. W.
ripping up a few feet of splinters and P. McGowan, Elmer
scattering the crowd like sheep, and in Bradbury, James T. Johnston, Joseph
A. Dirthe-push several oarne near being carried A. Looke, Fred L.Tower, Joseph
Knowloverboard. Everybody was shouting or- wauger, Howard E. Soule, Hiram
ders at once and as sbe attempted to get tou, Edward L. Say ward, M. A. Jewell.
C. Thornton Libup to the dock the second time, tbe men Frank A. Thompson,
F.
working on the side belt gallery^ 60 feet by, W. C. Nelson, O.G. Boyd, George
overhead on the wburf, decided they West, Frank Dudley, Clarence A.Hlght,
had business elsewhere and moved out of John M.Fox, Dr.Charles A.Ring, Grant
This time the bow ploughed a MoDonald, Joseph B.Reed,W. N. Taylor,
range.
T.
furrow in one of the supports of the gal- J.W. Tabor, Frank L. Shaw, Charles

Austrian, Oapt.

Manning, J.E.Gould, Herbert R.Sargent,
Henry F.Merrill,J.E.Wengrun,F. W. Jordon, Ellas Hersey, A. R. Alexander,
Geo. P. Thomas, Isaiah Daniels, F. K.
Haskell, Roswell E. Doten, David W.
Glasgow Snow, Joseph W. Symonds, G. F. Black,
18 days’ Reuel Small, W. L. Card,George W. Ver-

and port of an arm
an ear
weather beaten figure head at
her prow. Finally a line was oari led to
tbe opposito wharf and her head pulled
away. This is the Austrian’s first trip to

lery and took

a

--

Portland this season. She left
February 13, thus making an
Brodie
reports head
passage.
Capt.
winds all the way. He went nearly 1000
miles out of his course to avoid Ice, and
some days did not oome more than 100

Regiment Association. The
unique and a grand success.

affair

was

were in attendance and as the
people
magnificent floor of the big building
proved excellent to ilanoe upon all who
attended this ball enjoyed themselves to

the utmost.
No attempt

was

made

big buildiug and no dooorationa were
needed as the preseuos of many members of oivic and military organizations
in gay and elaborate uniforms lent oolor
enough.to tbe

scene.

Previous to tbe ba 11 a fine ooncert was
rendered by Given’s orchestra aided by
tbe Maine State Fife and Drum pCorps.
Tbe seleotlons given by this organization
were very warmly received and tbe corps
was obliged to respond to many encores.

plate

at

bouconnler

cue

tame

and the

was a nanusoine

tables

were

elabor-

ately decorated with flowers.
After coffee and ohocolate were served
in a few well ohosen
Mr. Otto Mariner,
thanked the young people for
words,
their company on this occasion, and then
Mr. George D. Lorlng, who
on
called

Stroudwater Canoe

Tbe

elected

Stroudwater
these officers:

olub

has

President—Fritz H. Jordan.

O

O
O
X

U

X

O

Odered)
O

O
Q
Q

X
vJ

X
U

aim

Secretary

ircnBurw—«juuu

uunmu

Alien.

Executive Committee—Fritz H.Jordan,
Charles E.Noyes and Dr. J. W. Whiddeu.
be rather warm work from the time the
Three new members were voted iu.
spoke a few words of welcome and then “Ice-cutting” begins till “after the ball
called on Mr. ifoy Murphy, who, In a is over.” The steamship olerks will line Mr. Jordan succeeds Mr. C. B. Mitchell
few well chosen words, presented Mr.
The Port- as president.
up the same as last Friday.
Frederick Mariner with a beautiful silver land
team is all deoided on except one
A Good Thing for the People.
shaving set, including a silver handled place and there is considerable rivalry
of people, who,
There are thousands
The men have been
razor, as a kindly remembrance of the for the position.
while not exactly siok, are out of order
occasion from his assembled friends. Mr.
hsrdjat work every day and will give a or ailing in some way. They don’t feel
Mariner was also presented with a beauwhat
the
good account of themselves when the well and can't understand
tiful
bouquet of eighteen daybreak time comes. Ail should bear in mind
trouble is. You oan learn exactly what
pinks, the gift of Miss Edith Small. The that this game le.'clean and strictly ama- ails you, without its costing anything by
party then adjourned to the dance hall teur. The proceeds are for the Seamen’s wrltiug a letter to the noted and successwhere a choice order of ten dances was recreation rooms.
ful specialist, Dr. Greene, of 84 Temple
participated in. Music for the occasion
Mass.* and telling him
Place, Boston,
furnished by Messrs. James Bain
Journal of Medicine and Science.
was
He will explain
must how you feel.
and Charles Snowman. The party left for
Th March number of the Jonrnal of
every symptom in your case and tell Just
isabout
all
been
has
11.80,
home
just
voting it an oooa- Medicine and Scienoe
what to do to get well,. Write him now
the press of Wm. M. Marks. —do not delay.
sion long to be remembered and wishing sued from
in the It contains the exceedingly interesting
Mr. Mariner many happy years
Haight A Freese’s Manual.
future.
and valuable paper on “Animal TuberMessrs.
Haight & Fieese of 63 Broadto
Human
the
culosis In Its Belation
have issued a new and
New
York,
way,
Family,” by George H. Bailey, D. V.
to Inves-

After Your

Money

And not your welfare
Is the Dealer who

Proposes

a

no

equal.

both

profession

and lay-

Ulmer

The

_

Soap.

Inferior brands pay
Him larger profits
At the expense of
Your comfort.
Welcome Soap

ftas

interest

to the

man.

substitute

Welcome

revised edition of their “Guide
tors.” This Is a book of nearly four hunof
dred pages full of statistical matter
It has a complete
interest to Investors.
record of the fluctuations of stocks, grain
11 is
and cotton for the paat ten years.
mailed free to all applicants.

last meetS., which was read before the
Maine Academy of Mediolne
n« of the
and Soience in this city, together with
by several well
remarks on the same
known physicians throughout the state.
There are also many other articles of

A

Lively Runaway.
wa« riding in

gentleman

i

I
s

drawn

by

Mg

little

a

whs badly cut and
fell. The horse’s hoof
the sleigh was somewhat damaged. The
was unhurt.

I
1

gentleman

of

yi.

Huntoon.

George^A.

Ulmer of Chel-

sea, Mass., against L. P. Huntoon, the
proprietor of the Tontine hotel nt Brunswick for assault and battery, whioh was
assigned for trial at the February term
of the Superior court, has been settled

fine chestnut
and when
afternoon,
yesterday
horse,
street the horse took fright
on Congress
the gentleman
at something and dumped
to Commercial
out. He then ran down
street and through the street to in front
he
slipped and
of I. S. Bean’s where

racing sleigh

oase

Huntoon. W. E. Ulmer and C. W.
Morrill appeared for plaintiff and Bairett
Potter for defendant.

by

have been atMcKenney’s.”

from that terrible
Doan’s Ointment
will bring you instant relief and permanent oure. Get it from your dealer.
Are yon

a

sufferer

[

■■

o

Gold buttons, pins and diamond rings,
And lots of other lovely things,
With costly jewels, fit for kings,
You’re sure to find at McKenuey’s,

Young

men

about to throw the

So when “the daisy” you have caught.
The lovely presents will be brought,
Then oomes the ring to tie “the knot,"
Pure gold you’ll find at McKenney’s.
The next In order is “a trip”
On railroad car or fine steamship,
Then mind your watch, don’t let It slip,
Good watch chains are at McKenney’s.

toe,

U

fast black. A noble

O

Then comes the time for “settling down,”
The old folks slyly drive to town,
To purchase, and a good look round
For needful things at McKenney’s.

has been SOc,

A

X

CJ
A

Q
X

They choose a clock that’s always right.
To strike the hour both day and night,
And rouse the whole at morning’s light,
Real beauties find at McKenney’s.
The well-filled purse Is then cut loose
To purchase silverware for use,
And “Rogers’ knives” to carve the goose—
Good forks and spoons at McKenuey’s.
word to persons growing old.
Our pebble spex “as good as gold.”
The crosses! folks will never scold.
A

Q
X

O
A

X

Q

i.

ad is at an end,
Don’t doubt our word, but come or send;
Our wares are good you may depend,
You’ll be well used at McKenney’s.
feb26 eodtf
our

50c

25c, 37£c,

a

M

Q
X

Fine cambric,
cut

Boys’

U
A

See window
Free streets.

Ladies’
Knit
Tests.

h’ink, blue,

W

Price,

Oak

show.

cor.

Free street
exhibition of
Undersummer
Oftener used as

above

our

low

around

12lc

O
A

Cover.

Corset

II.

III.
Scuiare Neck Empire, Rich Embroidery ruffle.
Lacr-like-Insertion at neck,

Buttons in front,

A

25c

O

Ladies’ part underpants.
Large
l-2c
been
62
Have
wool.
percentage

^

o

yoke,
collar

Nainsook, Cluster tuck yoke, Broad Sailor
Collar, Collars, Yoke and Cuffs ruffled with
Swiss Embroidery, Silk ribbon.

Q
Jersey

em-

ruffle

'Jr

neck.

square

and

and wrists.

wnue.

A

U

Idng

The yoke of
Swiss
Insertion alternating with fine
tucks.
Broad sailor
collar.

an

ecru ana

Anotlier

full.

Deep
broidery

See in
window
ladies’

Corset Cov ers.
Y neck and

o

worth $1.50.
Price to-day

“Bargain-apol is”

on

$1.09.

now,

g
g

50c

Lonsdale Cambric Yoke
of Embroidery and hem-

Infants’

Slips.

Another lot 90 per cent, woo!,

IR1S BROS. CO. |

vests and Pants.

$1.25 kind

Back of

stitching,

75c

Natural wool.

yoke

plaited. Choice Swiss Embroidery
All wool Under- at Neck and Sleeves, Deep hem at
All sizes.
the bottom.

at

Price for

today

$1.00

and

Saturday,
49c.

Regular price 62 l-2c.

To close

Kid Gloves
$1.50 for

MMOOOOOOOOOtMi

out several

Children’s Short Dresses, Swiss Embroidery
over the Shoulders, Swiss Em
5
broidery at neck and sleeves.
Shirred at wrist, Deep hem. A beauty at CJ

lots of fine Kid Gloves Yoke, Bretelles

$1.00.

we

have

the
and

pinched

one-third

price

l-2c.

will sell today and Saturday our best
$1.50 Kid Gloves (Ladies’) at $1.00
---

"Abbott”

---ji

I Gloves

VENETIAN DIMITY*

Price

Suede

cut

bv the

Systeme Jay,

the

today

VENETIAN DIMITY.
Another case just opened. These are regular 12 1 --c goods
and never have been sold less than 12 l-2c. This lot for 7c. Small
figures and choice colors.

\

I

being

f

one

Wen’i

Night-Shirts, made ol
excellent cloth, prettily

trimmed with colored and white embroidery at the front, turn-over-colkind
lar, pearl buttons, cut full and long,

Glace Kid. Keal

Boys’

Remarkably

cut

stitching.

$1.50 kind for

a

limited lot of

Sweaters, dark

Boys’

blue and black

and

Straight collars, sizes
Stout
warm, wearable.
$1.00

Pique and English red walking Gloves.

$1.50 kind

Here’s

Sweaters.

skin.

soft

Perfect

___

LINENS.

of

Two

for Men.

'

tine,

Cut price 20c.

lines

49c,

$1.00 39c and 49c.

now

kid.

Lappet Mulls and Organdies.

Saturday,

piece.

$1.50

I

and

Morsels

gusset and thumb

LINENS.

'‘Bargain-

beautiful
of the
toe.
Robes,
and
copies
heel
Night
spliced
First French Empire styles.
29c
at
kind
50c
Regular
Ladies’ Fancy Lisle Hose, boot
top, silk embroidered in colors,

\J

a

Price

to

28

to 31.

2-

close the lot,

C,

$1.00

at

Two bargains in Table Linens.
The first is

a

J. R. LIBBY.

J. H. LIBBY.

Double Satin Damask for $1.19, regular price 1.50.

And the second for 90c has been sold for $1.25.
We shall sell all kinds of Linens and Napkins at cut prices for
the next Ten Days. Values are good at all prices.

Clioice Dress Goods.
ure

coming every day and

from

a

T.

now

is the lime to

fine assortment at a moderate

When sight’s renewed at McKenney’s.
now

Ladies’ German Cash- Empire All day sale on
mere Hose, extra fine Night
apolis.”
Three lots of
Robes.
fast
black,
gauge,

Cashmere
Hose.

Obrellas

LINENS.

29c.

now

,

W

O

LINENS. LINENS. LINENS.

Price

stocking,

U

50 ladies’ 26 inch fast black Umat 42c each.
50 ladies’ 26 inch fast black Umbrellas, with Congo handles, and steel
rods, at 54c eacii,
50 ladles’ 26 inch silk Corola $1.39
Umbrellas, Congo handles with sterling silrer trimmings, steel rods, at
only 87 cents eaeh.
50 Gents’ 28 inch English Gloria
Umbrellas with case and tassel at 77
cents each.
Gripsack Umbrellas at less than
cost.

light and dark colors.

Hermsdorf

a

Q

Regular price 25c.

improved

Q

vests.

Tell all your friends and
neighbors about this sale,

heels and

toes,

o

o

in

•i

me-

andoutsizes,

spliced

o

loop

O’er maidens fair they’d like to “scoop,”
delect at once the engagement hoop,
Real gems you’ll find at McKenney’s.

Double-

dium

Cheaper Than Ever!

g
g

Ladies’

Q

o
o

O

hint

Four

are

Fleeced Hose,

1 UMBRELLAS i

O

of

2
U

19c

0

as a

Black,

o

v

Stockings

Specials.

0

Q

full

Here

TT

to 50c, accord-

Ino*

A

window

a

side the store.

o

piece.

Q

hung

to you of what’s in-

'Tis there good watches you will find,
In gold and silver, all "stem wind,”

So

plague, Itching Piles?

§
§

Yes, that’s the store, well known by all,
For pretty things, both large and small.
When next in town, give them a call,
Fair dealing Is at McKenney’s.

Reliable of every kind—
Both good and cheap at MoKenney’s.

We’ve

———i

o

O

been from 35c
0(Haye
t.A ai'/PR.)

Rhinft.

And must

Hosiery and Knit Underwear.

*

black wool ribbed Hose,
stout, wearable and fast black.
Have b°en 25c now

O

a youth on our town line,
With watch and chain, he looked so fine,
“vnil l*nt a

department today. Prices nipped.

ribbed tops, extra

Gents’ 25 cent linen cuffs, (4 styles)
at 12c pair.
Gents’ 20 cent linen collars, (8
styles) at 8c each.
Gents’ 50 cent Neckties, about (50
dozen) at 28c each.
Gents’ 25 cent bow ties, (light and
dark) at 11c eachGents’ $1.00 white shirts, with colored bosoms at 85c each.
Gents’ 50 cent negligee shirts (launat 87 l-2c each.
Gents’ 60 cent night shirts, colored
trimmings at 87 l-2c.
Gents’ 25 cent elastic suspenders
(new) at 17c pair.
Gents’leather-end suspenders at only
23c pair.
Gents’ cheriot and outing shirts (50c
grade) at 89c each.
Gents’ 75 cent balbriggan underwear at only 50c.
Gents’50c and 75c fleeced underwear, remainder of our winter stock,
not all sizes, at 25c.
Children’s natural wool underwear,
all sizes up to 34, at only 25c per

X

I met

anIri T

prices.

A

BEEN

“Mv lad

Satnrday) we
shall sell lots of Gents’ Furnishings
and Umbrellas at astonishingly low

Friday.

Remnant

-

8 I HEBE ABE SOME OF THEM

MONUMENT SQ.

Club.

Canoe

■

g

Today (Friday and

m

McKenney’s,

and a delightful time enjoyed.

.

TODAY AND SATURDAY.

w

H. H. HAY & SON, Middle St.
YOU

.

g
OO

1841

HAVE

8
g

OF

SAIE

§

SINCE

afternoon at 3.30 has been
deoided on as the time for the Internatlonal hockey matcli at the Portland ice
The Canadians are limbering up
rink.
for the oocasion and are expecting an
easy time with their American cousins,
but the latter nre keeping quiet and
wood. It is Bafe to say it will
sawing

ADTBKTISMIBim.

HEW

■

You’ll find interesting lots of Remnants in most

8

GENTS’
§ FURNISHINGS

Prescription Clerk Wanted.

Saturday

1,1

every

8
8
8

NOTICE.

At each

~

»

Second

O
o

o

to decorate the

n

fid ample justice.

HEW A DVKKTISKMKViS.

~*^mmm**

f8

8
8
O

Fully 800

Hood’s

all

-I-'—-—

g***oooooccooee«o

Last night for the first time the large
auditorium or drill shed of the armory
as tbrowu
open for a grand iuaugural
military ball under the auspices of the
Auxiliary of tbo lat-10tli-29th
Ladies’

Liver Ills

Which

*

tnm

Grand

The grand march was formed shortly
after nine o’clook and over 200 couples
a
Under suspension of the rule,
rill.
took part in it and a well arranged order
and all of the above of dances followed. There was no orowd
was
ballot
takqf,
Simeon
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
The cob7 home
ing iu an v of tbe dances and tbe success
were elected members of the board.
vrlth
of last night's ball will undoubtedly be
Skillings on Vesper street, was^fllled
from
a
Dew
footwear
A communication
lepeated many times In the years to
hundred people
a
a hupp/ throng of over
considerable oome as this is to be a very ponplar ball
miles. She was nigh out of water,bring- company, apparently of
them
suitably
to
there
help
were
who
that would like to locate in Port- in which to give daDOes and balls.
of their ing a light cargo of 600 tons of ooal and merit,
celebrate the 25th anniversary
a
with
land
prospect of employing a
deco- about 400 tons of general merchandise for
wedding. The house was profusely
number of hands, was referred to
There
large
Montreal
and
Canadian
points.
Mr.
flowers.
rated with evergreens and
together
local consignments. Her only the board of manufacturers,
under a hand- were no
and Mrs. Skillings stood
another upon a mirror manufacwith
were 13 returning aattlemen.
and
repassengers
window
the
in
bay
some arob,
The cutter Woodbury sailed east yes- turer.
of their
ceived the hearty congratnlatlons
President Boothby announced to the Like biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, constimorning.
some
terday
Rev. Mr. Lindsay made
frienda.
steamer Frank Jones pation, sour stomach, indigestion are promptly
hoard that tne
all
of
sent
wind
northwest
The
brisk
and original
brief but felieitous remarks
the route between cured by Hood's Fills. They do their work
be
would
upon
placed
out
vessels
Miss Mary Leighton, tbe fishermen and ooastwise
as soon as proper
pcerns were read by
Maoblas
and
Portland
Brlnner yesterday morning and the harbor looked
Mr. K. F. Skillings, Miss Mary
are completed
aooommodatlons
wharf
deserted.
and Mr. G. B. Griffith.
Much satisfaction was expressed
here.
8.80
arrive
until
did
not
The
Portland
at the
The following ladles officiated
by Messrs. Fobes, Whitney, Conley, TreMrs. E. E. Jen- yesterday morning.
refreshment tables.
and on motion
The sohooner
S. P. Blackburn has fetbeu, Hall and others,
Miss
L.
nings, Mrs. Freeman Millikan,
of Hon. H. S. Melcher, president of the easily and thoroughly.
to
Grand
Trunk
to
the
discharge
gone
the
Best after dinner pills.
V. Holbrook, Mrs. Josle Harding,
Grocers’ and Flour Dealers’ Association,
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